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PHEFACE
Pile main work contained in this thesis is to he 
found in the published papers attached as appendices. 
These are concerned with the determination of the angular 
momentum^vector of the Earth and the explanation of 
changes in this vector. The variation of latitude and 
the secular variation in the axis of rotation are two 
aspects of the problem of the position of the vector in 
space and in the Earth, and the seasonal and secular 
variations in the rate of rotation are aspects of the 
problem of the magnitude of the vector,
A short historical introduction is given and also 
a commentary on the papers. These are not intended to 
do more than place the papers in the context of the work 
done by others on the subject and to indicate the views 
of other authors where this seems to be advisable. Some 
outstanding problems and possible lines for further 
investigation are suggested.
All the papers contain material which was novel at 
the time of publication. In the two papers written with 
A.M.Walker the very closest collaboration took place 
since the statistical work depended so much on the 
observational problems. It is difficult to separate our 
individual contributions, but in general it can be said 
that Walker did the Statistical development and I was 
responsible for formulating the problem and interpreting 
the results; in addition, I did all the computation.
The papers written with Walker have made a 
considerable impact on the work of other geophysicists.
I give in the commentary a hitherto unpublished 
exiDlanation of how the effects of glacial eustasy may 
explain a discrepancy between the theoretical and the 
observed ratios of the secular decelerations of the 
Moon and the Sun.
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HISTORICAL IN'TKQTOQfflQN
The variation of latitude
A rigid body acted upon by no forces can rotate 
permanently about any of its principal axes of inertia, 
the motion being stable if it is about either the axes 
of greatest or least moments. In the special case of a 
body whose two least moments are equal, the rotation is 
stable about the axis of greatest moment* If, in this 
case, the moments of inertia are (A,A,C), the axis of 
rotation completes its revolution within the body .in a 
period A/(C-A) times the period of rotation. This wobble 
is, of course, superposed on any motion due to external 
forces.
In the case of the Earth, A/(C-*A) is accurately ' 
known from precession and is about 305. ' Astronomers 
therefore sought for evidence of such a period in the 
rotation of the Earth since Euler first enunciated.the 
theory* By definition, the latitude of an astronomical 
observatory is the mean of the altitudes of a circumpolar 
star when it crosses the meridian above and below the 
pole so the colatitude of the observatory is the angle 
between local gravity and the Barth's instantaneous axis 
of rotation. Any motion of this axis therefore causes 
changes in the latitudes of all observatories - hence the
term •variation of latitude1.
The variation was not however detected until the, 
end of the 19th century. Chandler then found a very small 
variation which unlike the simple Eulerian variation, had 
two components with periods of one year and fourteen months 
respectively, "both of which had amplitudes of the order 
of 0.1n. These became known as the annual and the 
0handler!an periods.
Newcomb pointed out that the non-rigidity of the 
Earth causes a lengthening of the Eulerian period and 
so the Chandler!ah period may be identified with the 
lengthened Eulerian period. The elastic properties of 
the Earth are described by three Love's numbers, h k and 1, 
and it was shown by . Love and Larmor that the lengthening 
of the Eulerian period provides a means of estimating k 
to an accuracy of about one part in 300. This is one of 
the only observational methods of getting any one of.the 
three Love1s,numbers by itself so that accurate determination , 
of the Chandler period is of prime iimportance to geophysics.
The annual period was explained as being due to a 
forced motion, which was looked for in changes in the products
5
of inertia of the Earth not due to elastic deformation,
The chief cause of such changes was found in the annual 
change in the distribution of air over the Earth1s surface.
Full historical accounts can he found in Lambert (1931) 
and Melchior (1954)# iha extended theoretical account is to 
be found in Jeffreys* ,,fIhe Earth” (4th edition 1959? chapter 
7). , ;
Periodic changes in the rate of rotation of the Earth
The interval of time during which the Earth makes 
one complete revolution about its axis is defined as one 
day, which was formerly the standard of astronomical time­
keeping by which clocks were regulated. Improvements made .
in the accuracy of artificial time-keepers - crystal and
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atomic clocks - which are now accurate to 1 part in 10 or 
better have shown that in fact the Earth's rate of rotation 
is; not uniform so the day is not of fixed length.
Using batteries, of very accurate pendulums, Stoyko 
had in 1937,detected an annual variation in the lengthof 
the day. The more accurate clocks now available; show - 
that in addition to ah annual variation there are,, 
irregular fluctuations. Van den Lungen, Gox and van 
Mieghem (1949) and Munk and Miller (195°) found that 
the annual movement of air masses caused bhangbs in
‘ ■ V' 6-
the moment of inertia of the atmosphere sufficient to 
explain 15 - 20$ of the observed annual changes in the 
rate, of, rotation* Mints and Munk (1951* 1954) found a 
better explanation in the seasonal changes of the angular 
momentum of the air masses relative to the solid Earth*
Seoular_ohaig?a in the rate of rota-tipn
A secular deceleration in.the rate of rotation of 
the Earth was historically the first of.all these various 
phenomena to be discovered* It was suspected by Halley in 
1693 and in 1749 Hunthorne showed that the Moon was moving 
in advance of its calculated position when records of 
ancient and modern eclipses were compared. Many 
investigators - notably Eotheringham, Schoch, de Sitter - 
have confirmed this* Spencer Jones (1939) showed that 
the accelerations of various bodies in the solar system 
were in the.ratios necessary to prove that the accelerations 
are in fact the reflections of the Earth's deceleration. 
Heiskanen (1921), iaylor (1919) und Jeffreys have ascribed 
the. deceleration to the effect of tidal friction generated 
principally in shallow seas* Jeffreys gives a full account 
in "The Earth15 (4th edition' OhapterS).
Secular Changes in the Axis of rotation
The fourth problem concerns the position of the 
axis.of rotation over long periods of time. The subject
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has heen highly controversial, hut in the past decade 
palaeomagnetic evidence has pointed to the movement of 
the pole at least relative to the surface of the Earth. 
Various authors e.g. Bondi and Gold (1956) Jeffreys (1956) 
have studied the motion of a crust over a liquid core, 
which introduces the damping of the variation of latitude. 
Munk ( 1*?$% ) has shown that-with values of damping found 
in Paper 6 the motion of the Earth1 s crust over the core, 
is ,,embarassingn - the difficulty is not to explain the 
secular change hut to explain its smallness I This subject 
is in its infancy.
fluctuations
Secular changes may in fact include long term 
-fluctuations over periods which are long compared with 
the intervals for which observations are available. I 
considered such fluctuations in relation to the secular 
decelerations of the Earth in Paper 3*
All the phenomena have in common the fact that the 
observable effects are small - the observations are made 
-very near the limits of the instruments and observational 
errors are bound to be large. Moreover, it is doubtful 
if any of the processes are smooth, so all of them must 
be treated as stochastic processes and refined statistical 
techniques are required,to do any effective analysis of
8
the observations. Despite the. years of effort put into 
the study of these phenomena, finality has not yet been 
reached in the understanding of any of them.
9
oomvrMTs on publishes papers
The variation of latitude
Paper 2 is the result of work which Professor E.
Findlay Freundlich suggested! might undertake* It is 
generally accepted that the annual term in the variation 
of latitude is dde to seasonal changes in the distribution 
of atmospheric masses over the Earth's siirface, hut 
previous authors - Spitaler (1897), Jeffreys (1916)
Schweydar (1919) Eosenhead (1929) - who had calculated 
the products of inertia of the atmospherechad all done 
so with more or less unsatisfactory data. Eosenhead, for 
example, used isobar charts compiled by Napier Shaw and 
had to apply corrections, for the fact that these charts 
showed sea-level values of the pressure. The isobars are 
•drawn through "spot diagrams" and subsequent reading and 
correction for height may bear no relation to the height 
of the stations from which the actual lines were deduced. 
Moreover , as. Napier Shaw himself said, isobar maps are 
often fictional, the isobars beginning and ending at the 
whim of the compiler especially at the coasts of continents. 
Schweydar used G-orczinski' s charts and applied no recorrections 
for height. Similar objections can be raised to other works. 
Schweydar in fact recognized these defects and suggested that 
station-level values of the pressure should be used to 
calculate the products of inertia for a number of years. '
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In Paper 2 therefore, I used station level data for each 
of some 340 land stations in Roseau Mondial, for which a 
continuous six-year sequence of pressure readings was 
available, (1925-1930 inclusive)
It is to he noted from the results given in Table II 
that, the product P is more regular and has greater 
.amplitude than 0 - perhaps due to the fact that Pis more 
influenced :by the very large regular changes in the Central 
Asian pressure system* But in both P and 0 there are wide 
variations from year to year*
The.'work does confirm the accepted theory. I think 
it is proper to point out, however, that I would not now 
present so elaborate an analysis of the.variation of P and 
G-, nor would I so confidently integrate the differential 
equations of the motion after inserting the fitted formulae 
for the products of inertia.
After this work, I was convinced that classical 
.methods of Pourier Analysis are not applicable to the 
observations of the variation of latitude so with A.M. .
V/alker I undertook the work leading to Papers 5 and 6. These 
give a thorough examination of the whole question of the 
analysis of a two-dimensional time series.in which the process 
is subject to auto-correlated.random disturbances as well as 
observational error.
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[Eiie investigation of bias witli which Paper 6 . ends is 
particularly important because it shows evidence of 
particular hinds of systematic errors which in imy view 
make it impossible adequately to estimate the damping factor, 
fhe estimate of the Chandler period is probably as good as 
can be obtained from the data.
The method of these papers is open to some objection.
I believe that Paper 2 indicates such variabCLity of P and 
G- from year to year that the forcing terms should themselves 
be treated as auto-regressive series. This might affect the 
decision reached in Paper 5 that ordinary Fourier .Analysis is 
suitable for removing the annual term and if so, the imperfect 
removal of this term would bias the data from which we 
estimated the parameters of the. Chandlerian motion. This is 
a possible problem for future investigations. Further, as 
Fellgett (1959, unpublished paper) points out, the use of 
the correl^ogram necessarily imposed on us a choice of lags 
so that we did not use all the information. Fellgett reverts 
to the use of the periodogram and attempts to avoid all the 
innate difficulties of this use by a powerful technique of 
determining from the whole periodogram the parameters of the 
motion. He claims far more consistent results than we got; 
in particular he finds no real evidence of bias. He agrees
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sulos-fa anti ally with our estimate of the Chandler period and 
also concludes that it will be several hundred years before 
either his or our method will accurately determine the 
damping.
Melchior (1958) has objected to the whole basis of the 
method on the ground, substantially, that the results are 
good estimates of the parameters of a hypothetical 
mathematical model which is not however a good model of the 
physical system. My reply is simply this; If damping did 
not.exist our model would include the possibility and 
produce the answer k = o within statistical limits. Imperfect 
as our own estimates are, all are statistically different 
from aero. ‘ .
Eussian astronomers at the IAU meeting in Moscow in 
1958 strongly supported our view against Melchior and claimed 
that when our method .was used with more homogeneous Soviet 
data, good results were obtained - the damping‘had a relaxation 
time of about 100 years compared.with the ranges 10 - 30 years 
found by us and-also by Eellgett,
Eor the purposes of the lime-Service, which requires 
values of the variation of latitude more quickly than the 
I.L.S, at present supplies them A.Stoyko and N.Stoyko (1958) 
have 'proposed the adoption of a formula. Ihey.say -
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En utilisant les equations du mouvement du p8le de 
rotation donnles-par. Helmert et l1 hypo these de Eevvcom’b q_ui 
admet c^u’en cas do deformation de la Terre le p3le d'inertie 
so d^place dans la direction du pole de rotation, on pent 
representer les coordone'es du pdle instants par les formulas 
s.uivantes :
0 0 ox = 0f,,088 cos(l8 t + 112 ) + 0 cos(15 t + o)
oo o(8) y = 0",075 sin(l8 t + 112 ) - 0 sin(15 t + c)
ou t est exprime en. vlntiemes d'ann^e comme unite.
Ainsi, le mouyement du pole de rotation de la Terre
peut Stre represent© par la somme de deux composantes
o
liarmoniques : 1 une composante annuelle de phase et
o
amplitude constant©s, et 2 une composante ay ant pouf; period© 
environ 1,2 d'ann^e, de phase et amplitude variables.
L*experience montre gue pendant un intervalle ne depassant 
pas 1,2 d,annee on peut admettre avec une precision 
suffisante pour les . huts pratiques que 1* amplitude 0 et 
la phase c de la periode chandlerienne sont constantes.
Ces propriety donnent la possibilite de calculer 
les coordonnees du p^le instahtane dfapres un seul service 
de latitude.
I have actually compiled the amplitudes and phases 
of a motion with the two periods given using successive rims 
of 24 successive pairs of values of 1 and m (Jan.1900 - Eec.igoi,
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'.Feb.19.00 - Ian. 1902, March 1900 - Feb. 1902 and so on). Ihe 
results which are too voluminous to. give in detail bW 
clearly show that,Stoyko1s statements are just not borne 
out* Ihe toplitudes and phases■fluctuate.wildly and are of, 
no use for rapid interpolation*
Variation of the length of. the day
.When I was computing 1 and. Gr for. Paper 2, I realised 
that the changing distribution of air-masses would also 
cause an annual change in G^the moment of inertia, and hence 
from conservation of angular momentum one should expect a 
change in the length of the. day of annual period. Before 
completing Paper 2 therefore, I computed the values of 0 
and also A and B the other moments of inertia and published 
the results in Paper 1.
Clearly this is a contributory cause of the observed 
variation of the length of the day, but as it has now been 
shown^the angular,momentum associated with the air circulation 
which builds up and disperses the air masses is the major 
cause*
Paper 1 revealed a conflict of opinion with van den 
Dungen, Gox and van Mieghem (1949) who did hot make the same 
assumption as I did about the hydrostatic compensation over 
the oceans. They (1952) have challenged this assumption but I
15
do not see how the challenge can really be sustained. The 
effect is important because it reverses the sign of 0 - and 
incidentally of F and G-. The internal evidence of the 
agreement of cause and effect in the case of the variation 
of latitude seems to be satisfactory evidence of the 
correctness of the assumption of hydrostatic compensation.
In Paper 1 I pointed out for the first time that the 
corrections made in different ways by Jeffreys and Schweydar 
for the elastic yielding of the Earth1s surface under the 
changing atmospheric load are both wrong. Jeffreys (The 
Earth 4th edition p.227) accepts this criticism which is 
essentially that neither way of correcting ensures conservation 
of mass. No-one has yet produced a satisfactory method of 
correction.
Motion of a rigid body with a mobile envelope
Having established in Papers 1 and 2 the orders of 
magnitude of the moments and products of inertia of the 
atmosphere, I used them in Paper 4 with Munk's estimates 
of the relative angular momentum of the atmosphere to 
consider the rotation of the Earth as if it were a rigid 
body with a mobile envelope. I found that variation of 
latitude and variation of the length of the day can be 
treated separately and cleared up certain doubts about
16
*tlxe applioability of the simple Eulerian theory expressed 
hy Jeffreys• In this paper the elasticity of the Earth 
is ignored so that a proviso should he added that the 
theory given is true only if the solid Earth does not 
change its shape. To the orders of magnitudes and the 
time-scales concerned, I believe that this is near enough 
to the truth for the purpose of the present theory.
Long term fluctuations in the rate of rotation of the Earth
The effect of tidal friction is to slow down the
Earth and thus to lengthen the day. This is seen in an 
apparent acceleration of the Moon, Sun and planets. Suppose 
the Moon moves among the stars with mean angular velocity 
n, and the angular speed of the Earth is 63. Then if tidal 
interaction between the Earth and the Moon causes a 
deceleration of the Earth there will also be a change in 
n and the apparent acceleration of the Moon will be ^ 
given by ■
= dn n d^ 
ut ~ £ ftt
If however, the cause of the Earth's changed angular
speed is not due to any dynamical effect attributable to
the Moon, the apparent acceleration^/ will be given by
o
%/ o -n d43£ a?
since the Moon's motion will be unaffected. The suffixes
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o and 1 distinguish the "unlinked" acceleration from the 
"linked".
Similarly for the Sun the "linked" and "unlinked"
apparent accelerations \Jt and ''/will he given by
1 1
dn - n d<*J cTt oj Ut
and
r 1
to TF
1
where n is. the mean angular velocity of the Sun. The total 
apparent accelerations will be
u - i/0+ i/f and vf = i//+ respectively
De Sitter calculated o and f as
' 2
- (5#22^0.45)"/century 2
■p-o = (1.80-0.24) "/century
giving a ratio 2.9# The observations covered the
last 2,000 years.
Spencer Jones obtained
Y '.y' . .23 •11=^0.8 5)" /c entury 
( 24;0 ss (1.07-0.09)"/century
from observations covering the last 200 years. He assumed 
the ratio *>/*/ to be the satae as de Sitter ! s*
Brouwer (1952) obtained
4"^= ( 2* 20^3#8) "/century
18
2
(1 •Ol^O• 28)’’/century
but this method is criticised by Murray (1957) who found that 
the present acceleration of the Moon is at least twice as 
great as the average acceleration since the time of 
Hipparchus.
Spencer Jones states that his result clearly indicates 
a reduction in tidal friction. In Paper 3 I challenged this 
view and showed that the rise and fall in sea level due to 
changes in average ice-coverage causes large fluctuations 
in the rate of rotation - in fact plausible glacial evidence
2gives average values of varying from -130” to + 15011/century . 
These rates are very sensitive to changes in climatic conditions, 
but the fluctuations take place o'ver periods of centuries and 
would be measured as pseudo-secular effects. I wish to 
emphasise that my estimates in Paper 3 are estimates of what 
I now call and that Pe Sitter and others estimate not 1/ but ^ 
which includes ^and^
Jeffreys (The Earth 4th edition Chapter 8) gives a 
dynamical theory from which he obtains the theoretical 
ratios
“6.3 or 7.2 = a say
/
according to whether the friction is taken as linear or
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non linear. (Jeffreys of course does not use the suffix 1). 
He remarks succinctly "!he observed ratio is much less”.
So far as I know the discrepancy has never previously been 
explained.
However, the distinction between the linked and unlinked 
accelerations affords a possible explanation, for the 
ratio of the unlinked accelerations is
~ » 13.3 = b say
n1
Since v( = VJ + vr(
and v zz \/0 ^ i
/ T f ■= avd + o
it follows that
v6/ = (v-b ^/)/( a-b)
1 ' 1
Vf zz (v-a v )/(b~a)
so if v andv/ are known ^ can be determined.
The following results are obtained from the different 
authors’ estimates of \i and/;-
! ■
| He Sitter 
Spencer Jones 
Brouwer
a = 6*3
(unit
-23.2*7.5 
-13.8±5.,4 
-15.8±8.2|
a =.7.2 
2
seconds of 4rc/oen*u^y)
+33.7*6.6 -33.8*9.5
+20•0*3 * 7 
+20.2-7.4
•20.0±6.5
■22.1^10.5
+44.2*8.6
+26.3*4.8
+26.5^9.7
t '
j„
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Jeffreys. estimated a deceleration of alout vf =7H/
' .2 , ' . - , ' ' ■ V' ■ • "V, 1
century due to tidal, friction in . shallow seas. He says 
(rBie Earth 4th edition p.244) that the estimate of tidal 
friction in the Bering Sea might he wrong hy half its amount. 
Jeffreys concluded that there is no reason to suppose that 
tidal friction is not sufficient to account for the secular 
deceleration but the above .rough calculations point., to .the ,, 
opposite conclusions since the values of are within the 
bounds of possible eustatic and isostatic effects given in 
Paper,. 3•
Murray (1957) distinguishes and ^ (which he calls 
cl and s.). In a note'on'this paper, Jeffreys (The Earth 4th 
edition p.397) gives values of cl and s in tolerable agreement 
with those I obtain from Spencer Jones1. and Biduwefsresults 
and concludes that Murray1s results introduce new difficulties 
with no' obvious explanation.
However, there are various possible explanations of the 
fact that v' has changed considerably in recent centuries as 
Spencer Jones and Murray contend. If the above theory is 
accepted then.lt is necessary to find a further cause of 
,,linl:ed,, deceleration - possibly in bodily.friction. Then 
either 1) tidal friction has changed, 2) the other cause' has 
changed or 3) the change has taken place in eustatic or 
isostatic effects. To . justify a belief, in the first cause 
one must bring forward evidence of considerable changes in
21
conditions in shallow seas;, this I find quite unacceptable 
as the general configurations of shallow seas have scarcely 
changed in 2,000 years'and'the•effect of the rise and fall 
in sea-level on tidal friction is negligible. Sea-level 
however immediately responds to climatic change and does 
have a marked influence on . There is ample qualititive 
evidence of climatic changes to suggest that it is ^ that 
changes rather than^- for example, between 1900 and 1945 
the condition in Spitsbergen harbours changed from being 
ice-bound for eight months to four months in every year* 
Such evidence is widespread.
As Jeffreys points out, the melting of polar ice-caps 
consequent on a climatic amelioration would increase the 
moment of inertia and thus: produce an immediate, effect in 
the wrong direction, . But, as I pointed out in Paper 3? 
after removal of the ice-cap, there is a far slower period 
of-isostatic compensation during which the sea-floofis 
depressed under the new load of water and the land rises 
after ,the removal of the load of ice. . Ultimately'when the 
compensation is complete the rate of rotation is the same 
as it was when, compensation was complete during the Ice 
Age, Over the last 2,000 years on the average, it is the 
isostatic compensation which has had■the dominating effect 
(thus explaining the sign/^p). The change in the last few
22
hundred years has "been reduced because of the eustatic 
effect of climatic fluctuations during that period.
It is perhaps apposite at this point to suggest 
other effects of climatic fluctuation. In the last few .. 
decades there has been an eastward shift of the isobars 
of the Eurasian continental land-mass. Whereas formerly 
the wind system of northwestern Europe was circumpolar^ 
winds are now entering the Arctic basin which is warming 
up. Also, the ocean currents are changing direction - in 
the case of the G-ulf Stream this happened on several 
occasions in historical times e.g.^Dutch Wars have been 
attributed to the fact that herring shoals followed the 
Stream from the East to the West coastlines of the North 
Sea ( 02yne 1952) - and the,, general effect is to change ice 
conditions and the general air circulation in the Arctic. 
These must have geodynamical consequencess-
a) the change in the location of air masses in Central Asia 
must affect E and G and hence the amplitude and phase of 
the forced motion in the variation of latitude,
b) the change from zonal to meriodpnal wind systems must
tend to reduce the component of the relative angular momentum 
of the atmosphere which, causes variation in the length of the 
day. .
c) changed average position of air masses must lead to a 
new position of the mean pole and hence an apparent (small)
23
polar drift,
d) changing ocean currents also affect the length of the 
day.
There is evidently here a wide field of research 
which may be worth investigating.
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ASTRONOMIE
Two causes contributing to the periodic fluctuation 
in the length of the day,
par Andrew YOUNG. {*)
Summary, — Variations in the moment of inertia of the Earth 
are calculated from atmospheric pressure variations, and the resulting 
variations in the length of the day are obtained.
The effect of polar waters released by differential seasonal melting 
is estimated.
1. By studying the performance of a number of clocks at 
Paris, Washington and Berlin dui'ing the years 1934-37, N. 
Stoyko (1,2) shewed that there exists a variation with an annual 
period in the speed of rotation of the Earth. These results were 
confirmed by the same author (3) from the study of clocks in 
the years 1946-47. H. F. Finch (4) found a result in close agree­
ment with those of Stoyko by analysing the apparent perform­
ance of quartz crystal clocks used in the Greenwich time service 
between 1943 and 1949. The results show that if the conventional 
astronomical clock and a crystal clock keeping mean time are 
started together in February, the astronomical clock reaches a 
maximum of 0S.06 slow about the beginning of June and a 
maximum of about 0s.06 fast in October relative to the quartz 
clock.
2. According to W. Schweydar (5), atmospheric pressure 
changes explain quantitatively the valuation of latitude which 
depends on the products of inertia of the Earth. The same cause 
must give rise to changes in the moment of inertia and hence 
to fluctuations in the length of the day. A number of other
(*) Prdsentd par MM. J, F. Cox et F. H. Van den Dungen.
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writers have already given estimates of this effect, F. H. van den 
Dungen, J. F. Cox and J. van Mieghem (6) estimated the change 
in the moment of inertia at opposite seasons and concluded that 
the effect only in part accounts for the observed seasonal fluctua­
tion in the length of the da}^ A conflicting numerical estimate 
has been given by W. H. Munk and R. L. Miller (7).
More exact determination of the moment of inertia is possible, 
and in this paper the results of detailed computations are given. 
These are based on pressure data actually observed at a large 
number of weather stations during the years 1927-30 (the latest 
for which complete data were found to be readify available). By a 
method used by both Schweydar and H. Jeffreys (8) in variation 
of latitude calculations, monthly values of the changes in the 
moment of inertia are obtained and the fluctuations in the length 
of the day are deduced.
The effect of the redistribution of polar waters is also exa­
mined.
3. Let h be the variable part of the mass per unit area at the 
point on the Earth's surface at which the colatitude is Q and the 
longitude is A. Let R be the radius of the Earth and let dS be 
the element of area. The variable contribution of this mass to 
the moment of inertia of the earth about the polar axis is
riC — R4 f [ h sin3 QdQdX. (1)
J o J 0
Over the sea, it can be shown that h is independent of position, 
varying only with the time. Let its value on the sea be h0. Since 
the total mass is constant,
hdS — 0
over the surface, and so
f f sin 0 d6d\ = —^ f f
J J sea J J land h sin 0 dOdX.
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But
and
sin OdOdX — bn — j J sin BdQdX
sea J J land
f f sin3 OdOdX = 'o tt —■ f f sin3 OdddX.
J J sea ^ J J land
Equations (1), (2) and (3) give 
/IC = R4 J — ac f f h sin BdddX + f f h sin3 OdOdXl J J J J land
where
ac—J^'77—JJ sin3 J^j47r—Jj sin^i^Aj.
(3)
(4)
(5)
(2)
If the atmospheric pressure excess at a given point be p milli­
bars, then
h = 1.020 p gms. (6)
A correction has to be made for elastic deformation of the 
Earth. In their variation of latitude calculations, Jeffreys and 
Schweydar differed in that the former applied this correction 
to the whole surface, whereas the latter applied it only to the 
land surface.
Using (4) and (6), the equations are then
AC ~ 1.020 R4& j — ac f (* psin0d0dX + [ [ P sin3 BdBdX} (7)l J J land J J land J
according to Jeffreys and
AC = 1.020 R4 (— ac f f psin 0d0dX + h[[ p sin3 BdBdX 1 (8)
( J J land J J land j
according to Schweydar, k being the correction constant for 
elastic yielding.
Schweydar's formula appears to ignore the yielding of the 
ocean floor under the changing load above it, and so might be 
expected to be incorrect. That it is so can be seen by examining 
the other moments of inertia AA and AB which can be derived
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in the same way as ZlC. They involve constants aa and ah ana- 
lagons to ac given by (5). On adding aa + a& + ac — 2. Since 
mass is conserved, zlA + /IB + zlC == 0, and on adding the 
three formulae, it is found that this condition is satisfied for 
any value of k in Jeffreys' formula but only by k ~ 1.0 in Schwey- 
dar's. This corresponds to the uncorrected formula and so Schwey- 
dar's is certainly incorrect.
It is evident that only land values of p are required for the 
computation of AC.
4. We take the mean position of the Earth as that in which it 
rotates about the polar axis in 24 hours and with the atmosphere 
everywhere arranged so that its pressure at any point has its 
mean value P0. In this position J, the moment of inertia about 
the axis of rotation, is equal to C. The other moments of inertia 
are A and B. In the disturbed position, the atmospheric pressure 
at any point is P0 Jr p. The moments and products of inertia 
are A + Ah, B + /IB, C + AC, AF, AG and AH.
Hence
J -j- AJ = (A Ah)l2 -j- (B T 4lB)'W2 + C + AC -{- 2m AF
+ 21AG + 2lmAF[,
where {l, m, 1) are the direction cosines of the axis of rotation.
It is found that all the variable parts of the moments and 
products of inertia are of the order 1035 gm. cm2. Since A, B and 
C are of order 10 45, and l and m are of order 10~c, it follows 
that this equation may be written
21J = JC + (A£2 + (9)
5. Atmospheric pressure values were taken from the tables 
in « Reseau Mondial » published yearly by H. M. Meteorological 
Office up to 1932. Owing to the number of Central Asian and 
South American values missing, it was not possible to use the 
tables for 1931 and 1932. The tables for 1927-1930 are complete 
and the calculations were made for these years.
In general « Reseau Mondial» lists two stations in each land 
area bounded by lines of latitude and longitude at 10° intervals.
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At each station the mean pressures for each month and over the 
year are given, and for comparison the averages over a long 
period of years are added. In the majority of cases the values 
are given both at station level and reduced to sea level.
Stations were used for the present calculations provided 
complete series of pressure values at station level were available. 
In a very small number of cases, however, stations were used 
for which only sea level values were available. In all cases where 
this was done, the station was at a very low altitude and the 
correction required to revert the variable pressure value to 
station level was negligible. In such cases a station was used only 
if its inclusion was required on grounds of geographical isolation. 
For a similar reason, or where, as in North Africa, stations are 
widely separated, a station was occasionally included for which 
monthly values had to be interpolated. Interpolation was never 
done at any station for more than four months. Average values 
were taken from the maps in Napier Shaw's « Manual of Meteor­
ology » vol. 2. (9) for the land in the South Polar Regions for 
which no results are given in « Reseau Mondial». In all, t the 
numbers of stations used were 341, 339, 337 and 331 in 1927, 
1928, 1929 and 1930 respectively.
For each station, factors S$r and Bcr were calculated in the 
following way. «Squares» bounded by lines of latitude and 
longitude at 5° intervals were grouped together into subareas 
around each station. For example, the four « squares » in the 
area between latitudes 60° and 70° N and longitudes 10° and 20° 
E contain two Reseau Mondial stations. — Trondheim (n° 239) 
andBodo (n° 240). In the years considered, full ranges of pressure 
values for both these stations are available and so both were used, 
the two southern squares being allotted to Trondheim and the 
two northern ones to Bodo.
In each square the fraction p, of land was estimated from large 
scale maps and
square
sin ddddX
and
square
sin3 OdOdX
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were evaluated by actual integration. Then
8s,. 44 J7 J SQ sin 6d6dX (10)
and
Scr — Uf.L | | sin3 OdQdX,
square
the summations extending over the sub-area allotted to the 
particular station. In the area cited above we find
sin BdQdX
sqtiare
and
JJ  square sin3 OdBdX
to be (0.04028) gg and (0.00864) —respectively in both southern
squares, and p is 0.95 and 0.68 in the south west and south 
east squares respectively. Hence for Trondheim to which the 
squares are allotted,
8s239 = (0.95 + 0.68) x 0.04028 X ^ = 0.0057,
8^239 -- (0.95 + 0.68) x 0.00864 x —- 0.0012.
The factors calculated in this way were used to compute
and
P sin3 QdddX, p sin OdBdX, sin3 BdBdX
sin BdBdX
over the land area by the approximations
etc.
p sin3 BdBdX — 2 prhcr (u)
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Writing equations (2), (3) and (5) in the approximate form
sin ddBdX — 4tt — 2 Ssr
JJ si 8sin3 BdddX — ^ tt — 2 Sc,
and
83 „ - r 8cr J / J Z 8sr j
equation (7) becomes
AC == 1.020 R4 k (— o.c 2pSs + 2pSc) 
in which form it was used for the computations.
(2a)
(3a)
M
(7a)
6. The computed values of 2p8s and 2pSc are given in the
8
first two columns of Table I. The values of 4tj- - - 28s, ^ir — 28c
and ac were found to be 8.9396, 6.1620 and 0.6893 respectively. 
The following values based on those given by Bartels (12) of 
the other constants were used.
R = 6.371 x 108 cms.
A — B = 8.050 x 1044 gm. cm2.
C = 8.077 x 1044 gm. cm2.
.1.020 R4 - 1.6807 X 1035.
L. Rosenhead (13) has shown that k — 0.6, and this value 
has been used here. The values of AC arc given in Table I.
Values of A/2 + Bw2 were calculated from the observed val­
ues of l and m given in H. Kimura's « Report on the work of the 
International Latitude Services (14). The maximum value of 
the ratio of A/2 -j* to JC during the period considered was
about y of 1 %. The effect of variation of latitude wTas there-
*•4
fore ignored in the calculation of the change in the length of 
the day, and for this purpose J J was taken equal to AC.
7. If w is the angular velocity of the earth, then
Jco = constant, (12)
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Also, if D is the length of the day,
Do; = constant (13)
by conservation of angular momentum.
As the quantities vary,
A] Aw AT)
J—^=rr- (14)
Ignoring the variation of latitude term this gives
AD ~ D x dC/C = 1.070 x 10~40/lC seconds. (15)
AD is, of course, the mean difference of the length of the day 
during the month.
As the mean values of /ID thus obtained for each month of 
the four year period can easily be inferred from the values of 
AC given in Table I, they are not given in detail here. A graph 
of the average monthly means calculated from the four yearly 
sets of values for £ — 0.6 is given in Fig. 1. In the same figure 
there is also given the graph of the observed values for 1934-37 
according to Stoyko. (1) The scale of the calculated curve is 100 
times that of the observed curve. It should be noted that AD 
used throughout this paper is the — Atr of Stoyko’s work. (3)
Table I.
Mean monthly variation in moment of inertia computed from
atmospheric data. 
(Unit = 1035 gm.cm2).
Sphc Ephs ZiC
1927 Jan + 2.4189 + 4.4135 - 0.629
Feb + 2.5603 + 5.1849 - 1.023
Mar + 0.5374 + 1.4310 - 0.453
Apr - 1.3369 - 2.1895 + 0.174
May - 0.5986 — 1.1221 + 0.176
Jun ~ 2.2249 - 4.6009 + 0.955
Jul - 1.9784 - 4.0517 + 0.822
Aug - 2.3137 - 3.7901 + 0.302
Sep - 1.3308 - 2.3336 + 0.280
Oct + 0.8847 + 1.7173 - 0.302
Nov + 1.6636 H- 2.4503 - 0.026
Dec + 1.3338 + 3.4634 - 1.063
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Table I (cont.).
Ephc SpZs AC
1928 Jan + 2.8286 + 3.5781 + 0.365
Feb + 2.8779 4- 4.6659 - 0.341
Mar - 0.0336 -I- 0.7379 - 0.547
Apr - 2.3225 - 4.0760 + 0.491
May - 1.2763 - 3.1378 4- 0.894
Jun - 4.6553 - 7.9832 + 0.855
Jul - 1.6871 - 4.1968 + 1.216
Aug - 0.5818 - 1.6642 + 0.570
Sep - 0.3375 + 0.0955 - 0.407
Oct + 1.1788 4- 2.3466 - 0.442
Nov 4- 1.9355 + 1.9860 + 0.571
Dec + 2.4637 + 3.9251 - 0.244
1929 Jan + 2.5744 + 7.9160 - 2.906
Feb + 0.5949 + 4.7120 - 2.675
Mar - 0.2784 - 1.7976 + 0.969
Apr - 1.4926 - 3.4150 4- 0.869
May - 1.2408 - 2.7200 4- 0.639
Jun - 2.9974 - 5.9488 4 1.112
Jul - 2.4837 - 5.5728 4- 1369
Aug - 2.0987 - 3.6814 + 0.442
Sep - 0.1793 4- 0.2868 - 0.380
Oct + 1.1593 4- 1.9655 - 0.197
Nov + 1.3687 + 2.5122 - 0.366
Dec + 2.6227 + 5.8474 - 1.420
1930 Jan 4- 3.7837 + 6.9493 - 1.015
Feb + 2.0727 + 3.2599 — 0.176
Mar ~ 0.1918 - 1.2115 4 0.649
Apr - 1.3687 - 1.8917 - 0.065
May - 0.3953 - 2.8672 4- 1.594
Jun - 2.7909 - 5.7388 4- 1.175
Jul - 3.8401 - 7.8438 4- 1.580
Aug - 1.6115 - 2.6416 + 0.211
Sep 4- 0,5554 + 1.3858 - 0.403
Oct + 1.5748 4" 3.0061 - 0.501
Nov + 3.5318 + 4.8291 4 0.205
Dec 4- 2.6998 + 4.3322 - 0.289
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Fig. 1. —Variation in Length of Day.
* 0-5
___Observed 093**-37)
Calculated from pressure data (1927-30)
(Scale of calculated curve is 100 times that of observed.
sro
50-5
X
s
-hO
The result due to this cause is seen to be approximately 
one hundredth of the observed result, and is seriousty out of 
phase.
8. The order of the magnitude of the variation found here 
is about the same as that estimated by van den Dungen, et. al. 
who gave the estimated value of (^lCFeb —4CAug) /C as 2 x 10“9. 
This was corrected to 4 X 10“10 by Mme Mariette Laurent (15). 
The average value found here is — 1.8 X lO-10.
The disagreement as to sign is explained b}' the sea-land distri­
bution effect on the calculations. In this paper we have used 
the fact that h is independent of position on the sea. As a result 
the computations are reduced to a reliance on actual land obser­
vations of the pressure. Further, since at each station, j* Jsin Qd9d\
is numerically greater than | J sin3 9d0dX and since ac has a 
value just less than 0.7, it follows that the term — o.cEp Ss due
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to the sea contribution in equation (8) usually determines 
the sign of AC. Van den Dungen et al. ignored this effect and 
took the pressures given by the isobar charts of Napier Shaw 
both on land and sea. Thus, in our notation, the sign of JC 
was determined by Efhc i. e. the land contribution, and their 
estimate reversed the sign.
9. N. Stoyko (2) suggested that polar waters moving from 
the poles towards the equator and raising the surface of the 
ocean by 16 cms. over the area of 25° on each side of the 
equator would vary the speed of rotation of the Earth by 0*.001' 
per day.
The release of polar water is made possible by the climatic 
consequences of the fact that the Earth passes through perihelion 
during the northern winter and through aphelion during the 
southern winter, thus giving rise to a greater climatic range in 
the southern hemisphere than in the northern.
The ultimate source of all the energy required to melt 
polar ice is solar radiation. The ice melts when the excess of 
incoming over outgoing energy provides the necessary' latent 
heat. In principle it is only necessary to estimate the heat excess 
or deficiencjr at points within the polar regions in order to esti­
mate ice changes. The ice may be melted by heat gained from a 
number of sources :
(i) solar and sky radiation,
(ii) conduction through the underlying material from outside
the region,
(iii) warm air currents,
(iv) warm ocean currents.
Of these, the first is to be investigated here. The second source 
cannot have a substantial effect since the heat will be absorbed 
in raising the temperature of the lower layers of ice without 
actually melting them. Although at the periphery of the region 
the effect may be measurable, over the region as a whole the 
effect must be small. The third source will also be ignored since 
it is well established that cyclonic systems are unable to invade 
the polar high pressure wind systems and are diverted around
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the polar margins. This is particularly true of the southern hemis­
phere in the belt of the « Roaring Forties ». In the north the 
effect is not so marked, being modified by the continental pres­
sure systems of the large land masses, but it seems reasonable 
to suppose that no substantial amount of ice is melted by warm 
air currents. Ocean currents do play an important part in de­
termining ice extent. In the south, the main current is the « West 
Wind Drift» in the latitudes of ’the Roaring Forties. From the 
point of view of varying the ice area this cannot be important 
as there is nowhere any large scale pole-wards drift of warm 
water. In the north, on the other hand, the marked effect of the 
Gulf Stream and the somewhat lesser effect of the Kuro Siwo 
Drift are seen in the northward deflection of the isotherms. 
This must be accounted for in the estimate of the ice melting.
Apart from actual melting the amount of ice may be reduced 
by drifting out of the area in the form of floes and icebergs. 
According to Sir Napier Shaw (10), Greenland contains about 
90 % of the land ice of the North Polar region and is the main 
source of icebergs in the north. The average annual wastage 
of the'ice from the West coast of Greenland is about 7-10 cubic 
miles, whereas ice melted in the area of Baffin Bay and Davis 
Strait amounts to 467 cubic miles. Compared with the total 
amount of ice melted in the north, drift ice is not great, espec­
ially when it is remembered that much of it will melt within 
the polar area before drifting out of the area.
10. The only important way in which heat is lost in the area 
is by terrestial radiation. This leads to a difficulty which has to 
be overcome indirectly, for as Napier'Shaw (11) says, «Not 
much progress has yet been made in the effective study of the 
relation of terrestial radiation to the radiation from the sun and 
sky ». The loss can be left out of the estimate by using the fact 
that the year may be divided, for practical purposes, into freez­
ing and melting semesters each of twenty six weeks duration, 
and since ice conditions are the same for a number of years on 
the average, the ice formed in the freezing semester is equal to 
that unfrozen in the melting semester. If the total incoming 
radiation per unit time falling on a given area within the icefield
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is E and if T is the terrestial radiation per unit time, then the 
gain per unit time at the area is (1 — a) E — T where a is the 
albedo of the surface. E, being mainly solar radiation, is indepen­
dent of the nature of the surface conditions but T is almost 
certainly dependent on the temperature of the surface and the 
difference between that temperature and that of the air immediate­
ly above the surface. Hence in the icefield, where surface tem­
peratures are zero or below and where the temperature differ­
ence between the surface and the air is not great, conditions at a 
point in the north are almost identical for terrestial radiation 
with conditions at the corresponding southern point either six 
months sooner or later i. e. the curve of T„ for a northern point 
very closely follows that of Ts for the corresponding southern 
point six months before or after. The difference must be substant­
ially less than that between the curves of En and Ea which 
depend only on the Earth’s position relative to the Sun. (Suffices 
n and s refer to the respective hemispheres).
The balance of radiation available for ice melting is
R - (1 — a) E — T.
In the course of a year (from £ = 0 to t — y say)
J = 0
on the average. It is convenient to take the beginning of the 
year for the present purpose as the date on which the southern 
melting semester starts. Since the two semesters are equal,
and
ryjz ry
Rn^ — + Kndt — p say (> 0) 
Jo J viz
fy/2 ry
Rsdt = —
JO J »/2+  R^ ~ q say (> 0).
The water freed to raise the sealevel is proportional to the excess 
of ice melted in the south over that formed in the north during 
the first semester and is so proportional to ^ — p. This water 
will return to the pole in the next semester, giving the result that 
the maximum and minimum moments of inertia occur at the 
end and beginning of the southern melting semester i. e. about 
February and August respectively.
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Now,
= O-1- — a)
f
l//2
R/fe
0
'y/2 py j
Es^- Endt [ - 
0 J ®/2 J
'3/
v/2
I'v jidt
As we. have seen, the curves of Ttt and Ts must follow each other 
closely and so the difference of the terms involving them is 
bound to be very small and may be ignored.
11. The terms E are not directly known but can be inferred 
from calculated values of solar radiation incident on the outer 
limits of the atmosphere and using atmospheric absorption data 
obtained from other areas.
Let I0 be the incident direct solar radiation on the outer 
limit of the atmosphere per unit time per unit surface area in 
latitude <£. Ignoring the small loss due to the extra distance 
travelled, I0 is the amount of direct radiation which would reach 
the Earth's surface if the atmosphere were transparent. The 
total daily radiation falling on unit horizontal surface would
then be I0 sin hdt where h is the Sun's altitude and the integrat­
ion is taken over the hours of daylight. When atmospheric 
absorption is taken into account, it is strictly necessary to consid ■ 
er the absorption of different wavelengths of radiation separate­
ly ; other agencies of depletion such as scattering should also 
be accounted for independently. A full account of the various 
forms and degrees of depletion has been given by J. M. Stagg (16) 
from whose paper most of the absorption data used here has been 
taken. However, for the purposes of this estimate, the simplest 
measure of depletion has been adopted i. e. the so-called Trans­
mission Coefficient q' derived from the relation I = where I 
is the total direct radiation measured at the Earth's surface 
and m is the air mass traversed by the radiation, the unit of m 
being the optical length through the atmosphere when the 
Sun is at zenith. The amount of radiation falling on unit horizon­
tal surface per day is reduced by depletion in the atmosphere to
j IGq'm sin hdt, the integral again being taken over the hours of
daylight. I0, although varying with time, as the Earth progresses
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around the Sun, is sensibly constant over the course of a day. 
Hence the ratio of the actual radiation received to that which 
would be received through a transparent atmosphere is
ql m sin hdt
P = r.---------------sin hdt
This factor will be referred to as the « atmospheric reduction 
factor ». It varies with <j> and with the Sun's declination S since
sin h — sin <f> sin S + cos ^ cos 8 cos T>
r being the Sun's hour angle.
Stagg gives specimen values of m which, within the required 
range of h in polar regions and to the accuracy required, are 
found to fit the interpolation formula
m2 + 1159.7 m sin h — 1159.1 = 0.
Stagg points out that q' is not independent of w ; he gives values 
of q’ calculated from observations made at Kew which show 
that for in = 2, q' varies between 0.767 and 0.788 and for m = 4, 
between 0.798 and 0.813. These results are based on very few
recordings of ceiling radiation intensities made on days of maxi­
mum sunshine and minimum cloud cover. As clouds are much 
less transparent to radiation than clear sky, the average value 
of q' derived from all observations is much less. It is probably 
better to allow specially for the relative opacity of clouds and 
use a ceiling value of qr and then apply a cloud factor based on 
average cloud conditions. For this reason the value q1 = 0.8 
has been adopted. With this value sin h, m and q'm sin h have 
been computed for <f> = 60°, 70°, 80° and 90°, for 8 at unit inter­
vals in the range ± 24° and for r at hourly intervals. From these
quantities the integrals J sin hdt and J sin hdt have been
calculated by numerical quadrature and from them values 
of have been determined. Values of the daily totals of radiation 
which would be received hypothetically through a transparent 
atmosphere have been calculated by a number of writers; those
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of A. Angot (17) have been adopted here. The following tables 
give Angot's radiation values, the computed values of fS and va­
lues of the reduced radiation (E?l and Es). The tables show the 
values of the daily totals of radiation for the middle day of succes­
sive weeks of the year starting from Jan. 4th. with Dec. 31st. 
inserted as an intercalary day.
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Tables of solar radiation.
a) Energy, in kilowatt-hours, which would be received, if there were no 
atmosphere, upon a hundred square metres of horizontal surface by direct 
radiation from the sun with a solar constant of 135 kilowatts per square deka- 
metre.
b) Atmospheric reduction factors (/3).
TABLE II a
tj) = 90° N
Wk. Sun's Dec., /i0 sin hdt jS
o t
1 - 22 45
2 - 21 50
3 - 20 35
4 - 19 01
5 - 17 10
6 - 15 04
7 - 12 45
8 - 10 16
9 -7 40
10 -4 58
11 -214
12 0 32 30 —
13 317 186 .0411
14 5 59 338 .1371
15 8 36 482 .2373
16 1105 617 .3217
17 13 26 743 .3885
18 15 36 857 .4403
19 17 33 957 .4087
20 19 16 1045 .5112
21 20 43 1116 .5347
22 21 53 1175 ,5517
23 22 44 1215 .5634
24 23 15 1239 .5701
25 23 27 1249 .5726
26 23 18 1239 .5707
27 22 49 1215 .5646
28 22 01 1176 .5536
29 20 54 1119 .5375
30 19 30 1049 .5151
31 17 50 964 .4858
32 15 56 865 .4477
33 13 50 756 .3988
34 11 32 633 .3352
35 9 06 504 .2554
36 6 33 365 .1597
37 3 54 217 .0600
38 1 12 68 .0029
39 -132
40 - 4 15
41 -6 56
42 - 9 32
43 - 12 01
44 - 14 21
45 - 16 30
46 - 18 26
47 - 20 05
48 - 21 27
49 - 22 28
50 - 23 08
51 - 23 26
52 - 23 21
Dec SI st -23 07
<j> = 90° S.
/10 sin hdt 0 E
1296 .5637 730.5
1246 .5510 686.5
1177 .5326 626.8
1089 .5071 552.2
984 .4731 465.5
865 .4285 370.6
733 .3703 271.4
590 .2955 174.3
440 .2025 89.1
285 .0974 27.7
128 .0185 2.3
7.6
46.3
114.3
198.4
288.6
377.3 
460.0
534.2
596.7
648.2
684.5
706.3
715.1 
707.0 
685.9 
651.0
601.4
540.3
468.3
387.2
301.4
212.1
128.7
58.2 
13.0
86 .0076 0.7
240 .0719 17.2
393 .1738 68.3
541 .2706 146.3
683 .3497 238.8
815 .4115 335.3
938 .4596 431.1
1048 .4967 520.5
1141 .5247 598.6
1219 .5455 664.6
1276 .5598 714.3
1314 .5686 747.1
1331 .5724 761.8
1328 .5713 758.6
1316 .5684 748.0
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c) Energy in kilowatt-iiours per hundred square metres of horizontal surface 
actually received (E„ and Es).
Totals for the middle day of successive weeks of the year.
Multiply by ,86 to express the results in gramme calories per square centi­
metre.
TABLE II &
== 80° N. f = 80° S.
Wk. / i0sin hdt JS E* /10 sin hdt P Es
1 1277 .5681 725.4
2 1227 .5570 683.4
3 1158 .5412 626.7
4 1072 .5201 557.5
5 969 .4939 478.5
6 852 .4634 394.8
7 721 .4323 311.6
8 581 .4061 235.9
9 20 .0140 0.2 454 .3729 169.2
10 63 .0663 4,1 344 .3251 111.8
11 123 .1460 17.9 248 .2661 65.9
12 196 .2225 43.6 166 .1938 32.1
13 281 .2904 81.6 97 .1152 11.1
14 377 .3437 129.5 45 .0416 1.8
15 482 .3861 186.1 7 .0048 —
16 60S .4136 251.4
17 732 .4408 322.6
IS 844 .4711 397.6
19 944 .4996 471.6
20 1029 .5235 538.6
21 1100 .5430 597.3
22 1157 .5577 645.2
23 1196 .5679 679.2
24 1220 .5739 700.1
25 1229 .5762 708.1
26 1222 .5745 702.0
27 1197 .5689 680.9
28 1157 .5593 647.1
29 1102 .5454 601.0
30 1033 .5267 544.0
31 949 .5034 477.7
32 852 .4759 405.4
33 744 .4460 331.8
34 624 .4182 260.9
35 500 .3929 196.4 4 — —
36 393 .3547 139.3 35 .0313 1.0
37 297 .3029 89.9 82 .0961 7.8
38 212 .2396 50.7 146 .1749 25.5
39 138 .1657 22.8 223 .2483 55.3
40 77 .0861 6.6 313 .3101 97.0
41 30 .0244 0.7 416 .3617 150.4
42 1 — _ 535 .3983 213.0
43 672 .4236 284.6
44 803 .4533 363.9
45 923 .4841 446.9
46 1031 .5119 527.7
47 1123 .5346 600.3
48 1200 .5523 662.7
49 1257 .5647 709.8
50 1295 .5726 741.5
51 1311 .5760 755.1
52 1308 .5751 752.2
Dec 31 st. 1296 .5724 741.8
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TABLE lie
^ = 70° NT. </> «= 70° s.
Wk. /i„sin hdf P Ew /1 o sin M2 p Ef
1 1218 .6018 732.9
2 1170 .5990 700.8
3 1106 .5966 659.8
4 4 — — 1027 .5934 609.4
5 19 .0186 0.3 945 .5855 553.2
6 45 .0671 3.0 857 .5756 493.2
7 78 .1301 10.1 767 .5593 428.9
8 123 .2024 24.8 676 .5400 365.0
9 174 .2724 47.4 587 .5172 303.5
10 234 .3393 79.3 501 .4927 246.8
11 298 .3847 114.6 419 .4544 190.3
12 370 .4305 159.2 340 .4139 140.7
13 444 .4692 208.3 270 .3671 99.1
14 524 .5032 263.6 207 .3160 65.4
15 603 .5253 316.7 151 .2475 37.4
1G 683 .5465 373.2 104 .1783 18.5
17 763 .5649 431.0 65 .1122 7.2
18 841 .5780 486.0 36 .0525 1.8
19 915 .5872 537.2 15 .0132 0.1
20 984 .5940 584.4 3 ____ ___ _
21 1050 .5968 626.6
22 1103 .5991 660.8
23 1142 .6017 687.1
24 1165 ,6037 703.3
25 1173 .6046 709.1
2G 1165 .6039 703.5
27 1142 .6020 687.4
28 1104 .5995 661.8
29 1052 .5971 628.1
30 987 .5946 586.8 1 -— —
31 918 .5884 540.1 12 .0093 0.1
32 845 .5195 489.6 31 .0434 1.3
33 770 .5683 437.5 59 .1022 6.0
34 691 .5499 379.9 95 .1650 15.6
35 612 .5297 324.1 139 .2341 32.5
36 533 .5079 270.7 192 .3019 57.9
37 456 .4780 217.9 251 .3570 89.6
38 382 .4398 168.0 319 .4024 128.3
39 312 .3966 123.7 393 .4445 174.6
40 246 .3512 86.3 473 .4828 228.3
41 186 .2919 54.2 556 .5110 284.1
42 135 .2226 30.0 643 .5337 343.1
43 90 .1506 13.5 732 .5535 405.1
44 54 .0878 4.7 821 .5714 469.1
45 27 .0313 0.8 907 .5824 528.2
46 8 .0039 — 992 .5910 586.2
47 1072 .5959 638,8
48 1145 .5982 684.9
49 1199 .6009 720.4
50 1235 .6032 744.9
51 1251 .6045 756.2
52 1247 .6041 753.3
Dec 31 st. 1237 .6031 746.0
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TABLE IIA
= 60° N. <b ■ 60° S,
Wk. f i0 sin hdt P E„ /i0sin hdt P Es
1 68 .1385 9.4 1189 .6650 790.6
2 80 .1670 13.3 1160 .6632 769.3
3 99 .1962 19.4 1118 .6581 735.7
4 124 .2345 29.0 1067 .6523 696.0
5 155 .2823 43.7 1008 .6457 650.8
6 193 .3317 64.0 944 .6371 601.4
7 238 .3786 90.1 872 .6268 546.5
8 289 .4266 123.2 799 .6175 493.3
9 344 .4665 160.4 725 .6054 438.9
10 404 .4922 198.8 651 .5840 380.1
11 467 .5208 243.2 576 .5625 324.0
12 532 .5491 292.1 506 .5491 277.8
13 599 .5708 341.9 437 .5096 222.6
14 667 .5923 395.0 374 .4823 180.3
15 733 .6112 448.0 316 .4552 143.8
16 798 .6203 494.9 263 .4111 108.1
17 860 .6297 541.5 216 .3649 78.8
18 918 .6397 587.2 176 .3205 56.4
19 971 .6470 628.2 142 .2723 38.6
20 1018 .6531 664.8 113 .2283 25.7
21 1058 .6587 696.9 92 .1930 17.7
22 1092 .6634 724.4 74 .1658 12.2
23 1115 .6650 741.4 63 .1390 8.7
24 1130 .6656 752.1 57 .1219 6.9
25 1135 .6657 755.5 54 .1151 6.2
26 1130 .6656 752.1 56 .1202 6.7
27 1115 .6651 741.5 62 .1363 8.4
28 1091 .6639 724.3 73 .1626 11.8
29 1057 .6594 696.9 88 .1886 16.6
30 1017 .6540 665.1 109 .2225 24.231 971 .6480 629.2 135 .2649 35.7
32 918 .6414 588.8 167 .3135 52.3
33 861 .6314 543.6 207 .3569 73.8
34 801 .6219 498.1 251 .4025 101.0
35 737 .6137 452.2 301 .4480 134.8
36 672 .5967 400.9 356 .4769 169.7
37 606 .5757 348.8 417 .5032 209.8
38 541 .5544 299.9 482 .5319 256.3
39 477 .5283 251.9 551 .5570 306.9
40 414 .4994 206.7 622 .5785 359.8
41 355 .4733 168.0 695 .5998 416.8
42 300 .4401 132.0 768 .6151 472.3
43 250 .3932 98.3 841 .6237 524.5
44 205 .3464 71.0 911 .6337 577.3
45 166 .2994 49.7 979 .6434 629.8
46 132 .2495 32.9 1040 .6502 676.2
47 107 .2081 22.2 1095 .6561 718.4
48 85 .1758 14.9 1141 .6616 754.8
49 72 .1478 10.6 1176 .6646 781.5
50 62 .1258 7.7 1200 .6654 798.4
51 58 .1157 6.7 1211 .6657 806.1
52 59 .1185 6.9 1210 .6656 805.3
Dec 31 st. 62 .1264 7.8
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12. The area to be included in the polar regions must contain 
all areas within the circumpolar 0°C. isotherm. In the south 
this is clearly delineated and lies between 55°S latitude in mid­
winter and about 60°S. in midsummer, practically following 
circles of latitude. In the north it is not so symmetrical, but by 
taking the same boundary as in the south, the error involved 
in neglecting the effect of warm water currents will be more or 
less corrected. Mountain ice areas outside polar regions and 
areas lying to the south of 55°N. in the northern land masses 
having a subzero temperature are excluded from the estimate as 
the former are relatively small in extent and the latter areas 
will only have a small amount of snow cover in any case.
Snow and ice have been treated as the same. This is substantial­
ly true as ordinary seawater, when it freezes, crystallises out 
of the solution and leaves the salts behind so that sea ice is 
mostly pure ice. The latent heat of fusion has been taken as 80 
calories per gram and the water formed on melting has been 
assumed to have unit density. Radiation falling on the surface 
at 60°, 70°, 80° and 90° has been assumed typical of the areas 
included in the latitude belts 55-65°, 65-75°, 75-85° and 85-90°, 
respectively. Because of difficulties arising out of the method by 
which terrestial radiation effects are eliminated, it is not possible 
to work with contracting areas, and so estimates have been 
made for the boundary at both 55° and 60°, the mean of the 
two being taken as a true estimate.
Area and moment of inertia factors for the sea surface have 
been obtained directly from the factors calculated as in § 5.
Stoyko suggested the redistribution of the released water 
in the area between latitudes 25° north and south of the equator 
but analysis of the sealevel data given in The Admiralty Tide 
Tables (18) shows that the ports for which the seasonal variat­
ion exceeds six inches on any day in the year are of world wide 
distribution suggesting that the general sea-level changes are 
not confined to any particular locality. The results have there­
fore been calculated on the assumption that the polar waters 
are distributed in such a way as to raise sea-level uniformly 
over the entire sea surface.
The date of commencement of the southern melting semester
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has been taken as occurring at the start of week 34 (Aug. 20th.) 
since that date gives the maximum energy excess. This cor­
responds with the northern melting semester beginning about 
Feb. 19th.
The excess radiation per square centimetre in the zones 
85o-90° is
0.86 (1 —a)
r i'hv
'E^dt
U o
t'V
Endt
V
2
n
. r/) = 00'>
calories,
the factor .86 being necessary to convert the radiation from kilo­
watts per square dekametre (in which units En and Es a^e given 
above) to calories per square centimetre. If it is assumed that 
the ice is at freezing point no heat is required to raise its temp­
erature and with this assumption the excess energy melts an 
amount of ice in the south in excess of that frozen in the north 
equal to a depth over the whole southern zone of
/%0 = 0.01075 (1 — a)
\{ V
Esa7
py
J :y_ Endt cms.,
since 80 calories per square centimetre melts ice to a depth of 
1 centimetre. When redistributed, this covers the sea surface 
to a depth
7 SS90 ^
h$ ■ hr)q cms.,
where SS0 and §S90 are the area factors, for the sea surface over 
the whole Earth and the area factors for the whole surface in 
the 85o-90° zone respectively. The change in the moment of 
inertia due to the transfer of this water is
/^qSCo ^90^O)0
where SC0 and SC90 are the corresponding moment of inertia 
factors. This gives the difference between the variable parts of 
the moments of inertia in February and August as
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0.01075 (1—a)8S90
SS90
'SC0 SC90"
SSq SS90J
-3C0 SC90' ' cl*
.ss„ ~ 8S„0. Uo a sdt
rv
Jly_ 'Endt_ ^=90°.
Similarly the contributions from the other polar latitude zones 
are found, the sum of the results giving the total change in 
the moment of inertia.
The results which have been obtained by this method are 
as follows :
SC
0 ~ 0.6843 R2 where R is the radius of the Earth. 
ob0
(R is taken as 6.371 X 10® cms.)
ss
Zone x R-
cm2
| 0.1075
x R2
r8C0
Lss0 
x io32
SCI
ssj
Excess ^
Radiation
Calories
X (1 — a)
Feb — ^Cau 
1032 gm. cm! 
X (1 - a)
85o-90° .003805 .0038 0.2882 657.0 0.02
750-85° .030209 .0374 2.1793 797.8 0.17
65°.75° .059618 .1234 3.7217 1249.3 0.47
550-65° .087156 .2551 4.1633 1912.8 0.80
600-65° .040282 .2146 2.1058 1912.8 0.40
Total 55°-90° 1.46
Total 60°-90° 1.06
Mean 1.26
Mean (zlCpcb — dCAug) == 1.20 (1 — a]) X 103Sgm. cm2.
and
JCFei^-^CAug = x 6 x 10-«.
It is seen that the mean value adopted gives
(AC,eb —^CAug) /C « + 1.6 (1 ~ a) X 10-
which has yet to be corrected for the cloud absorption of radia­
tion. The cloud factor is not easily obtainable, and the albedo
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also gives difficulty as it may be any value between that of ice 
and snow and that of water since pools of water will form in the 
icefields and there may be considerable stretches of open sea. 
Since it is know that 467 cubic miles of ice are dissipated annually 
in the Davis Strait-Baffin Bay seas it is possible to estimate the 
factor by which the results have to be reduced. The area is 
fortunately a good one for this purpose as it stretches from 60°- 
85°N. Its area is such that the radiation as calculated here would, 
if entirely absorbed, melt 1.3 X 1019 c. c. s. of ice. Since 467 
cubic miles is only 1.9 x 1018 c. c. s it follows that about 15 % 
of the estimated available energy is used to melt ice, the remain­
der being lost in the cloud absorption, reflected at the surface 
or reradiated as terrestial radiation.
With this reduction factor— = -{- 2.5 X 10~10.
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ASTRONOMY
The Contribution of the Seasonal Movements of Air Masses 
to the Variation of Latitude,
by Andrew YOUNG (*).
Summary. Variations in the products of inertia of the Earth 
are calculated from atmospheric pressure variations. Expressions 
for the variation of latitude are derived taking damping and possible 
resonance into account. It is found that, in general character, the 
variation of latitude is explainable on the assumption that the free 
motion is subject to random disturbances and that the forced motion 
is due to seasonal movement of air masses.
1. Introduction.
Although it is frequently asserted that the forced component 
of the variation of latitude is due to the seasonal concentration 
and dispersion of large masses of air, especially over the Central 
Asian land mass, the evidence for this is inconclusive. H. Jef­
freys (1) assumed that the forced component of the motion (due 
to changes in the products of inertia of the Earth) was of yearly 
period and estimated the effects of various putative causes on the 
products of inertia. His results, revised and extended by L. 
Rosenhead (2), left some doubt as to the complete explanation 
of the annual part of the motion. On the other hand, W. Schwey- 
dar (3) making no assumptions about the period of the forced 
motion, made a much more detailed calculation of the average 
effect of atmospheric mass movements and by a numerical in­
tegration of the equations of the motion, reached the conclusion 
that in order of magnitude as well as in general form, the path 
of the pole could be adequately explained by the movement
(*) Pr6sent6 par MM. J. F. Cox et F. H. Van den Dungen.
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of air masses alone. Since Jeffreys' estimate of the effect of the 
movement of air masses gave a serious phase discrepancy these 
two results are conflicting. None of these investigations attempted 
to account for damping effects in the free motion.
Of the many efforts which have been made to determine the 
periods and amplitudes of the components of the motion by a 
direct analysis of the observed data, an important feature 
has been the discovery of sudden, inexplicable changes in the 
amplitude and phase of the free motion. In these analyses it 
has been usual to assume that the forced motion contains only 
a yearly period, although Wanach (4) gives a theoretical solution 
of the equations of motion with a series of forced components 
including a resonance term. This, on physical grounds, is necessar­
ily an abstraction unless damping is taken into account. L. W. 
Poliak (5) and K. Stumpff (6) both found the forced component 
to have a period of about 0.9 years. Poliak used a method, due 
to Fuhrich, which is related to the modern conceptions of auto­
regressive time series. Jeffreys (7) analysed the data from this 
point of view which represents the free motion as a damped har­
monic regenerated by a series of erratic disturbances at irregular 
intervals. He first removed the forced motion, assumed to be 
undamped, disturbance free, and of truly annual period, and 
then estimated the length of the free period and the damping 
coefficient by finding the auto-regressive equation of the free 
motion. This seems to be the only published attempt to allow 
for damping and the irregularities of the free motion.
Although Schweydar saw the necessity for verifying his 
conclusion by performing the calculations over an extended 
number of years using actual rather than average atmospheric 
pressure values, this never seems to have been done. The object 
of this paper is to extend Schweydar's work in order to test 
his conclusion. The equations of motion, modified for damping, 
are solved, the products of inertia computed from actual pressure 
data and the path of the pole computed. The possibility of a 
near resonance effect is examined.
2. Equations of motion.
Let l and m be the angular displacements of the axis of rotation
825
movements of air masses to the variation of latitude
of the Earth towards and perpendicular to the Greenwich meri­
dian. The direction cosines of the axis are then (lt m, 1) and the 
equations of motion are
dl t , n^+«+- = _ Fw/Aoj
dm n ^
~ + km — -l = GnlAls,
where
n = angular velocity of the Earth,
A». co = moments of inertia of Earth if undisturbed by elastic 
strain,
T —A0/(C0 — A0) practically,
F, G = products of inertia, 
k = damping factor.
%
Writing - = y, the solution of (i) is found to be
l = cos yt — Q sin yt),
m — sin y^ + Q cos yt)}
where
n^ = + A~J elct (G sin — F cos yt) dt,
r\ n C1 (3)
Q = I eM (F sin y^ + G cos yt) dt,
and m0 being the values of l and m at 2 = 0.
Assuming that F and G reflect the periodicities of the surface 
phenomena causing their variation, they may be expanded as 
series of harmonic terms. It will be further assumed that they are 
undamped and disturbance free. Let the pth harmonics of F 
and G be
Fjj —■ fip cos fit f 2j) sin 'pt, 
Gp = cos pt + g2p sin pt.
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With these assumptions, (2) and (3) give 
l =
-kl
71 I f 'W' I
Iq ^2,> C4l>^ I C<^s 1^0
^ X~{ ^1I, + sin ^ + + c*v^cos ^ '
m = (5)
e-kt |/o — ^(c2p + c4„) jsin yt + J »i0 (cu>—j008^
W f )+ ^ (Cl, — c3,) cos pt — (Cj, — c4,) sin pt j,
where
c,P = \{k(g-iv — t2p) — (P + r) (?«»+ /!,)}/{A* + (^ + y)2}.
c2,=—+ A,) + (^ + y) (?n. —/2,)}/{*2 + (/> + y)2}.
c3,=—5-+ /21.) — (^ — y) (?»p — /w)}/{A2 + (/> — y)2}/6
Cip = /n>) + (^ —y) (gi» +/ap)}/{*2 + (^ — y)2}-
These constants may be regarded as being formed by ampli­
fication factors such as A/{A2-}- (p -f-y)2} acting on the har­
monic coefficients of F and G.
It is apparent that the motion thus obtained contains a damped 
« circular » component of period 2tt /y which includes both the 
true free motion and a contribution from the forced motion, and 
an undamped part which is the sum of the elliptic components 
due to each harmonic in F and G.
The free motion would eventually be damped out completely. 
If, as in the auto-regressive model, it is regenerated by irregular 
disturbances, the solution will hold only between consecutive 
disturbances. However, the forced elliptical components remain 
unaffected.
3. Amplification factors.
Jeffreys found h — 0.0663 when the unit of time is a year, 
and 27r/y = 1.202 years. For the purpose of this investigation
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the value y = 25° per month has been adopted. In order to see 
how the results depend on the value of k, amplification factors 
have been computed with/e — .000555, .00555 and .0555, and also 
for k — 0, corresponding to undamped motion.
The amplification factors appearing in (6) are tabulated for 
these values and various values of p in Table I. It is observed 
that (£ + y) / { + (/> + y)2} is insensitive to changes in k}
and &/{ + (^> -f y)2 } is practically linear in k. These results
are also true for values of (p — y) / {&2 + {p — y)2 } and 
kf{k2 (p — y)2 } for values of p corresponding to periods 
of 6 months or less, (and for periods exceeding 20 months 
which are not given in the table). The values corresponding to 
periods of 12,16 and 18 months show that resonance effects do 
materially depend on the value of k.
Table I. — Amplification Factors,
ip+ y)/{*! + (/> + r)2} k j{kl+ (P + y)2)
k = 0 .000555 .00555 .0555 .000555 .00555 .0555
P (deg. per m.)
20 1.2732 1.2732 1.2732 1.2669 0.0009 0,0090 0.0895
22£ 1.2062 1.2062 1.2062 1.2008 .0008 .0081 .0804
30 1.0417 1.0417 1.0417 1.0383 .0006 .0060 .0600
60 .6741 .6741 .6741 .6731 .0003 .0025 .0252
90 .4982 .4982 .4982 .4978 .0001 .0014 .0138
120 .3951 .3951 .3951 .3950 .0001 .0009 .0087
150 .3274 .3274 .3274 .3273 .0001 .0006 .0059
180 .2795 .2795 .2795 .2794 — .0004 .0043
(£ — y)i {&- + {p — r)2 } */{ * 2 + (P~- r)2}
it =* 0 .000555 .08555 0.555 .000555 .00555 .0555
p (deg. 
per m.)
20 —11.4592 —11.4588 —11.4131 —8.1591 0.0729 0.7259 5.1890m —22.9184 —22.9147 —22.5536 —8.7545 .2915 2.8688 11.1354
30 11.4592 11.4588 11.4131 8.1591 .0.729 0.7259 5.1890
60 1.6370. 1.6370 1,6369 1.6236 .0015 .0149 0.1475
90 0.8815 0.8815 0.8815 0.8794 .0004 .0043 .0430
120 .6031 .6031 .6031 .6024 .0002 .0020 .0202
150 .4584 .4584 .4584 .4581 .0001 .0012 .0117
180 .3697 .3696 .3696 .3695 .0001 .0008 .0076
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4. The numerical values of the products of inertia.
Values of F and G have been calculated for each month of 
years 1925-1930 using the atmospheric data for some 340 
stations listed in « Reseau Mondial)). The calculations were per­
formed by the method described in detail in a previous paper (8) 
the only modification being that the factors used were those 
relevant to the products instead of the moments of inertia. The 
results, uncorrected for the elastic yielding of the Earth, are 
given in Table II. It is noticeable that F is much more regular 
than G.
Table II.
Values of F and G calculated from atmospheric pressure data. 
(uncorrected for elastic yielding.).
(unit 1034gm. cm2)
| Year
1 1925 !
1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 | Average
Jan. 25.32 49.14 32.49 42.72 54.94 30.96 39.26
Feb. 46.92 49.99 47.10 34.48 41.61 38.91 43.17
Mar. 17.64 7.78 14.89 23.71 23.83 15.23 17.18
Apr. — 2.83 — 5.03 —12.22 — 7.45 — 5.59 — 5.67 — 6.47
F May. —24.50 —17.90 —14.63 —27.22 —23.89 —24.80 —22.16
Jun. —45.79 —41.25 —41.97 —50.36 —46.44 —39.37 —44.16
Jul. —50.91 —60.69 —59.59 —48.75 —56.48 —67.11 —57.26
Aug. —49.32 —48.97 —46.93 —36.41 —41.35 —43.65 —44.44
Sep. —14.88 —17.84 —18.45 1.03 —12.21 1.40 —10.16
Oct. 10.79 14.93 14.77 21.84 18.64 11.59 15.43
Nov. 12.22 28.86 19.94 30.64 35.70 33.34 26.78
Dec. 36.83 43.96 29.33 50.61 55.48 44.90 43.52
Jan. 12.11 9.04 6.60 3.76 15.74 — 4.88 7.06
Feb. — 1.40 8.71 10.78 2.14 3.04 1.37 4.11
Mar. — 4.29 — 5.11 — 5.43 0.75 0.42 —14.47 — 4.69
Apr. — 1.45 — 2.98 —15.80 —11.16 — 5.37 — 5.20 — 6.99
May. — 5.77 — 3.76 0.58 — 1.46 0.06 2.76 — 1.27
G Jun. — 6.64 — 4.95 — 1.59 — 7.05 — 3.04 — 2.68 — 4.33
Jul. — 8.22 —12.89 —12.81 — 6.82 — 4.88 —12.70 — 9.72
Aug. — 4.78 — 5.65 — 2.72 — 8.00 — 0.30 — 1.63 — 3.65
Sep. — 0.18 8.61 — 3.23 4.58 5.49 3.03 3.05
Oct. — 5.37 — 2.17 2.31 — 0.04 3.05 3.19 0.16
Nov. — 1.92 6.77 7.27 1.91 3.54 1.60 3.20
Dec. — 2.39 1.64 0.53 9.81 9.60 13.96 5.53
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5. The periodic components of the products of inertia,
These series have been analysed in three ways. Firstly ordinary 
Fourier Analysis of the twelve monthly averages gave the result 
given as hypothesis A of Table III. The insertion of these repre­
sentations of F and G in (5) with k — 0 give a result which can 
be directly compared with Schweydar’s work.
4 S 12 16 20
Period in months
Fig. I. Periodograms of F and G.
Secondly periodogram analyses of the two series are depicted 
in the periodograms of Fig. I. Since only components whose 
amplitudes are significant after amplification are of interest, 
and no such components were detected with periods in the range 
19-36 months, only the parts of the periodograms with trial 
periods in the range 4-18 months are shown. From the periodo­
gram of F, it appears that the peaks corresponding to periods 4, 6, 
12 and 16 months are of the breadth required theoretically for 
significance. Other peaks appear to be either interference effects 
or are the side peaks which usually occur near true periods. It
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is, however, difficult to decide whether the pronounced peak at 
18 months reflects a genuine period or not. Two least square 
solutions have therefore been made to fit components of 4, 6, 12, 
16 and 18 month periods and 4, 6, 12 and 16 month periods to 
the data, the results being given as hypotheses B and C of Table 
III respectively. The periodogram of G is less well defined, as 
is to be expected from the greater irregularity of G. However 
all the peaks of F appear in G and so least square solutions have 
been obtained for G as for F.
Table III.
Coefficients of the Trigonometric Representations of F and G.
(unit 1034 gm. cm2)
Hypothesis Fourier Analysis of Monthly Means.
p \ fij> fin S\V & 2V
0° 0.0557 — 0.6449
30° 47.7481 — 6.7756 5.0934 — 3.1110
60° — 5.625(5 0.2603 0.7940 — 0.6507
90° 3.3731 3.6306 3.3433 0.8763
120° — 2.3136 — 0.4311 — 1.7276 0.3794
150° — 2.8629 — 0.5397 — 0.0459 0.4096
180° — 1.1132 0.2504
Hypothesis B : — Least Square Fit of Five Periodic Components.
P /ip Sip Sap
0 0.0557 — 0.6449
20° — 0.3044 — 0.2011 1.0707 — 1.2071
22£° — 0.2141 — 1.1046 — 0.6288 0.3273
30° 47.5504 — 6.7241 5.1710 — 2.9602
60° — 5.6473 0.2724 0.8186 — 0.6150
90° 3.3663 3.6370 3.3646 0.8953
Hypothesis C : — Least Square Fit of Four Periodic Components.
P ftp / 2jj Sip Sap
0 0.0557 — 0.6449
22i<> — 0.0927 — 1.3173 ‘0.1730 1.0678
30o 47.5079 — 6.7532 5.2848 — 3.1527
60° — 5.6560 0.2655 0.8149 — 0.6605
90° 3.3605 3.6333 3.3508 0.8712
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6. Expressions for the resulting variation of latitude.
In evaluating F and G, only the variable parts of the pressure 
at each of the meteolorogical stations should have been used, 
and the values of /10 and g10 corresponding to ^> = 0 should be 
zero. The values shown in Table III result from the accumulate 
errors of the adopted annual mean pressures of all the individual 
stations, and have therefore been ignored. This, however, in no 
case affected the final results by an amount exceeding 0".001. 
The remaining coefficients shown are uncorrected for elastic yiel­
ding of the Earth. According to Rosenhead, the correction factor 
is /t = 0.6 and this value has been adopted. With this correction 
implied, the coefficients have been inserted into equations (5) 
and (6) with the results given in Table IV. The entries under 
Hypothesis C', showing the effect of not applying the elastic 
yielding factor, are derived as for Hypothesis C but without the 
application of an elastic yielding factor.
The series have been evaluated fully in the cases of Hypothesis 
A for k ~ 0 and 0.00555, and for Hypotheses B and C for 
h — .00555 and .0555. The values of the standard error
.—calc,)2\
~72 /
for each of these series is given in Table V and two of the series 
are illustrated in Figure II.
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Table IV.
Calculated Coefficients of the Variation of Latitude (unit 0^.0001).
1. Hypothesis A : — (Fourier Analysis of Monthly Mean Values 
of F and G with elastic yielding factor k = 0.6)
Series l m
Damping factor k 0 .00555 .0555 0 .00555 .0555
e~kl cos 25°tf 3953 4512 7781 2402 2452 4976
e~kt sin 25°/ — 2402 — 2452 — 4976 3953 4512 7781
cos 30°£ — 465 — 1010 — 4299 7879 7828 5297
sin 30°/ — 9245 — 9191 — 6638 — 101 — 639 — 3858
cos tiO0/ 20 22 33 — 58 — 57 — 54
sin 60°/ 182 182 179 31 31 39
cos 90°/ 92 92 90 1 2 5
sin 90°/ — 63 — 64 — 68 88 147 87
cos 120°/ — 11 — 11 — 11 — . 13 — 13 — 13
sin 120°/ 35 35 35 — 26 — 26 — 26
cos 150°/ — 7 — 6 — 5 — 10 — 11 — 10
sin 150°/ 34 34 34 — 2 — 2 — '1
cos 180° ( 0 1 1 — 1 — 1 — 1
Tables III and IV. The author has followed the usual practice in Fourier 
Analysis in carrying two extra decimals which are used in the synthesis, in the 
expectation that the errors will cancel out.
2. Hypothesis B : — (Least Square Fit of 5 Components with 
elastic yielding factor k — 0.6)
Series / m
Damping factor ft 0 .00555 .0555 0 .00555 .0555
e~ki cos 25°/ 3525 4061 7626 2381 2350 5212
c-kt sin 25°/ — 2381 — 2350 — 5212 3525 4061 7626
cos 20°/ — 170 — 179 — 195 — 124 — 113 — 12
sin 20®/ 180 170 72 — 122 — 133 — 151
cos 221®/ 575 589 303 180 250 — 215
sin 221®/ — 184 — 254 212 592 605 320
cos 30°/ — 443 — 985 — 4258 7821 7771 5266
sin 30°/ — 9185 — 9128 — 6605 — 79 — 613 — 3816
cos 60°/ 21 22 34 — 59 — 59 — 56
sin 60®/ 183 183 180 32 32 40
cos 90°/ 92 92 90 1 1 5
sin 90°/ — 63 — 64 — 68 89 89 88
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3. Hypothesis C : — (Least Squatre Fit of 4 Components ivith 
elastic yielding factor k = 0.6)
Series l m
Damping factor k 0 .00555 .0555 0 .00555 .0555
e~kt cos 25°/ 3560 4059 7427 2034 2136 5008
e~kt sin 25°/ — 2034 — 2136 — 5008 3560 4059 7427
cos 22^°/ 359 401 310 373 319 — 53
sin 22h°t — 408 353 22 412 455 364
cos 30°/ — 431 — 974 — 4261 7850 7801 5294
sin 30°/ — 9207 — 9156 — 6626 — 63 — 598 — 3815
cos 60°f 20 22 34 — 58 — 58 — 54
sin 6CW 182 182 179 31 32 40
cos 90°£ 92 92 90 1 2 5
sin 90°/ — 63 — 64 — 68 88 88 88
4. Hypothesis C7 : — (^ls C without elastic yielding factor).
Series l m
Damping factor k 0 .00555 .0555 0 .00555 .0555
cos 25°/ 3533 4365 9979 — 3411 — 3240 15460£■itrI 3411 3240 — 1546 3533 4365 9979
cos 22^°t 598 669 516 622 532 — 89
sin 22^°/ — 680 589 37 686 758 607
cos 30°^ — 719 — 1624 — 7101 13083 13001 8824
sin 30°t —15345 —15260 —11044 — 105 — 997 — 6359
cos 60°^ 34 36 56 — 96 — 96 — 90
sin 60°/ 304 304 299 52 54 66
cos 90°/ 154 154 150 2 3 9
sin 90°^ — 105 — 106 — 113 147 147 146
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Table V.
Standard Errors of the Series obtained.
(unit O'.OOl)
Damping factor
k Hypothesis
■ Standard Error
l m
0 A 81.4 73.5
.00555 A 78.1 71.7
B 77.2 71.4
C 75.9 72.1
.0555 B 56.3 56.6
C 56.9 57.0
1928
Fig, II. Variation of Latitude.
-------o-------- Observed Motion.
------- •--------- Calculated Motion : Hypothesis A ; undamped.
------------------- Calculated Motion : Hypothesis C,
damping factor k = 0.0555.
The results on the other hypotheses described in the text are intermediate 
between the two results depicted.
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7. Discussion of results.
Ihe curves shown in Fig. II clearly demonstrate the irregula­
rity of the actual variation of latitude. The curves obtained in 
this paper are very much more regular than the observed ones ; 
it is interesting to note that, after apparently disturbed periods 
in 1925 and 1927, the observed curves are very closely approxi­
mated to by the calculated ones during the later part of 1927, 
but after a very obviously disturbed period in 1928, the phase 
of the observed motion differs by as much as eight weeks from 
that calculated.
The amplitude of the actual motion is reasonably well approxi­
mated to by the calculated values until 1928, after which the 
continuance of the damping in the calculated values shows its 
effect. This would be even more marked if the results were to 
be extrapolated forward to later years.
It does seem that, in the six year period investigated, the effect 
of adopting a heavier damping coefficient than the one obtained 
by Jeffreys, is to improve the phase agreement but to worsen 
the amplitude agreement.
The contribution of the components other than the annual 
term in F and G is not great, and the results would not be mate­
rially altered if there components were ignored.
The adopted value of the elastic yielding factor, k = 0.6, is a 
theoretical lower limit and the actual value may well be higher. 
This would materially affects the values of F and G, and owing 
to the way in which these quantities contribute to the « circular» 
motion, the phase and amplitude of the synthesised motion 
would change with /<. This is made obvious by comparing the 
phases and amplitudes of the dominant' components shown 
in Table IV under hypothesis C and C'.
Better approximations might be arrived at by allowing for 
the possibility of a fairly substantial error in the values of l0 
and m0 which have been adopted here, and by fitting the curves 
to three two-year periods rather than to one six-year period. 
This has not been done, however, for when the uncertainties 
in the constants k} k and y are taken into consideration, the results 
obtained seem to be quite in accordance with what is to be 
expected under the auto-regressive hypothesis discussed by 
Jeffreys.
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In conclusion, it can be said that the general character of 
the motion is explicable on the basis that the free motion is 
subject to random disturbances and the forced motion is due to 
the seasonal movements of large air masses.
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Summary
A rise in sea-level at the rate of 1 cm per century following a reduction 
in the extent of ice in glaciated regions results in an increase of the moment 
of inertia of the Earth about its axis of rotation sufficient to lengthen the 
day by io"1 second per century provided there is no isostatic compensation. 
The consequent apparent secular acceleration of the Moon is 2 seconds of 
arc per century per century. The changes however are negligible if 
immediate and complete isostatic compensation occurs. A tentative 
discussion of climatic and glaciological evidence indicates that fluctuations 
of sea-level do occur and that their effect on the Moon's apparent acceleration 
may be appreciable. This re-opens the question of the cause of the Moon’s 
apparent acceleration which is usually attributed to the deceleration of the 
Earth by tidal friction. The change in tidal friction due to a rise in sea-level 
is very small and has not been sufficient to produce the observed change in 
the Moon’s acceleration.
I. Introduction.—The theory of eustasy is a geological theory to explain 
variations of sea-level. Tectonic movements of the Earth’s crust, processes of 
mountain building, isostatic adjustments, etc., lead to local, or at most, zonal 
changes in sea-level, but in some cases ancient shore lines can be traced 
horizontally over hundreds of miles regardless of local stratigraphicai and 
tectonic units. Such cases appear to be well explained by glacial eustasy, 
i.e. the rise and fall of sea-level due to the release and absorption of water in 
glaciated regions.
Table I
Estimates of the volume of ice at present
Author Date of Estimated Volumepublication ( X io° km3)
E. Antevs 1929
W. Ramsay 1930
R. A. Daly 1934
S. Thorarinsson * 1940
16'1-23 '2 
22*5 
20*9 
9*5
Rise in Sea-level 
if entirely melted 
(metres) 
40-60 
5S 
So 
24
At present, of the total land surface of the Earth, about 10 per cent is 
covered with ice. More than 95 per cent of this glaciated area is in Antarctica 
(13 x io6kma) and Greenland (i'65 x io6km2). At the maximum extents of the 
Pleistocene and Fourth Glacial Ages, 32 per cent and 27 per cent respectively 
of the present land area was covered with ice. Flint (1, pp, 429-437) summarizes 
a number of writers’ estimates of the total volume of ice on the Earth, and the 
data given in Tables I and II show the main conclusions.
Earlier and more severe glaciations may have reduced sea-level by 200 metres.
2. Isostatic up-doming after deglaciation.—Following deglaciation of a given 
region, isostatic compensation results in an up-doming of the crust which formerly
* Thorarinsson’s estimate is based on more up-to-date knowledge of the thickness of the ice- 
sheets, and is probably a better estimate than the others.
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carried the ice load. Niskanen (2) estimates the former Fenno-Scandinavian 
ice-sheet thickness as 2 650 metres. ' In the period from the dissipation of this 
ice-sheet to 6800B.c., the up-doming was 270 metres; since 6800B.c. the 
up-doming has been 250 metres; a further 210 metres is still to be expected.
It is important to notice that this isostatic compensation occurs at a very 
much slower rate than the regression or advance of the ice-sheet. Moreover, 
isostatic* compensation seems to occur only when a minimum change in the 
surface load is exceeded, and minor glacial fluctuations can occur without 
isostatic compensation. Hence when changes in sea-level occur owing to 
changes in glacial conditions, there is an immediate change in the moment of 
inertia of the Earth followed by a slower compensatory change of opposite sign.
Table II
Estimates of the volume of ice at maximum extent of fourth glacial age *
Author
E. Antevs 
R. A. Daly
Date of 
publication
1928
1934
Estimated Volume 
(X 10* km3)
36-9
34'3
Sea-level fall 
compared with 
present day 
(metres)
90
85
3. Change in moment of inertia.—Consider now the actual changes in the 
moment of inertia of the Earth about its polar axis consequent on a change in 
glacial conditions. In the recent times which will be considered, nearly all 
the ice available for melting has been in the Antarctic zone from 700 S. to the 
pole, and it will be sufficiently accurate to consider a model in which all the 
ice is there. Further it will be assumed that ice is melted to a uniform depth 
over all the zone. The error involved in neglecting the areas in the North Polar 
zone is small because of the symmetry about the polar axis of the geographical 
locations of the northern and southern zones, and also because of the fact that 
North Polar ice is not land ice. The melting of sea ice in situ does not affect 
sea-level, and although the melting does change the moment of inertia it is a 
second-order effect. Two extreme cases have to be considered.
Case {i): No isostatic compensation.
Let S, A — areas of ocean and glaciated surfaces respectively, 
d — thickness of ice-cap melted, 
a: = consequent rise in ocean level,.
Pa Pv> = densities of ice and water respectively,
0, A = coordinates of colatitude and longitude,
R = radius of Earth.
Conservation of mass gives
Sxpn^Adpi. (1)
The change in the moment of inertia, C, is
AC = — dpfi* f f sin3 Qddd\ + xpf f sin3 9 dO dX, (2)
•l 1 glac j J ocean
the first integration being carried out over the glaciated surface and the second 
over the ocean surface. In (1)
S = R* sin 6 d9 dX
glac
* Flint’s nomenclature is retained. Glaciologists differ in this matter, not all recognizing four 
phases in the last series of glaciations. This does not affect the argument in this paper.
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and A=R2 sin 6 d9 dX.
^ ocean
All the integrals involving B and A have been evaluated elsewhere (3). Taking 
the values previously found, with (thus ignoring salinity effects) and
7? = 6*37 x 108 cm, it is found that
dr = 25,6 x cm
when the glaciated area is taken as 700 S. to the pole.
AC
C — 1*15 x icr9,
(3)
For a rise in sea-level of 1 cm
C being taken as 8*o8 x 1044 gem2.
Case (it): Complete and immediate isostatic compensation,—In this case when 
the ice melts and flows into the ocean the crust adjusts itself until hydrostatic 
equilibrium is restored everywhere. There is therefore no resultant change 
in the surface load per unit area and the only change in the moment of inertia 
is a second-order effect due to changes in the density distribution at the surface. 
If isostatic compensation occurs immediately and completely there is no first- 
order change in the moment of inertia.
4. Theoretical change in Earth's angular speed and apparent secular acceleration 
of Moon.—By conservation of angular momentum,
Coo = constant,
and by definition,
jDo> —- 27T,
where to is the Earth’s angular speed and D is the length of the day. It is assumed 
that the polar axis is the axis of rotation. Hence
AC Ato /XD
C ~ a> ~~ D '
An isostatically uncompensated rise in sea-level of amount 1 cm would therefore 
increase the length of the day by
AD = io"-4 seconds.
The corresponding change in to can be inferred, but it is of more interest to 
relate this to the average apparent secular acceleration of the Moon (0) which 
would be observed as a consequence of the Earth’s deceleration.
Jeffreys (4, p. 223) shows
_ dn n dm 
dt a) dt%
where n is the mean motion of the Moon, Since a change in sea-level is a purely 
terrestrial event, there would be no change in 11, Hence the average acceleration,
n Ato 
to tst
n&C 
C At '
Taking Ai = i century, a rise in sea-level at the average rate of icm per century 
would, if uncompensated, give an average secular acceleration
v = 2 "/(century)2. (4)
=5. Observed lunar acceleration and tidal friction.—'Actual observations of the 
Moon’s secular acceleration (5) show that over the last 2000 years the 
acceleration has been
iv ~ (5*22 ± o*45)7(century)2,
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and over the last 200 years, •>
Jv = (3*-ll + 0*85) "/(century)2.
Hitherto the accepted explanation of the lunar acceleration has been that it is due 
to the dissipation of energy by tidal friction. Jeffreys (4, p. 231) says that this 
cause is certainly enough to account for a large fraction of the secular acceleration, 
and there is no reason to suppose it cannot account for all of it.
Spencer Jones states that there seems to be no escape from the conclusion that 
the effects of tidal friction are appreciably less at the present time than the average 
effects over the past two thousand years.
About 70 per cent of the tidal friction is generated in the Bering Sea, which has 
an average depth of about 50 metres and which shows no signs of having experi­
enced any crustal movement for a very long time. Other factors being unchanged, 
tidal friction varies as the depth of the sea in which it is generated.* It follows 
that a rise of sea-level of 1 cm would increase tidal friction in the, Bering Sea by 
only 0*02 per cent. Although it is known that isostatic uplifting is decreasing 
the depth of some shallow seas, this can hardly reduce the proportion of the total 
friction generated in the Bering Sea substantially below 70 per cent, and a rise in 
sea-level of 1 cm would therefore increase v by less than o"*oo2/(century)2.
6. Tentative discussion of evidence of sea-level fluctuations.—Without a reason­
ably accurate reconstruction on a world-wide scale of climatic changes and of 
fluctuations of sea-level, the actual contribution of eustatic changes to the Earth’s 
rotation must remain unknown. Unfortunately data for the immediate past are 
scanty. The following discussion is given, therefore, only to demonstrate the 
possible order of magnitude of the effects.
It is generally accepted that following the last glacial phase, climatic conditions 
ameliorated until the “ Climatic Optimum ” which lasted from 6000 to 4000 years 
ago. Since then a gradual regression has occurred, interrupted by minor fluctu­
ations. Stearns (6) reports the widespread occurrence of a well-preserved shore 
line at + 5 ft. among Pacific islands. Its wide distribution leads Flint to suggest 
that this marks sea-level during the Climatic Optimum. A reconstruction of more 
recent climate based on ecological studies of Alaskan glacier regions by Laurence 
(7) gives strong evidence of the ending of the climatic regression about a.d. 1750 
since when glacier retreat has been almost everywhere general. Half of the 
Alaskan retreat since 1750 has actually occurred since 1910.. This correlates well 
with the independent evidence of statistical analyses of tide-gauge records. Flint 
(1, p. 428) reports that Gutenberg and Marmer have independently found that sea- 
level has been rising at the rate of 2-5 inches per century for the last few decades, a 
rate which is greater than during the preceding century. If this connection is 
real, since 1750 sea-level has risen at a rate of 2*5 cm per century, and since 1910 
at the rate of 6*4 cm per century, and if this has occurred, as is probable, without 
isostatic compensation, then applying (4)
v — + 5 "/(century)2 since 1750,
and
v = + X37(century)2 since 1910.
* A referee has pointed out that owing to magnification of the currents in shallow seas it might 
be more reasonable to suppose that tidal friction would vary inversely with depth. To a first 
approximation this alters the sign but not the magnitude of the change in v so long as the change 
in depth remains small compared with the total depth.
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Zeuner (8, pp, 93-94) quotes results of work by Godwin, confirmed by others, 
of sea-level fluctuations in Southern Britain since 8000 b.c. Successive maxima 
and minima are shown on a graph as having occurred at about 1600 b.c. (H-2ft.), 
800 B.c. ( —15 ft.), a.d. 0 (+ 5 ft.), a.d. 700 (— 7 ft.), followed by a rise to the present- 
day level. These data, if typical of world-wide fluctuations, yield fluctuations of 
v between —130" and +i5o7(century)2 with an average value of about +347 
(century)2 since a.d. 700. The fluctuations would almost certainly occur too 
rapidly for isostatic compensation to have much effect. Accepting Flint’s 
suggestion regarding the + 5 ft, shore line, and taking this as being uncompensated, 
it follows that
v~ — 5'7(century)2 from 60 to 2 centuries ago.
Niskanen’s data show, however, that the isostatic compensation for the final 
phase of the last major series of glaciations is still going on. A very rough 
estimate of its effect may be derived by assuming that the Fenno-Scandinavian data 
are applicable generally, and that the rate of compensation for the last 9 000 years 
has been enough to compensate one-third of the rise of sea level, i.e. it is equivalent 
to a fall in sea-level of 27 metres in 90 centuries. This gives an estimate of 
i7 — — 60''/(century)2 which has to be superimposed on the values found for changes 
due to very recent uncompensated fluctuations in sea-level.
7. Conclusions,—These results serve to show that changes of sea-level can 
contribute significant amounts to the secular acceleration of the Moon, and recent 
geological records, however imperfect, do indicate that quite violent fluctuations 
are likely to have occurred. Reliable results, however, can only be obtained when 
the geological information is sound enough to allow the full interplay of isostasy and 
eustasy to be deduced.
As far as tidal friction is concerned, it seems reasonable to assert that it is not the 
only factor involved in the secular deceleration of the Earth and the acceleration of 
the Moon. The evidence points to a rise in sea-level at the present time, and as a 
consequence, tidal friction is changing, but only slightly.
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Summary
When account is taken of the angular momentum of surface masses moving 
relative to the solid Earth it is found that the equations governing the variation 
of latitude are not sensibly affected by. changes in the rate of rotation and that 
the equations previously used are adequate if correction terms are added to 
account for the angular momentum which may be large enough to have an 
observable effect.
1. Sir Harold Jeffreys (i, pp. 215, 216) has expressed doubt concerning the 
validity of the equations of motion governing the variation of latitude. An 
observer on the solid surface of the Earth cannot observe the changing motion of 
the whole Earth, since the axes fixed in the solid Earth to which he is attached do not 
necessarily continue to coincide with the axes of reference used in the equations as 
they are usually derived. Moreover, with the seasonal redistribution of surface 
masses which gives rise to the forced motion in the variation of latitude, there is 
associated a seasonal variation of angular momentum relative to the solid Earth 
which causes an observable variation in the rate of rotation.
The purpose of this note is to show that, in fact, the theories of the variation of 
latitude and the variation of the length of the day may be treated independently 
and that apart from a correction for the angular momentum, the usual variation of 
latitude equations are adequate.
2, Consider the Earth as an ellipsoidal body (the solid Earth) with mass centre 
O at which the principal moments of inertia are A0, B0 and C0 and principal axes 
Oxyz, surrounded by a mobile envelope of particles whose mass- and relative 
velocity-distributions are known. The total mass and dimensions of the envelope 
are small compared with those of the solid Earth. The Earth as a whole rotates 
about a variable axis near the polar axis Oz> An observer attached to the solid 
Earth actually observes the motion of Oz provided the solid Earth moves as if rigid.
Let «, b, e, /, g, h be the instantaneous values of the moments and products of 
inertia of the envelope relative to the axes Oxyz and let the relative angular 
momentum of the envelope have components (X, T, Z), Let (o^, a>s) be the 
components of the angular velocity of the axes Oxyz in space.
Then if A = A0 + a, etc., the equations of motion are
(-^u> x hco y gajc.+X)
+ wy( —gtofB —fay -I- Cok + Z)~ co,( — hoj x + Ba>y ~fojz + y) = 0,
jt(-h<oa + Ba)v-fas+Y)
+ aifAaj a; - hco y -gojz + X) - oj ,.(-geo fw y + Cojz + Z) = o, 
d
-^[—goia—fay-]- CtOz + Z)
+ ^ — ha) x + Bwy —fa~ + Y) — a}v(Acox — haju-go^ -|-X) = 0.
(I)
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3. The following data are relevant to the discussion. The Earth is so nearly 
spheroidal that two axes can be chosen anywhere in the equatorial plane and if Ox 
is chosen through the meridian of Greenwich, Oy through the meridian 9o°E., 
then for seasonal variations in the distribution of atmospheric air masses
a= 2*9cos Jtt/ —o-2sin^77^ 
b— —1*4 cos fyrt + 0*2 sin ^t, 
c=—I'HyCOSfcnt, 
f= 4-8cosj7rf —o-ysin^TTf, 
g= O'Scos^tt/ —o*3sin Jtj-J,
when t is measured in months from January 15, the unit being 1035 g cm2. These 
values are taken from analyses of sequences of monthly values which have been 
found for the period 1927-1932 by a method described elsewhere (2). h which has 
not been calculated must be of about the same order of magnitude; In every case 
a semi-annual term with an amplitude about one-eighth of that of the annual term 
is present but this component does not survive the subsequent integration and is 
ignored here (3). W. H, Munk and R. L. Miller (4) give the annual range 
Zjan-Zjuly as of order 1-75 x icr8 Ccoz based on seasonal changes in the atmo­
spheric circulation with a small contribution from oceanic current changes. No 
estimates of X and Y are available. The observed order of magnitude oiu)x and 
is about 5 x icr7f^, jB0, C0 are of order 8 x 1044 g cm2 and
Cq A.q 1 
With these values, typical terms in the equations of motion have magnitudes of 
the following orders:
CQo>z~& x io44a>s, ^40fc>a.~4 x io38ctjz, Z~i’4 x io37ct)3,
£co3'~I'5 x 1035to,,, ato![!'~-'i*4 x io29o>3.
4. Retaining quantities as small as io“10 Co)z, the equations of motion are
7 1 ^ +/a,s t r* 1 v\S+ —B—(Ca>, + Z)-77603 = -
■Oq
‘ I £ ^ ""f” S^Z (/'~l rj\
Ti + gaiz-----------------^—(Ca)z + Z) =-
^(Ca>s + Z) =0
where £ = A0ajx-gaj,,
T] = B0wy-fa)z,
and a dot denotes differentiation with respect to t. X and Y have been retained 
as being possibly of the order of magnitude of the otherwise smallest term.
The final equation immediately gives
Ca)z+Z = constant = k say, (4)
thus justifying the usual approach to the theory of the variation of the length of 
the day. The first two equations of (2) become
f(y-D (t?) .■>,
i-i£.-y-(jr-D(t£)-*,
■X+ Yu)z
Y-Xa) (2)
(3)
(5)
where
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At this stage it is assumed that the solid Earth is truly spheroidal. If this is not so, 
it can be shown that if A0==B0 then the motion is given to a high degree of approxi­
mation by that of a spheroid for which the equatorial moments of inertia are 
J(y30 + i?o) and the above equations will still hold provided it is understood that A0 
is the mean of the two moments of inertia.
Writing + and x —<£ + ii/r, the solution for the motion is formally
« = e10! Je~ia x dt> (7)
5. In (6) let = # cos (-J-TTif-l- e) and to the order of accuracy so far retained
a = oc0£ + oq sin 4- <=),
where a0 = k
(Co~Aq)
and % = 6s1
AqCq 7tC0
With the seasonal data quoted above, x io~6 and so in (7)
cos oc = cos a0£ — oq sin (^nt + e) sin a0#,
sin a = sin a0£ + oq sin (^tt? + e) cos a0£.
The integrals in (7) may now be evaluated, the ultimate result being that no terms 
containing oq are large enough to be observable. The conclusion is that for all 
observable purposes (6) may be written
a (Cq Af) 
-^oQ)
and o)s may be treated as constant in the variation of latitude equations.
Reverting to equation (1) let o)s — «, ^I0/(C0 —v40) =r, aivjn = m,
(/, mf 1) are the direction cosines of the axis of rotation referred to Oxyz. 
variation of latitude equations now become
Then
The
1+ ^m = {“/w+Jf4-
(8)
which are the familiar equations with corrections added foi^the angular momentum 
of the moving surface masses. In the usual derivation / and g are^discarded as 
being small compared with / and g. In this derivation the' terms X and Y may 
probably be discarded for the same reason.
The X and Y terms are probably of importance, however, since, from the 
seasonal data for the atmospheric circulation, Zjfn^^o and Zjgnr^^^o, If XjZ 
and YjZ are as large as icr3, account must be taken of the angular momentum of 
the atmosphere in the variation of latitude. It is conjectured that observed 
irregularities in the variation of latitude may be in part due to this effect since the 
angular momentum of the atmosphere may vary considerably without substantially 
changing the actual atmospheric mass-distribution.
*■ 6. For sustained secular changes in surface mass-distributions, equations (4)
and (7) still describe the motion. The effect on the length of the day of changes in 
sea level due to the partial deglaciation of the Antarctic ice cap has already been
4^5 Motion of surface masses and the Earth's rotation
studied (5). The following data apply in the case of a rise in sea level at the rate of 
2*5 inches/century for which there is at present some evidence:
fl=-2-3 b= -2*5 c=+4*8
the units being 1033 g cm2 month-1 when t is measured in months. In this 
case the associated angular momentum is negligible. For periods of decades, 
equation (4) becomes
(CQ + c)a>e = k (9)
and the effect on the variation of latitude is found adequately by putting/and g into 
(8). This leads to a secular movement of the pole parallel to the meridian 
tair1 fig East. When the sea level changes persist over centuries, however, it may 
be necessary to retain A and B instead of A0 and B0 in (3), and to solve (4) and (5) 
with Xj y,Z all zero. Second-order differential equations have been derived for 
$ and 7) in this case but it is not considered necessary to give them here.
7. Conclusion,—It is concluded that in investigating the effect of surface 
mass movements on the general rotation of the Earth, the change in the length of 
the day may be treated independently of the variation of latitude. Further, the 
seasonal variation of latitude is described by the equations usually formulated, but 
account may have to be taken of corrections for the angular momentum of the 
surface masses. In the equations now derived, however, the axes of reference are 
fixed in the solid Earth and so are fixed relative to an observer on the solid Earth, 
thus disposing of a doub t expressed by Jeffreys. The fact that sudden fluctuations 
in angular momentum of the atmosphere occur may account in part at least for the 
irregularities of the observed variation of latitude. The equations remain valid 
for secular changes in mass distributions provided such changes persist for periods 
of decades; for periods of centuries the equations possibly need modification.
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Summary
A statistical model of the variation of latitude is formulated and a 
detailed analysis of its properties is made. Difficulties arising from the 
necessity to account for observational errors are discussed.
A computational procedure is obtained and applied to a 35-year series 
of observations in which the #-term has not been taken into account. It is 
found that the damping factor is
k=o*322 +0*103 year-1,
giving a relaxation time of about 3*1 years; and the free period is 
2Tr/y=x *267 +0*039 years
=462*8+ 14*2 mean solar days.
The value of /c is several times that of the only px*evious determination, and 
the free period is longer than has hitherto been determined.
, These results are provisional pending the completion of a full numerical 
analysis.
Part I. Introduction
1. If /, m are direction cosines of the instantaneous axis of rotation of 
the Earth with respect to right-handed axes fixed in the Earth, the dynamical 
equations of motion may be written
lYym=- ~^F\A, \
Ul • yl~ coqG/A, J V }
the solution of which, if /0, m0 are the initial values of / and 7//., is
/ = /0 cos yt — ?w0 sin yt + lv 
m = /0 sin yt + 7«0 cos yt + mx.
Here, ^Tr/y is the so-called Chandler period of the (circular) free component of 
the motion, aj0 is the mean angular velocity of the Earth, (A, A, C) are the moments 
of inertia and F and G are the products of inertia of the Earth. Assuming that 
the products of inertia are periodic with periodicities of a year and sub-multiples 
of a year, the forced motion, l1} mly will have elliptical components corresponding 
to each period in F and G.
This dynamical theory suggests that harmonic analysis of values of l and 
my which are observed as the variation of latitude, should yield the value of the 
Chandler period and the various periods of the forced motion. However, very 
many investigations over different intervals have been made by a number of workers 
and have all yielded different values of the Chandler period. As early as 1917, 
Kimura gave an empirical formula for zrrjy containing components with periods of 
22, 26*67, 50 and 80 years from which Melchior (1) has calculated a table of values 
of the Chandler period during the interval 1900-1960. The maximum value
* Received in original form 1954 October 18.
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is 1 *2066 years in 1914 and the minimum is 1-1123 years in 1929. Different 
authors have found, by harmonic analysis of different intervals, Chandler periods 
within this range of values. Melchior has developed a theory relating variations 
of the Chandler period to changes in the axes of the elliptic forced motion.
In 1940, Harold Jeffreys (2) rejected the validity of harmonic analysis as 
a means of determining the Chandler period on the ground that undamped free 
vibrations in the sense of elementary dynamics probably have no physical 
existence. Irregular disturbances of the motion may well repeatedly change the 
phase of the motion; despite this there exists a natural free period.
The appearance of the series of observations suggests that statistical fluctua­
tions are not negligible, and harmonic analysis cannot take such fluctuations 
adequately into account. Jeffreys’s paper, in fact, contains the only example so 
far published of an analysis which is based on a proper statistical model. Jeffreys’s 
treatment is re-examined in this paper in the light of recent developments in the 
theory of time series analysis. The problems of estimation and statistical inference 
associated with his model are discussed in detail, account being taken of the fact 
that the effect of observational errors may not be negligible. The theory of the 
statistical analysis is given below in Part II. The principal steps of the com­
putational procedure based on the statistical analysis are outlined at the beginning 
of Part III, which contains the results of carrying out this analysis on a certain 
series of observations.
An analysis of the residual motion is given in Part IV.
Part II. The Statistical Model
2. Specification of the statistical model.—The equations of motion (1), 
including a damping term, may be written
l+Kl+ym— — P\, 1
m + Km — yl— Glt J
where P\ — WQFjAt G^oi^GjA and k is the coefficient of damping.
Now let
^i(*) = ^(0+/i(i). 1 ...
Gx(t) = GM+gM J m
where Fs, GiS are the systematic parts of F1 and G± respectively and/jjtf), £x(*) are 
the fluctuation terms, {/$), g^t)} being in fact a stochastic process in two variables 
with zero means. We make the usual assumption that Fs and G^ have a yearly 
period, and can be represented to a sufficiently good approximation by the first 
few terms of their Fourier series, e.g.
p
Fs(t) = c, 4- 2 (ayr cos vrt + bfr sin vrt).
where /> is a small integer and ztt/v = 1 year.
The simplest statistical assumption as regards the fluctuation terms is that 
f/i(0} anc* feiW) are independent stationary impulse processes. This means
that only the integrals I(t) = j f^f^du andt/^^J gx(u)du strictly exist, {/(£)}
and {</(*)} being statistically independent homogeneous additive processes, 
characterized by the property that the change of I (or J) in any time interval 
depends only on the length of the interval, and changes in non-overlapping
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time intervals are statistically independent of one another (see e.g. Bartlett (3), 
Chapter III, Section 6, and Moyal (4), page 165). If the impulses are dis­
crete, the changes in I or J are discontinuous.
From (3), Fs and Gs give rise to forced components Iff) and mjf) of the same 
form (the damped components may be ignored since the motion may be assumed 
"to have started a very long time ago); and for the fluctuation terms we have
x(t) + iy(t) = e(1>'-K»-,‘>(i<£/(K) - dl{u)), (5)
where
#(£) = l{t) — Iff)) 1 
y(t) = m(t)~mft). J
'Thus x, y are the contributions to the motion of the statistical fluctuations in the 
products of inertia of the Earth.
If we now consider observations at times separated by a constant interval h, 
-and write
4= Z(to + nti) = lsn + xn, 
mn = -1- nh) = msn +yni
we find that
where
4" fiyn ~~
y n+l n V
(7)
oc = e_K/i cos yh} 
ft — e-K?i sin yhj
ch .___ . ___
en+1 = — I e KW{cosyitdl(n + ik~ u) + sin yu dJ(n + i/f — /;)}, ,
.and
cii ____ ____
rj B+1 = e~m{cos yu dJ(n + i Zi — u) — sin yu dl{n + i/i — 2/)}.
J o
'The residuals '{en, form an independent stationary process, i.e. its properties 
.are invariant under translation of the time axis, and {en+}., ^n+r}, (?* = o, i, 2...) 
-are all statistically independent. If we make the further natural assumption 
that the rates of increase of variance per unit time for I and J are equal, we have 
••also
-apd
var en ~ var ■>? n = cr2 say,
(9)
cov(en> v») — °-
Thus we have arrived at a model identical with that postulated by Jeffreys 
■'(2, page 143) apart from his additional assumption that the residuals follow a 
normal distribution.
Our assumptions for the fluctuation terms can of course give only a very 
-approximate representation of the actual mechanism, but an analysis based on 
them may nevertheless still be sufficiently accurate to be useful. That Jeffreys’s 
model follows from our statistical treatment may be regarded as an argument 
for using this as a working hypothesis. In (2) the model is introduced by analogy 
with Yule’s treatment of the problem of a pendulum bombarded by randomly 
arriving particles, but this has since been shown to be incorrect (see e.g. Bartlett
<5). Page 35)-
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The assumption of normality of the residuals is more difficult to justify. 
This is approximately true only provided that the mean number of impulses 
during the interval of observation, A, is large, a condition which is perhaps not 
very realistic for values of h which are usually considered in practice (of the order 
of a month). Jeffreys even claims (2, page 148) to have identified a period of 
more than 12 years during which the effects of fluctuations were negligible. 
Hence it is advisable to dispense with the normality assumption if at all possible. 
It is not difficult to show that we can do so provided that the effect of observational 
error can be ignored, so that equations (7) can be used as they stand. However, 
as Jeffreys points out, observational errors are not necessarily small compared 
with xn and yM, so that they should be allowed for in the model. Unfortunately 
when this is done an important part of the analysis becomes very complicated 
unless the residuals are normally distributed, and indeed is tractable only when 
both the residuals and observational errors are normally distributed.
We therefore re-define (#„, y„) to include the effect of errors of observation and 
assume that
‘Ui ^ J
yn=y'n + Vn, j
where both {xn'y y^}, which satisfies (7), and the errors of observation, {un, r;n}, 
are normal. It seems reasonable to assume that
var«n = varr;n = a'2, say, 
cov(w„, vn) = o, (ii>
and {wtt+r, (r = o, i, 2,...), are all statistically independent and also that
is statistically independent of the series {xfnt y'^}.
These properties, together with
and
p
4« = <7 + 2 (tf/r cos vrnh + blr sin vrnh),
r=l
P
msn ~ cm + 2 cos vrnh + bmr sin vrnh),
T—l
xn+l - a*M + fan = €«+i + «»+! -ct.un + flvn=z e'n+1, say, 
yn+l - Pxn ~ *yn =Vn+l + ^n+1 ~ - O.Vn = n+1, Say,
(I2>
(I3>
completely specify the model. Equation (12) specifies the true dynamical 
contributions to the motion as opposed to the statistical fluctuations; equation (13)' 
results from inserting (10) in (7).
3. Correlational and spectral properties of the model.—It is not difficult to show 
from (13) that the autocovariance matrix for lag s, defined by
is given by
V(s) = [—n+8 x*y*-**\ 
Ly^n+s ’
V(s) =
-SKh
i — e_2K/( f _[ cos syh sin syk sin syh cos syh]■ (j>o),
(r4)
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The autocorrelation matrix for lag 5, (s>o), obtained by replacing xni yn in T(^) 
W x Ja(x)> y ,My)> where o-2(;v) = var x, v2(y) = var^v, is therefore
where
R{s) = Ae~SK/i
cos syh 
— sin syh
sin syh 
cos syh
A = a2/ {ct2 + <7/2(r — e~2l<;i)}.
(is)
(16)
Equation (15) summarizes the main correlational properties of the model and was 
in effect given by Jeffreys. The theoretical correlograms for the autocorrelations 
•of the {#} and {y} series are identical, consisting of an exponentially damped 
simple harmonic oscillation, and a phase shift of 90° yields the theoretical 
•correlogram for the cross-correlations.
This result expresses the physical fact that, apart from the damping, the 
expected motion is given by a simple rotation of the pole about its mean position 
through the angle syh in time sh. The effect of the observational errors is seen 
in the reduction of all the lag correlations by the factor A. ^
We also note that the spectral density matrix i?(a>) = (i/27r) 2 T(s)e-icos,
4 # — to
i.e. the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation matrix, is given by 
Z7rF(ay) - cr'2 ^ ^ J + a2{(l -{- ot2 + £2 - ^ COS cof - 4£2 sin2 w}-1
Pi+a2 + /?2—2acosa> — sijSsinaj 
Lsi/Ssinaj 1+<x2 + /32 —2acostoJ '
4. Analysis of the systematic components of the variation.—We now have to 
eonsider methods of estimating the unknown parameters in the model, and of 
calculating the precision of our estimates, given an actual series of observations 
{7r, (r=i, 2,.., N). There is also the associated problem of testing whether
the model is consistent with the observations. The parameters fall naturally 
into two groups, the first consisting of those which occur in the equations (12), 
i.e. Cj, Gir, hlr) cm, a.mT) hmr> defining the systematic components of the variation, 
and the second of those associated with the equations (8) and (13), i.e. ot, j3 
(or K and y), a2 and o-'2, which define the behaviour of the fluctuations. The two 
groups can be dealt with to a large extent independently of each other; we must 
however begin by considering estimates of the parameters in the first group, 
since these are required before we can calculate the estimates for the second group. 
We shall assume from now on that W is sufficiently large for an asymptotic theory 
to be used; this may not necessarily be true in practice (see Section 6 below), 
but no exact theory has yet been developed.
It can be.shown by using an approach due to Whittle (6, 7) that the maximum 
likelihood estimates are asymptotically the same as those obtained by standard 
harmonic analysis i.e.
ifx
N
C*l~ AT ^
N
a%= ~at 2 4cos vrih,
i > ii=i
N
b*ir= -tf. 2 li sin vrih, 
£=1 
xY
N* 
2x if z ^ .  xV ,^ in JTr 2 Mjf tl*mr ~ l\r 2 m^ cos will, h*mr~ yr-j 2 ///.-sin vrih. iy i = l iV i = l iv
(18)
They are asymptotically unbiased (and are in fact exactly unbiased if the 
observations cover a number of complete years). Their asymptotic variances
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and covariances are given by the inverse of the information matrix as in classical 
maximum likelihood theory, but are easily obtained directly. We find that the 
estimates fall into asymptotically uncorrelated groups (c*lt c*m), (a*lv a*ml, b*llr 
^*rni)» (a*/2* 6*/2» etc-> and that if we write c*/ = (t*z, t*m), a*/ =
b*i' —(*•*!» etc., these being row vectors and c*, a#lf b*l7 etc^
the corresponding column vectors,
COV(c#, C*')~27tF(o)/N, 1
cov(a*r, a*r,)^cov(b*r, v (19);
cov (a*f, b*/)/^ - 2^{z7TF{vrh)}IN, j
where F(u>) is the spectral density matrix given by (17), and the symbols ^ and ^ 
denote real and imaginary parts. Thus c*lf c*m are asymptotically uncorrelated 
and have variance
/2+- . —y/N1 + a2 + j32 — 2a
and the asymptotic covariance matrix for the group (a*lr1 a*mr, b*It* b*mr) is
a'
a*
b*
lr
ir «*,
P, o
o
b*,r A*.
~Qr
Pr
Qr
Qr
Pr
b*mr _ Qr ®
(2°>
where
and
P= —
r N
Qr=i
o'2 + (j2(i +a2 + jS2
o
2a cos prk)
(1 + a2 + ^S2 — 2a cos yrk)2 — 4^S2 sin2 vrk 
— cr2f$ sin vrh (21)
[(1 + a3 + ^2 — 2a cos vrh)2 — 4/32 sin2 vrhj 
All these estimates are also distributed asymptotically in the multivariate 
normal form, so that we can not only calculate their estimated standard errors, 
once estimates of a, p, a2, cr'2, with standard errors which tend to zero as iV-^-oo,, 
have been obtained (estimates which have standard errors proportional to i/\/Ar 
are given in Section 5), but can also derive approximate tests of significance and 
confidence intervals for the true values of the parameters. For example, a*lr 
would be regarded as differing from zero at a level of probability approximately 
equal to 0-95 if it was greater in magnitude than i'g6'^P*rt where P*r denotes the- 
estimated value of Pr. Again the significance of the whole set of estimates 
(a#/r, a*mr} b*irt b*mr) of the (r— i)th harmonic components could be judged by 
referring the expression
{P*r(a» r! + a* „r2 + 6 V + **mr2) + W - “'mJ'lrMPV ~ QV)
to a x* distribution with four degrees of freedom; this follows from the fact that 
the inverse of the matrix (20) is
(PS-Qr2)
LQr
O
Pr
Qr
O
~Qr
Pr
Qr
O
O
The latter test is useful in the problem of deciding on the appropriate value of 
pt i.e. on the order of the highest harmonics which should be included in the 
systematic variation. This cannot be specified exactly theoretically although 
it may be assumed that the amplitudes of the harmonic terms will, on the whole.
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decrease as their order increases. Thus one might proceed by first allowing for 
fundamental terms only, i.e. taking y>= i, and testing whether their amplitudes 
differ significantly from zero; then if they do so (which should certainly be the 
case here) taking p = Z and testing whether the amplitudes of the first harmonic 
terms differ significantly from zero, and so on, the value of p finally adopted 
corresponding to the order of the last harmonic terms whose amplitudes were 
significant. This method is somewhat laborious, since at each stage the estimates 
a*;, /3*1, a*2, o-*'2 occurring in P*T and Q*r have to be recalculated, and will of course 
be misleading if some high-order harmonic has a fairly large amplitude; but it 
becomes more satisfactory if we increase the value of p by more than unity at 
each stage, and also continue as a check for at least one stage beyond that which 
first yields no significant harmonic terms. However, if the interval between 
consecutive observations is a rational fraction of the period (i.e. a year), there 
will be a maximum number of distinguishable harmonic terms irrespective of 
the number of observations, and if this number is not too large, it will be best to 
include them all in the specification (12) and carry out a complete harmonic 
analysis, even though some terms are found subsequently not to be significantly 
different from zero (see Section 9).
It may be noted that the above analysis can be shown to be asymptotically 
valid even when the residual fluctuations {en, r)n} and the observational errors 
{^7i> are not normally distributed. It is sufficient that the statistical 
independence properties stated in Section z should hold. The estimates (18) 
are of course then no longer maximum likelihood estimates.
There remains the question as to whether equations of the type (12) give 
a satisfactory representation of the systematic variation. Here, however, there 
is the difficulty that to test whether the observations are consistent with the model 
we must in general postulate some alternative hypothesis for the form of the 
systematic variation: for example, that we require additional terms dtfi and dwu 
in 4n and msn respectively to take account of a linear trend (corresponding perhaps 
to variation with a very long period). The only practicable way of avoiding this 
difficulty seems to be to divide the series into several consecutive sub-series, 
from each of which estimates of the form (18) are obtained. Then if the sub-series 
are sufficiently long for the asymptotic formulae (19) to apply, and for the correla­
tions between the estimates for the different sub-series to be neglected, it is fairly 
easy to test whether corresponding estimates differ significantly. It is of course 
useful to examine the graphs of the estimated / and m residuals
v
4* = ~ c*i ~ 2 {a*ir cos vrnh + b*ir sin vrnh}y
r=1
p
?tin* — mn — c*m — S {a*mr cos vrnh + b%nr sin vrnh}, 
r—l
(22)
plotted against n, in case these reveal any unusual features (but see Section 12).
5. Analysis of the fluctuation components.—Estimates of the second group of 
parameters a, /3, a2 and c/2 are obtained from the auto-covariances and cross­
covariances of the series {4,*, which are defined by
1 N-r j N-r
'•'uM= N— E / *" ‘■ft f'n+r > —? ft=i
1 N-r T N-r
N- 2L1 in mn+r , iV — 7 n==1
(23)
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The effect of the differences between ln* and x„, and between mn* and yn will 
become negligible for sufficiently large iV, so that we can regard c^r) as equivalent
to
N-r
N-r
H x„xn^n+n and so on.
If we do not take account of observational error, i.e. assume that o,‘z = oi 
the procedure is straightforward. Maximum likelihood estimates of a and fi 
are asymptotically equivalent to those obtained by the method of least squares, 
i.e. by minimizing
which gives
2 [(/„+1*-3.1* + p™„*)2 + (mn+1* -
“* = falf1) + 'r22(l)}/Kl(°) + ^2(0)}, 
P' = {^2(1) - C21( i )}/{c11(o) + c22(o)}.
Also a* is obtained as the mean square residual, equivalent to
o*2=i{cu(o) + c22(o)}{i - a*2 - /8*2}.
(24)
(ZS)
It is easily shown that a* and fi* are asymptotically unbiased and that
vsLra.*^varfi*r^{i—o:2 — fii}/2N=(i~e-2Kh)l2N ‘ (26)
eov(a#, ^#)~o,whence with estimates of k and y obtained from
e~2K#A = a*2 + j8*2> COt y*k = OL*/fi*, ' (27)
these being also asymptotically unbiased, we find that
var(/c*A)~var(y*/i)~{e2KA-i}/2iV, - (28)
These formulae remain valid when the €n and 77 „ are not normally distributed, 
although the estimates are not then equivalent to those obtained by the method of 
maximum likelihood.
In the general case, however, the maximum likelihood approach becomes very 
complicated. It is possible to proceed by the method of Whittle (7) but this 
involves very lengthy algebraic calculations, and yields a set of equations which 
are difficult to solve. A more practical method consists of using covariances for 
lags h and rh, as suggested by Jeffreys. The above estimate of y, given by
coty*A = tc11(i) + c22(i)}/{t12(i)-£2l(i)}=^(i)/?(I)1 Say( (29)
where
P(r) = ci\(r) + Cvfc), <!{*) = ^(r) - c2l(r), (30)
is easily seen (remembering equation (15)) to be consistent, i.e. to differ from y 
by not more than any pre-assigned quantity c, however small, with probability 
arbitrarily near unity, if N is taken to be sufficiently large. Similarly 
{P(t)Y + {q[r)Y is found to be a consistent estimate of 4a4e~2ncA/(i — e-2**)2, and so 
a consistent estimate of k is given by
e2«*ft(,-l,= [{/)(l)}2 + {9(l)}2]/[{Xr)}2+{?(r)}2]. (3I)
The best value of r to take is not obvious. Clearly for large r the precision of k* 
will be low since the expected value of the denominator in (31) tends to zero 
exponentially with r, but there is also the effect of the final division by r —1. 
Jeffreys states that r should be chosen so that e^1** is about 0*45, but does not 
explain how he arrives at this result, and it is incorrect at least in the case of small 
xh, for which it can be shown that when A=^i, i.e. the observational error variance
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is smali, r should be as small as possible (see Section 6). In view of this, and the 
fact that the precision of ic* can be calculated most accurately for small r, it seems 
best in general to use (31) with r = 2.
It is easy to see that y* and /<* are asymptotically unbiased, and that their 
asymptotic standard errors are proportional to i/s/N. Formulae for these may be 
obtained by expressing y# - y, - k as asymptotic linear functions of the quantities
^?(r) (where §p{i) = p(i) ~p(j) and y>(i) is the mathematical 
expectation of ^>(1), etc.), and then using the expressions for the asymptotic 
variances and covariances of the p's and fs. The latter follow from formulae 
of the type
cov{^2(r), c34(r + s)} (N~ r)(N-r - j)/ r^cov +r)> X^(j)Xfj -I- r + s)}
crio'acr30rd
N~r
V {pis(v)P2i(v + '¥) F Pm^Pitfv + zr + jt)},
^ J v= — ou
where e.g.
cov {X^i), X3{i+!>)} = o-l0-a/>ls(o).
(In this paper the sign c—■ means “ is asymptotically equal to ”,) 
For instance we find that
(Ar— r) vary)(r)^2{a/2 + o-2/(i — e“2K7')}a
r a2x [^7"Z"e-2K7i. C1 + e~2Kft + e“3rK/i cos zryh{zr + 1 — {zr — i)e_2K?i})
4- (1 — A){i + A(i + 2e~2n^ cos ary/z)} J .
After some rather heavy algebra, we arrive at the results
vary»A~ (|^) |4 -£-»+ ~ (x +A{i ,
var {«*/<>■ - x)}---L, f^ + eW-P* - 2 + (ar - i)(i - tf«*)
v 11 2.N [_ i-e-aK'‘
(3a)
(33)
(34)
(1 — A2)e8|,|<,t + (1 — A)( 1 — 3A)eaK,t
In particular for r= 2, (35) gives
var K*h ~
A2
a,2K7i
i-
To estimate A, we may use the equation
******=M*)}2 + )}2]/[{^> (o)}2 + {g(o)}2].
(35)
(36)
(37)
From (34) and (35) we obtain estimated standard errors of k* and y* on sub­
stituting k* and A* for k and A, and hence approximate confidence limits for k and y, 
since K* and y* can be shown to be asymptotically normally distributed. A* is also 
asymptotically normally distributed, with mean A and variance
var A*~[A2(e2Kft - i)a + aA(i - \)(e*Kk - r) + (1 - A)2(e4K7t + 4e2l<ft + z)]/zN. (38)
We can therefore assess approximately the significance of the difference of A* from 
unity. If A* was considered not to be significantly lower than unity at an appro­
priate probability level, we should regard the observations as consistent with the
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hypothesis that observational errors can be neglected. Finally a consistent 
estimate of a2, which is required in the estimation of the variances and covariances 
(19) of the harmonic components, may be obtained from the equation
i{cn(o) + c22(o)} = a-'3 + a*2/(l - e-2K*A) = a*2/{A*(l - (39)
It should be noted that the normality assumptions of Section 2 are really 
used only in the derivation of equations (34), (35) and (38). Without these 
assumptions it is in general very troublesome to derive expressions for the 
asymptotic variances of y*, k* and A*, and the estimation of the variances is no 
longer straightforward.
The validity of the correlational structure given by the model (13) may be 
examined by comparing the sample covariances %(r) with the theoretical 
covariances V^r) defined by (14), or the sample correlations (obtained by dividing 
the corresponding covariances by \/{^'(oViX0)}) with the theoretical correlations 
Ryfr) defined by (15). We can, for example, use the goodness:of-fit test associated 
with the “ G-operators” introduced by Bartlett and Rajalakshman (8); this can 
be shown to be applicable here although the model is more general than those 
considered in their paper. In addition we can test whether c1;l(o)/caa(o) and 
c12(o), which are asymptotically uncorrelated with the “ G-forms ” and with each 
other, differ significantly from 1 and o respectively, using the expressions for their 
asymptotic standard errors obtained by means of the general formula (33). 
It seems, however, difficult to construct a suitable test of the assumption that the 
residuals are normally distributed. Some indication of the appropriateness 
of the assumption may be obtained by constructing frequency distributions of 
ln+1*-**ln* + P*mn* and -£*/„*-a*mn*, but it is not known how the
significance of deviations of these from the normal form should be assessed; 
the standard x2 distribution certainly cannot be used.
6. The effect of a small damping factor.—Difficulties may occur in the above 
analysis if k/j, the product of the damping factor and the interval between 
consecutive observations, is small. We then have from (35), provided that wh 
is also small,
var {K*h{r - 1)}^ ^ [A2(r - iffch + (1 - A)2 + (1 - X)Kh{2\{r -1) + (1 - A)(r + 1)}],
so that if V(k*) denotes the coefficient of variation of k*,
i (i — A)2 + (i — X)Kh{2\(r — 1) + (x — A)(r +1)}
+ NX2K2h2(r — 1 )2
(4°)
(4i)
If rxh is not necessarily small, the first term on the right-hand side of (41) 
is replaced by (e2y-1-2y)/2Afc//y2, where y = (r-i)Kh. Since this increases 
withy, F(/c*) will be approximately minimized by taking r to be as small as possible, 
jtC# rU, when 1-A is sufficiently small for the remaining terms to be 
neglected. If the latter are taken into account, the choice of y to minimize V(k*) 
depends on k and A in a rather complicated way; however, as was indicated in 
Section 5, the accuracy of the approximation (35) tends to decrease as r increases, 
and the value r = 2 seems suitable in general.
Since, to a good approximation, V(k*) ^ (Nxh)-1^ it is desirable that Nxh 
should be appreciably greater than unity. Indeed, when this is not so, the 
approximate lower confidence limit for given e.g. by k*{i - i-g6V*(K*)} for a 
confidence probability of 0-95, where V*(k*) is the estimated coefficient of 
variation, is likely to be negative, no matter how small the observational errors
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may be. Thus, since negative values of k are inadmissible, we can only consider 
the upper confidence limit; the precision of k;X:, or the estimate i//<* of the 
“relaxation time”, which has to a good approximation the same coefficient of 
variation V(k*), cannot then be regarded as satisfactory.
There is, however, a more serious difficulty when the condition NkIi^ i is not 
satisfied. This is that the asymptotic formulae for var (ic^h) and var (y0h)} the 
latter being approximately (i/2iVA2)[2/ok + (1 — A)(i + 3A)] for small k/i, may no 
longer be good approximations. For the representation of y*—y and k*—ic as 
linear functions of the Sy>(r) and S#(r), used in their derivation, is valid only on 
the assumption that the coefficients of variation oip(r) and q(r) are small, and it can 
be shown that (provided A is not small) these coefficients of variation are both 
approximately equal to (iV/ofe)-1/2. (This assumes that the asymptotic formulae for 
var p(r) and var q(r) are still applicable; it is difficult to estimate the relative error 
of these, but a rough argument suggests that they are of the same order of magni-
N
tude as that caused by replacing S e-2^ by £ e~2uK7', i.e. as e~2(jvr+1^K?i, which is
v=0 v—0
e.g. less than 0-05 when The same difficulty arises in connection
with the formula (38) for var A*. A further point is that the distributions of 
K*h, y®h and A* may then no longer be approximately normal.
These difficulties are really due to the fact that when kIi is sufficiently small 
the elements of the autocorrelation matrix decrease very slowly as the lag increases. 
In particular, when the effect of observational errors is small, so that we have 1, 
this can be shown to imply that the observations are equivalent to a very small 
number of independent observations, and hence we should not expect the 
asymptotic theory to apply.
A more refined method of statistical analysis which avoids these difficulties 
does not seem to be available at present; in any case it is conjectured that when 
Nic^h is of order unity, i.e. the time Nh covered by the observations is comparable 
with the estimated “ relaxation time M, it is not possible to obtain much information 
about the true values of the parameters in the model.
Jeffreys (2) estimated k to be about 0*06, the unit of time being a year. Part 
of the evidence for this estimate is provided by a statistical analysis of a series of 
154 observations at intervals of 0-3 year. However, with Af—154, /j = 0‘3, 
/<r = o*o6, Ntch is only 2*8, so that the above difficulties certainly arise. In fact if 
we substitute these values of TV, /<, h together with the value A = 0*933 given by 
Jeffreys (2, p. 145) in (41) we obtain V(/c*) = 0*72, which is sufficiently large to 
indicate that the analysis is not satisfactory If Jeffreys’s estimate were accurate 
we should have the same situation arising in the analysis of the series of observations 
used in Part III below, for which TV=42o, However, our estimate of k
turns out to be much larger, i.e. k!* = o*322, giving Nk^Jz^ 11*3, and an estimated 
coefficient of variation F*(rc::s) — 0*31. This value of Nic^h is not particularly large, 
and some doubt may therefore be felt as to the accuracy of the asymptotic formulae 
for standard errors and confidence limits. Despite this, however, the full 
analysis, the results of which are summarized, was thought to be justified.
Part III. Computational Procedure and Preliminary Results
7. Computational procedure,—'Estimates «#mll etc., defined by (18),
are first obtained, it being supposed that the question of the order of the highest 
harmonic to be included has been settled.
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These estimates are used to calculate the estimated residual series {/„*} and 
{mn*} from (22). From these series, auto-covariances and cross-covariances for 
lags £ — o, 1 and 2 are calculated and substituted in formulae (29), (31), (37) and (39) 
of Section 5 to give estimates of k} y, a2 and a'2. Further auto-covariances and 
cross-variances for higher lags are computed at this stage if the goodness-of-fit 
test mentioned at the end of Section 5 is to be applied to the results.
The estimated standard errors of k*, y* and A* are then calculated from (34), 
(35) and and finally the estimated standard errors of c*lt c*mJ etc. from (19), 
which also gives the covariances required for carrying out the approximate test 
of the significance of a set of harmonic coefficients of given order described in 
Section 4.
8. Data used in the atialysis.—As yet we have only applied the results of this 
analysis to a series of 420 “monthly” values of l and m covering the 35 
years 1900-1935 taken from the various publications of the International Variation 
of Latitude Service. In some cases data have been readjusted after original 
publication; the latest available values have always been taken in such cases.
For the reason discussed in Section 6 the longest possible series of results 
are needed. Unfortunately the data available have not been obtained in a uniform 
manner since 1900. Firstly, the number of stations at which observations have 
been made declined throughout the period. From the inception of the 
programme, at the beginning of 1900, to 1915 January, six stations (Carloforte, 
Tschardjui or Kitab, Mizusawa, Ukiah, Cincinnati and Gaithersburg) were 
in operation. In 1915 January, Gaithersburg ceased to operate, as did Cincinnati 
in 1916 January and Kitab in I9I9 May. From 1919 May onwards only three 
stations were used in the determinations, this being the minimum number 
necessary for determining /, m and the so-called #-term. Secondly, the method 
of reducing the observations was changed at 1922*7.
Observations are made on twelve star fields, consecutive pairs of which 
overlap by about a month, and the values of l and m pertain to the mean date of 
each group-combination. For example, in the early years, star Group I was used 
for observation from September 23 to December 6, Group II from November 2 
to January 4 and the published values of l and m for the group combination 
I-II refer to the mean date of the overlapping period November 2 to December 6. 
This gives 12 irregular intervals per year. After 1922*7 the group combinations 
were altered to make the intervals equal. A good account of the actual procedures 
and programmes is given by Melchior (10, Chapter 1). The irregularities in 
the intervals may be regarded as leading to slight, irregular phase changes in the 
motion and their effect will be to increase the uncertainty of the results. We feel 
that these series of results are better than the ^ yearly series which are usually 
quoted and which Jeffreys used in his analysis. The reason for this preference is 
that the most essential requirement of the series examined is that successive 
terms should be in no way correlated except by the physical processes underlying 
the motion. This is true of the ^ yearly series but the T yearly series are 
derived from the former by graphical interpolation and in the process of drawing 
smooth curves through the rather irregular looking curves of the T yearly 
series, correlations between successive runs of 3 or even 4 values must be 
introduced. Comparison of the graphs of the ^ and ~ yearly series do in 
fact indicate a high degree of smoothing. There must therefore be bias introduced 
into the auto-covariances for small lags. 1 In the fuller analysis which we hope
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to make later this will be examined more closely, particularly as it has a bearing 
also on a point raised by Professor Jeffreys (private communication) regarding 
the effect of errors introduced by changes in the star fields occasioned by their 
proper motions, and the effects of precession.
We have used the results from which the so-called .sr-term has not been removed, 
as the results so obtained appear to be possibly more homogeneous than those 
obtained when the jar-term is taken into account. They are certainly unsmoothed. 
This point will require examination in our fuller analysis, as will also the effect of 
the important change in the method of reduction made in ipas-y.
9. Preliminary results.—For ease of computing, the 35-year means for each 
month have been calculated and analysed by the usual simple method of numerical 
Fourier analysis. This yields all terms up to the cosine term for the fifth harmonic. 
The results are given in Table I. As expected, the fundamental is the dominant 
term.
Table I
l
m
Estimated
standard
error
l
m
Estimated
standard
error
c*
+ 11 *063 
— 10-057
Results of harmonic analysis 
(Unit o^-oi)
— SS’ios —70-386
+74790 -45'276
— 3-138 +6-914
-5-548 -3-105
±3-05 + 10-77 ±3-40
6*3 rt*5 6*5
+ 2-348 — 4-OI4 "i 757 + 1-114 — O-QOS +2*086 -0-771
+ 2-338 + 3*943 4-1 -024 +1 -219 — I *O00 + 1-257 — 1*562
±170 +i'48 ±1-39 ±0-97
The series {/n*} and {?»„*} were easily obtained by deducting from each value 
of l and m the 35-year mean for the appropriate month. This of course implies 
that all the components given in Table I have been removed whether or not they 
later turn out to be significant.
The auto-covariances and cross-covariances, %(r), r = o, 1, 2, calculated from 
the series {/w*} and are given in Table II (taking o"*oi as the unit of
measurement).
Table II
Covariances of {/n*} and {mn*}
Auto-■covariances Cross--covariances
Cn(o) 11 289-114 3 CiaCi) 4 583*685 0
Cll(l)
Cl 1(2)
9 973-436 8
7 080-925 8
Cl 2(2) 8 192-783 3
£22(0) 13 377*847 6 c2i(i) —4 480-670 6
c22(l)
£22(2)
10 716-248 2
7 718-382 8
c2i(2) —8 071-636 4
From these were obtained the estimates and standard errors given in Table III. 
Finally we calculated the estimated errors of the harmonic coefficients. 
These are given in the bottom line of Table I. The first and second harmonic 
terms, though relatively small, clearly differ significantly from zero, but it appears 
that the higher-order terms could be omitted. This is confirmed by applying
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the x* test described in Section.4, the results of which are given in Table IV. 
Ideally, the numerical analysis should now be repeated omitting the insignificant 
harmonics, but as their contributions to {/*} and {tn*} are trivial this has not 
been considered necessary.
Table III
Constants for free 'motion
Order of harmonic 
Value of x1 
Degrees of freedom
Estimated 
standard error
K* — 0‘$22 +0‘I03
y*h=z22° 40' ±44'
A» =0*9803 '+0*00347
o,*=24,6
Table IV
Significance of harmonic constants : xa test
1 ^ 3
io*95 12*30 3*54
4 4 4
<0*05 <0*02 >0*30
4 5
3*94 3*22
4 2
>0*30 >0*20
10. Free period and damping coefficient.—From Table III it is seen that 
(i) the estimated damping coefficient is
k* = 0*322 + o* 103 year”1 
giving a relaxation time of 31 years;
(ii) the estimated free period is
Zirfy* = 1*267 i 0'°39 year
= 462*8 ± 14*2 mean solar days.
The period is better described as a 15-monthly rather than 14-monthly period.
11. Discussion of the results.—We have already remarked in Section 6 that the 
estimate of the damping coefficient ac is much larger than that given by Jeffreys.
The estimated free period is greater than those obtained by previous analyses, 
although it is in fact still compatible with the traditional value 27r/y= 1*2 year. 
Prom the analysis of data for the years 1892-1933 Jeffreys obtained 
277/y= 1*223 ± 0*019 years, which is in quite good agreement with the present 
result. He preferred a result, however, based on the analysis of data for the 
much shorter period i9o8*3-i92i*5 from which he obtained 27r/y= 1*202 ±o*o 16 
year.
The need to take account of observational error in the model is clearly shown 
by the value of 1 — A#, 0*0197, which is more than 5*6 times its estimated standard 
error and certainly differs significantly from zero. When the analysis of Section 5 
ignoring observational error is carried out, we obtain the value ** = 0-560 for the 
damping.
There appears to be only one other occasion on which so long a period has 
been suggested. Jeffreys (9, pp. 213-4) has made a solution, using Takeuchi’s 
theory of the shell and an approximate treatment of the core of the Earth. It 
predicts a period of 460 days for the free motion—in close agreement with our 
present determination. We understand, however, that this theory gives an 
unsatisfactory value for the nutation and that further work is still in progress.
The standard deviation of the observational errors seems to be quite large, 
our estimate, 15*3 units, being more than four times that suggested by Jeffreys.
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This may be due in part to the uncertainties being increased by the slight irregu­
larities of the intervals as suggested in Section 8. < The increased uncertainty 
may be due however to the non-removal of the ar-term.
In Sections 4 and 5 we have suggested other points which bear examination. 
We hope to report on these later. They deal mainly with the adequacy of the 
model but we may mention that the application of the Bartlett-Rajalakshman 
goodness-of-fit test requires a very much larger amount of numerical computation 
than has even been involved in the analysis so far completed !
Part IV. The Residual Motion
12. The distribution of the residuals.—Reverting to equation (13), it is seen 
that when a* and /?* have been evaluated, estimates e'*, rf* of e' and 7)' can be 
obtained by replacing x andjy by their estimates /* and //**. We do not see how 
to separate the fluctuation components (e, 77) from the observational error (w, v) 
and so cannot test them separately for normality and randomness. However, 
we have computed the series {c'*} and f??7*} and examined them. They are both 
symmetrically distributed with zero means and have standard deviations which 
do not differ appreciably from those calculated from the values of the estimated 
parameters. Both distributions are flattened compared, with the normal 
distribution, but not much so. The residuals are displayed in Fig. 1.
We conclude therefore that the evidence, as far as it goes, gives no reason for 
disbelieving the hypotheses of Section 2, namely, that both {e, 77} and {«, v} are 
normally distributed and form independent stationary processes.*
Jeffreys (2, p. 147) inspected the series corresponding to our {/*} and {m*} 
and concluded that there were abrupt changes in amplitude and phase at certain 
times. He chose the period i9o8-3-i92i*5 for further analysis since he found 
it to be one in which the motion was almost undisturbed. Inspection of Fig. 1 
shows similar phenomena, the period up to about 1915 being apparently 
disturbance free. Thereafter the {/*} and {w*} series seem increasingly disturbed. 
To what extent this is due to physical causes, or to the smaller number of stations 
employed, or to the change in the method of reduction made in 1922 is not clear. 
The point is, however, not that the {/*} and {w*} series should follow a certain 
pattern but that the mean number of “impulses” during the intervals h should 
be large (Section 2) and this cannot be decided by a rather subjective examination 
of the actual series. The real test of departure from the assumptions made in 
the model rests in the analysis of the residuals (e, 77}. Although these cannot be 
isolated, examination of the series {V*} and {??'*}, as stated above, does not reveal 
any non-random effects. There are nowhere any systematic runs of values longer 
than one would expect in random series. For this reason we do not regard as 
satisfactory any procedure for isolating periods for preferential analysis solely 
on the basis of the appearance of the series {/*} and {m*}.
Dept, of Mathematics, Dept, of Applied Mathematics,
The University, The University,
Manchester, 13 : Liverpool, 3.
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Summary
In this paper we give further results of our analysis of the observations of 
the variation of latitude. We find that the best results are those derived from 
the unsmoothed series of values given at monthly intervals by the International 
Service.
There is evidence of inhomogeneity in the data because of which it is 
difficult to obtain a reliable estimate of the damping factor. We discuss the 
bias introduced into the estimates of the period and damping by the inhomo­
geneity of the data and by other causes.
1, In our previous paper (1) we formulated a statistical model of the variation 
of latitude and gave a detailed analysis of its properties. We obtained a 
computational procedure which we applied to a 35-year series of observations 
given by the International Service. These particular observations were 
examined because they were unsmoothed and we hoped that the effect of 
smoothing might be seen when the results were compared with those obtained 
by Jeffreys (2) who used smoothed observations. However, the two sets of 
observations differed in another important respect—the ^-term had not been 
taken into account in the set which we analysed but had been in the set analysed 
by Jeffreys.
In this paper we give much more detailed results and examine some of the 
points raised in the previous paper.
2. Through the good offices of Professor T. Nicolini of Naples we have 
obtained much more extensive sets of observations, one set of which forms 
series of unsmoothed results covering the interval from 1900 to 1955 at monthly 
intervals, the other forming series of smoothed results for the interval from 
1890 to 1955 I/I° yearly intervals. In both sets the ^-term has been removed. 
These sets are collated from several'sources and, as some of the results are as yet 
unpublished in easily accessible form, they are given in Tables la and lb. 
The first series (Table I a) are exhibited graphically m Fig. i(a, c).
Observations of the variation of latitude were made at a number of 
uncoordinated observatories prior to the inception of the International Service. 
The results were collated by Albrecht and form the basis for the values given 
in Table lb for the interval 1890-0 to•1899*8. The international programme 
started at the end of 1899. Until 1922*7, the work was under the direction 
firstly of Albrecht and then Wanach and Mahnkopf at Potsdam, From 1922*7 
to 1934*9 the work was directed by Kimura at Mizusawa; he was succeeded 
in 1935 by Professor Camera and in 1948 by Professor Cecchini of Turin, the 
present director. The methods of reduction used by the different directors 
have not been the same and according to Melchior (3, p. 38) the results require
120 A. AT. Walker and Andrew Young, Further results Vol. 117
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corrections; the published results can, he states, be brought into agreement by 
applying the following corrections*
+ o"-048 = #c + = x0G + ©"-oo^., ^ rx
ytv ^yk + 0,/-072 =yc + o^-obo =ycc - o"-oo2,
where (^,y) are the coordinates of the polef as published and w, &, c, ce refer to 
Wanach, Kimura, Camera and Cecchini respectively. As the values of x and y 
seldom exceed ±0//*300, these corrections seem to be large.
3. For the international programme, observations are made at several 
observatories on the parallel of latitude 390 8' N. Ideally there should be a 
large number of stations distributed symmetrically on the parallel. However, 
at most, six stations have been in use, and for long periods only three have 
functioned. The stations with details of the intervals during which they 
functioned are given in Table II.
If A<£j- is the value of the variation of latitude of the station, /, measured 
from its mean latitude, then (#,.y) are given by
x cos \ +y sin A; = (2)
where At- is the longitude of the station and s’ is Kimura’s s-term which arises 
from a number of causes which are not all perfectly understood. These causes 
include errors in the adopted values of the proper motions and declinations of 
the groups of stars observed, and also perhaps local effects such as refraction 
and oscillations of the vertical.
When more than three stations were included, equations (2) were solved 
by least squares. For example, from 1901*7 to 1906*0 the values of x were 
found from the formula
x — — o*437A<£1 + o* i39A^2 + o*426A03 + o* 101 A</>4 + o*042A<£6 — o*272A<£6,
whereas, when only three stations were used from 1922*7 to 1935*0, the formula 
became
x — — o*396A<£r+o*59iA<£3 —o*i95A<£6.
There are evidently quite considerable changes in the relative weights of the 
contributions of different stations.
Because of precession and proper motion, no individual star can be used in 
the observing programme indefinitely and the programme has been changed on 
a number of occasions. From 1899*9 t° I9°5’9 each of the twelve groups of 
stars included eight pairs, of which two were “refraction-pairs” of larger 
declination than the others. At 1906*0 these were replaced by normal pairs, 
and, in effect, the number of stars used was thus increased from 144 to 192, of 
which 132 were in the original programme. Further changes were made at 
1912*0, 1922*7 and 1935*0. At each change the number of new stars introduced 
was not great. In fact, in the programme used since 1955*0, there are still ten 
of the original pairs of stars used since 1899 (see Cecchini, 4). From con­
versations which one of us (A. Y.) has had with Professors Cecchini and
* If these suggested corrections are valid they should agree with the means of c, c' given by 
Jeffreys (2, p. 146.) The latter however average to o"-oi at most over the intervals mentioned.
f In (1) (x, y) are the coordinates of the pole referred to a left-handed set of axes. We follow 
Jeffreys, and use a right-handed set with l=x and ni — —y. We use (x, y) to denote the free com­
ponent of the motion after the systematic, annual component (7S, ms) has been deducted from (7, m)—- 
cf. x, equation (6),
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Table \a Results of Variations of Latitude :
l
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
1899 “ 7
1900 69 49 40 15 - 15 - 46 — 32 — 44 - 70 - 64 65 - 8
I 8 44 53 68 102 94 i43 91 47 — 10 — 71 - 99
2 — 102 - 76 - 48 — 15 7i 128 203 216 167 53 “ 34 — 119
3 —162 — 199 — 136 — 103 - 46 37 95 165 226 175 06 “ 3
4 —104 -153 — 172 — 163 —161 — 102 - 14 67 133 183 153 117
1905 3® — 30 — 130 — 122 —146 — 134 - 90 - 27 61 US 144
6 44 12 — 20 - 42 — 94 -117 — no — 96 — 36 — 9 20 4<4I
7 66 71 52 67 66 10 1 — n - 57 — 147 —122 — 7t1
8 - 35 35 99 153 205 223 232 177 79 — 71 —209 —2461
9 ’—276 — 223 -193 - 85 43 189 280 347 309 163 — 45 —166|
1910 — 205 — 253 -307 -277 —216 - 78 96 244 324 322 230 95I
1 - 47 -145 — 197 —237 —207 — 172 —126 25 144 249 314 263*
2 148 73 . 9 - 72 -114 -154 —116 - 96 — 64 — 16 82 116
3 116 143 138 136 136 123 108 8 — 26 —106 — 83 , - 72
4 - 84 - 36 74 144 196 182 198 168 . 92 8 -115 -158
I9T5 — 196 -158 -150 — 34 24 107 205 270 289 183 71 - 86
6 -144 -168 —191 — 186 — 120 — 2 80 191 289 310 222 116
7 — 5 - 38 — 1X2 — 172 — 126 — 70 — 30 59 160 174 172 160
8 88 - 9 - 28 ” 43 - 66 - 76 “ 74 12 58 82 99 100
9 112 68 52 92 80 86 70 50 - 9 - 58 - 68 42
1920 21 59 28 126 152 198 212 203 170 82 22 — 72
1 — 76 —102 — 62 12 65 176 214 244 236 146 72 22
2 — 82 —104 - 90 - 38 2 92 172 254 210 167 95 — 26
3 - 89 — 125 — 178 — 127 - 90 — 11 79 176 207 198 160 72
4 — 9 — 6a — III — 96 — 97 - 78 — 9 84 94 109 94 7i
19*5 36 - 41 ~ 47 - 70 “ *4 — 24 “ i7 54 58 .76 61 — 2
6 16 “ 75 - 99 - 95 - 95 — 6i - 8 16 54 52 16 28
7 — 5 71 _ 14 39 21 24 36 59 37 19 15 — 29
8 - 75 - 70 — 68 — 22 - 13 — 12 6 56 — n “ 59 - 53 - 73
9 “ 58 —116 — 44 33 46 101 no 117, 75 — 9 ”59 “ 97
1930 —146 —148 - 88 — 50 5 79 154 173 127 60 n —121
1 — 151 — 148 — 172 - 95 - 41 70 165 193 206 72 25 — 56
2 -168 — 238 -186 — in -119 — 69 15 137 187 159 100 36
3 “ 85 — 120 -138 — 162 — 117 - 91 - 28 68 73 74 55 27
4 — 26 - 72 -130 — 167 — 123 “ 74 — n 37 28 51 20 37
1935 — 2 9 11 8 11 23 50 42 10 — 22 — 46 — 60
6 - 67 — 62 - 44 - 8 45 92 102 89 50 7 “33 - 81
7 — 129 -133 .— 80 — 12 33 89 128 139 75 30 — 22 “ 95
8 — 134 -125 —102 — 66 — .22 37 129 176 172 100 36 - 76
9 —104 -115 —112 — 48 — 14 36 1 100 172 179 163 105 22
1940 — 42 - 92 —122 -133 ” 84 8 65 99 121 120 58 22
r 55 15 3 — 3i 7 16 19 57 67 79 93 23
2 16 - 7 1 - 7 12 18 ' 3 - 24 — 12 13 0 22
3 43 72 107 98 147 132 98 120 38 “ 23 7 - 67
4 “ 33 - 7 10 76 191 278 274 279 151 - 19 ” 55 -152
1945 -153 -174 -137 - 66 92 171 234 279 305 239 100 74
6 *“ 115 —176 —192 — 135 - 82 — 39 114 166 270 283 244 208
7 73 - 33 —106 -183 — 194 — 129 — 20 73 148 226 254 ,253
8 *45 198 164 79 - 18 - 75 - 58 - 74 — 112 - 48 - 14 120
9 124 234 240 238 205 204 115 “ 5 —101 — 144 —178 — 200
1950 — 138 “ 67 76 169 266 352 37o 307 132 — 18 —185 — 281
1 — 324 -328 — 199 55 i39 259 397 454 377 259 95 — 112
2 — 308 — 369 —420 —247 -158 45 ,216 364 428 415 289 66
3 - 80 -199 ~336 “353 “35i —192 — 42 120 280 336 298 12fa
4 — 12 — 93 -186 — 222 — 269 -144 - 80 27 34 70 88
Sources: 1899 Dec.-1905 Dec. Albrecht and Wanach
1906 Jan. -1911 Dec. Wanach 
1912 Jan, -1922 July Wanach and Mahnkoi 
1922 Aug.-i934 Dec. Kihaura 
1935 Jan. -1940 Dec. Camera 
1941 Jan. -1948 Dec. Camera
1949 Jan, -1954 Dec. Cecchinr
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(Monthly interval) : unit o"'O0i.
m
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May- June Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
— 61 1899
- 4 33 35 54 63 80 86 63 19 - .39 - 58 — 26 1900
- 61 — 26 — 67 - 41 - 25 33 73 143 I3P 113 82 40 I
- 30 - 94 -147 “169 -197 — 184 — 122 - 43 37 125 115 7i 2
17 — 34 — 126 — 137 — 220 —334 —338 -197 — 91 55 149 146 3
116 66 7 - 56 -116 — 189 — 209 — i93 — 142 — 61 6 79 4
147 150 122 102 25 — 21 -117 —178 — 192 — 162 - 83 ” 3 1905
40 51 55 31 33 — 32 - 76 —101 — 129 —131 — 130 — 147 6
- 94 47. — 33 1 29 56 77 79 33 — 26 — n3 ”177 7
—311 —308 — 206 — 167 —113 . - 9 40 133' 170 167 120 23 8
“ 73 -179 -357 — 398 “319 — 290 —210 - 61 95 21S 284 266 9
190 74 — 46 — 157 -275 ”320 — 349 -314 — 163 68 192 286 1910
280 235 130 33 — 93 -197 -311 — 346 -311 — 190 21 76 1
156 210 186 189 104 54 1 — 124 — 134 — 166 — 170 -117 2
— 70 — 44 “ 4 54 64 114 66 102 109 45 - 32 - 89 3
— 133 — 98 -137 - 87 - 87 ” 75 — 12 79 136 210 129 47 4
14 —116 — 198 --270 — 284 —224 — 210 — 92 18 204 268 196 1915
231 134 — 19 — 108. — 152 — 276 — 282 —184 — 30 82 222 251 6
398 253 188 84 - 6 - 98 — 220 — 201 —171 - 42 24 98 7
190 118 61 24 — 23 ” 94 -I39 — 126 — 122 - 66 - 57 — 68 8
“ 53 — 9 - 82 - 33 50 4 14 57 14 — 10 — 29 —107 9
-188 —113 — 176 —114 — 133 — 40 — 21 62 143 156 154 77 1920
6 - 70 — 43 - 90 — 104 — 109 — 53 — 33 54 ' ISO 107 70 1
7- 34 — 34 - 80 -174 — 173 — 190 — 140 — 61 109 304 185 233 2
150 106 12 - 76 — 172 — 187 — 147 — 158 - 47 7 83 in 3
139 109 — 10 — 23 - 84 — no — 102 —114 — 53 — 12 4 82 4
102 153 85 27 - 6 — 11 — 31 10 64 43 83 81 1925
157 127 46 - 6 — 21 — 64 - 80 - 88 — 22 14 - 43 44 6
35 38 59 31 — 20 • “ 39 - 40 6 64 50 89 62 7
Si 9 “ 37 - 8 — 114 — 27 - 56 6 17 34 7 — 6 8
™ 17 - 3i — 72 —115 — 138 - 89 — 17 61 99 104 137 100 9
So — 95 — 124 — 129 — 182 — 152 — U3 - 52 47 89 93 101 1930
18 - 59 —109 — 229 — 209 — 238 — 198 — 134 - 58 102 114 126 1
84 4 - 91 -180 -174 — 201 — 229 -188 — 150 — 22 105 131 2
125 67 3 - 97 -141 -l88 — 193 -173 — 96 — 38 H 71 3
89 71 - 4 - 37 — 55 — 130 -177 —141 — IOO — 82 i7 — 5 4
10 25 17 — 2 “ 15 — 21 — 21 - 17 — 9 9 19 9 1935
- 29 - 57 “ 74 - 81 __ 76 ” 53 - 18 20 53 74 81 33 6
— 17 — 61 — 4 — 11 —113 —100 — 43 4 45 74 90 92 7
67 - 14 “ 77 —119 ”147 -145 - 96- - 43 18 81 130 iz7 8
95 40 - 30 — 64 — 104 —126 — 137 - 54 — 2 37 85 140 9
117 70 37 - 35 - 97 —140 — 109 - 56 - 8 35 61 80 1940
35 8 10 — 2 ■— 43 — 90 —112 —136 — 124 — 68 — 71 - 9 i
- 9 — 30 29 — 31 — 30 - 35 - 27 - 29 - 96 — 109 — 102 — i37 2
— 134 — 76 - 68 - 45 — 60 ” 7 42 32 54 30 — 14 - 51 3
— 103 -144 — 153 —141 —119 90 22 90 168 180 134 78 4
IQ S3 — 148 — 219 — 232 — 236 —119 — 36 65 183 217 187 1945
158 86 4 -118 — 208 — 267 — 284 -257 — 174 - 59 25 87 6
172 132 92 - 6 — 90 -161 — 190 —229 — 216 —176 -158 — 103 7
- 30 54 63 123 96 . 62 40 — 41 - 90 —161 -247 — 249 8
-259 —228 -157 — 69 15 67 86 138 125 35 — 114 —216 9
— 267 — 347 “339 — 274 — 203 —100 — 2 117 186 229 200 29 1950
-118 — 241 — 366 —460 -411 ”3i7 — 201 — 12 126 238 258 246 i
141 - 65 — 310 -348 -440 —468 -445 —352 — 189 - 5 119 229 2
225 171 69 ” 51 — 210 — 328 — 400 -391 —407 — 260 — 77 41 3
189 224 240 141 87 — 62 -173 —259 -315 — 290 —271 — 201 4
Resultate des Internationalen Breitendienstes Band III, pp. 337-238.
Resultate .... Band V, pp. 184—185.
Ergebnisse . . . Band VI, pp. 219-221.
Results............  _ Vol. VIII, pp. 170-172.
‘Definitive results communicated to Dublin meeting of I.A.U. 1955.
Contribute Astronomico Capodimonte II, vol. IV no. 1, p. 7, no. 3, p. 6, no. 2, p. 18 and no. 6, p. 44. 
(These results are not definitive).
Typescript. Definitive results communicated to Dublin meeting of I.A.U. 1955.
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1890
•0
—271
•1
—258
■2
-188
*3
- 73
*4
55
*5
t54
•6
216
*7
202
•8
90
*9
— 55I — 200 — 260 —260 — 210 - 70 65 184 257 254 1862 6l - 72 — 189 —249 —228 — 90 61 160 !79 tsS3 IO4 14 — 68 — 139 -197 — 182 - 98 9 94 1444 126 84 34 - 17 - 53 - 79 — 108 -119 — 9i — 51
1895
a ~ 33 3 “ 7 — 11 8 43 7i 18 — 43 — 950 -115 — in - 84 — 23 53 t39 181 162 91 - 87g -107 — 186 —216 -177 - 77 5i i53 204 225 148
S3 - 65 — 172 — 202 -174 -105 27 158 199 151
9 9i 26 — 38 — 70 — 80 — 104 - 80 - 17 63 12
1900 39 60 37 - 8 - 40 — 39 — 55 — 62 — 63 — 531 — i 26 58 83 106 122 88 30 — 25 — 802 — 102 - 78 — 51 38 134 205 200 139 44 - 563 — 144 — 179 — 142 — 68 29 114 188 209 - 171 864 “ 43 — 146 — 170 — 162 - 94 1 87 151 181 148
1905s 92 — 11 —121 -144 -131 - 82 1 84 122 1480 97 24 — 26 — 71 — no — 109 - 68 — 33 — 2 !77O St 64 57 57 28 - 4 - 29 - 84 — 135 — ttSO - 63 IS 112 183 226 215 150 33 — 104 —2129 —270 —249 -I7I — 6 174 295 338 277 122 — 56
1910 — 185 -254 — 295 —239 — 73 121 275 323 300 1991 36 —117 — 208 —227 — 167 - 79 59 175 251 2972 246 102 — 22 —109 — 140 — 123 — 91 — 44 20 853 121 136 141 i37 123 85 8 — 60 — 99 —100
4 — 80 — 20 8l 171 197 192 151 70 — 24 — 112
1915£ -174 —181 — 109 0 115 223 284 271 164 280 —102 — 167 — 193 — 152 - 43 95 231 306 301 210
7 85 — 30 — 130 —151 — 80 0 89 159 182 1748 131 26 — 33 — 61 - 76 — 5i 26 66 87 101
9 108 77 63 89 87 69 30 — 27 - 66 — 63
1920 — 21 28 80 138 198 213 197 147 72 — IO1 — 76 — 103 — 55 42 153 238 250 210 140 6l2 — 28 — 100 — 80 - 8 92 191 272 217 167 753 — 46 — 108 —164 —131 - 77 19 134 199 199 148
4 46 — 36 — 94 — 102 — 90 — 55 44 94 107 90
*925 59 — 4 - 49 — 65 - 27 — 22 24 60 7i 536 8 - 32 , — 90 - 97 - 87 — 43 5 45 52
✓
357 IS 32 27 21 25 27 49 42 24 68 - 44 - 73 — 65 - 25 - 13 - 6 34 6 — 49 — 629 — 67 — 88 — 61 14 64 104 114 86 — 3 - 65
1930 “ii3 -147 — 102 — 5i 17 104 165 139 63 - 61 — 130 — 150 — 162 — 95 - 23 104 180 202 77 n2 — 89 —200 -197 — 132 — 94 “ 39 85 174 160 89
3 — 3 — 103 -134 —161 — 117 — 70 27 72 74 5Q .4 9 ~ 49 —116 — 167 —116 - 54 14 36 40 33;
1935 - 14 4 12 8 11 52 20 19 — 20 - 46 ,6 - 63 — 66 — 52 — 14 49 98 98 67 12 — 377O — 94 — 137 - 96 — 22 40 ■ 102 140 94 35 — 258 —112 — 133 — 110 — 70 - 18 62 160 180 108 28
9 - 85 — 110 -116 — 55 — 10 54 140 179 166 98
I94° 2 - 68 —114 -134 - 76 28 84 US 122 541 70 38 3 — i3 - 4 21 40 66 82 742 23 7 - 4 1 9 9 — 7 - 8 2 143 30 56 87 118 145 129 104 63 7 — 49
4 — 66 — 26 4 60 210 268 272 182 — 10 - 84
1945 — 144 — 173 -152 — 60 92 191 280 305 252 ti56 12 “i54 — 193 — 142 “ 74 — 5 140 249 285 242
7 170 10 — 94 — 183 — 194 - 87 32 132 226 2568 251 224 170 90 — 28 — 70 — 75 —104 — 49 II49 68 178 244 248 220 160 54 - 74 — 152 — 189
I9SO — 180 -105 34 174 282 361 347 170 — 19 — 204i — 302 -332 — 256 — 58 140 302 445 408 260 58;2 — 196 —358 — 392 —298 —135 104 302 420 420 2543 19 — 129 — 3i7 —372 — 308 —140 48 245 336 283
4 100 0 —100 — 180 — 240 —140 — 40 0 40 70
Sources: i89o o-i899-8 Albrecht
i899’9—i905‘9 Albrecht and Wanach 
i9o6 o-i9ii'9 Wanach 
i9i2 o-i922-6 Wanach and Mahnkopf 
i922'7~i934*9 Kimura 
*935'°-i940’0 Camera 
1940*0-1948-9 Camera
1949*0-1954*9 Cecchim
(o*i year interval) {twit c/'-ooi) 125'
m
•0 •1 *3 *3 *4 •5 •6 *7 •8 ‘9
83 — no — 246 -279 — 221 — 126 23 144 232 379 1890
240 IOO - So —190 — 240 — 166 — 34 95 i57 168 I
134 71 19 ■ - 4 “ 50 -156 -199 — 160 - 32 46 2
107 121 III 87 43 — 11 - 71 — in — 113 - 78 3
- 49 - l6 12 43 95 123 118 70 10 — 51 4
- 87 —117 - 87 — 28 37 106 IOI no 90 53 1895
- 29 — 102 — 139 -153 — 140 - 95 11 no 323 195 6
117 32 “ 83 — 143 —181 —171 — 139 “ 73 - 7 130 7
147 107 55 — 10 - 87 — 146 — 176 — 140 — 65 29 8
99 ISO 140 98 25 - 45 -119 — 136 — n8 ~ 73 9
- 30 IS 40 57 78 76 50 6 — 39 - 42 1900
- 47 — 52 - 54 — 28 37 IOO 141 130 no 77 1
11 — 77 — 149 -186 — 180 — no — 22 61 118 113 25I — 33 — no —191 —240 —228 — 165 - 5i 76 143 3
141 86 - 5 — 97 — 183 — 211 -175 — 123 — 55 28 4
IOI 144 125 54 - 38 — 127 — 182 — 189 — 145 - 68 1905
10 50 45 19 — 20 - 78 — 113 — 127 — 130 — 143 6
—119 — 60 - 16 15 53 75 67 33 — 4i — 123 7
— 192 -215 — 198 — 134 - 17 67 141 169 160 96 8
— is — 152 —261 — 312 — 290 -174 - 8 127 228 282 9
237 94 ^ 73 — 330 — 328 — 343 — 266 — 105 81 327 1910
288 239 132 — 3b 305 — 321 —343 —286 — 158 2 1
112 199 200 138 55 - 3i — 109 — 160 -171 — 150 2
—100 - 48 IO 57 9i 109 in 91 24 — 46 3
— 99 —116 -II4 — IOI — 66 — 1 80 170 210 i37 4
23 — 93 — 205 — 282 —260 -175 — 63 70 211 371 1915
235 129 I — 133 — 260 —373 -144 — 10 113 212 6
283 371 154 38 - 99 -199 —207 — 135 - 44 40 7
123 132 55 — 30 — 93 — 133 — 129 — 100 - 70 — 61 8
— 60 - 57 - 38 - 3 22 3© 30 30 — 9 — 62 9
—124 -159 -154 —119 - 55 20 90 149 165 i34 1930
49 — 29 - 81 — no — 99 — 59 3 80 130 107 1
39 - 40 —117 -185 -181 — 128 — 60 98 187 210 2
199 128 34 - 71 —172 — 172 -151 - 74 4 87 3
117 118 18 — 36 - 87 — 107 — 106 — 69 — 24 24 4
82 130 100 30 0 — 26 - 8 37 60 77 1925
109 142 64. 5 “ 33 - 70 - 87 - 38 14 - 43 6
28 38 44 32 — 22 - 40 — 14 42 65 78 7
64 29 - 6 — 42 - 72 — 45 - 18 16 33 5 8
— 10 — 34 — 62 — 113 — 130 - 65 24 81 113 131 9
83 — 28 — 107 — 143 —178 — 139 — 79 19 83 97 1930
73 — 22 — 99 — 207 — 228 — 216 -161 — 76 90. 118 1
112 43 - 69 -l68 — 190 — 213 —207 “159 — 29 IOO 2
139 96 18 - 94 —148 —190 — 182 — 118 — 41 23 3
75 76 17 — 36 — 77 — 143 — i57 —112 — 73 14 4
8 20 23 I — 16 — 22 — 20 — 12 6 20 1935
3 - 44 — 70 — 80 - 76 — 44 1 44 72 79 6
20 — 40 - 86 — no — 113 - 89 — 18 34 7i 90 7
88 29 — 60 -115 -149 — 133 - 71 — 2 73 131 8
119 74 — 14 — 61 — 107 — 130 — 99 — 16 33 87 9
i39 93 50 — 35 —100 — 138 - 84 “ 23 3i 63 1940
— 16 13 13 - 6 - 49 — 93 — 124 — 121 — 81 - 47 1
- 18 - 6 — x - 16 - 27 - 28 - 34 — 76 — 103 — 120 2
- 46 —112 — 70 - 55 - 3b 5 37 56 33 — 12 3
- 58 — 125 — 156 — 144 —116 - 84 60 IS© 180 130 4
62 — 12 — 135 — 211 —337 — 228 — 65 38 78 215 1945
176 139 l8 —104 -215 — 276 —276 — 200 - 72 34 6
125 160 97 — 1 — IOO —169 —214 — 2l8 — 182 —146 7
— 82 15 63 113 96 58 10 - 66 —160 —'252 8
-283 — 252 -181 - 74 21 83 128 131 35 — 123 9
-■237 — 324 — 348 — 280 -l86 — 72 74 176 230 190 i9so
- 18 — 182 “336 — 460 — 406 -286 — IOO 102 238 259 1
22$ 40 —170 — 334 -447 -467 —403 —240 — 14 142 2
237 204 ' 95 — 48 —228 — 358 —4i3 —386 -254 — 60 3
95 190 200 140 40 — 100 — 210 —285 — 290 — 250 4
Astron. Nach. 3333 and 3633.
Resultate des Intemationalen Breitendienstes Band III, pp. 223-224.
Resultate .... Band V, pp. 180-182.
Ergebnisse . . . Band VI, p. 222.
Results............ Band VIII, p. 232.
Definitive results reported to Dublin meeting of the I.A.U. 1955.
Contribute Astronomico Capodimonte II, vol. IV no. 1, p. 10, no. 2, p. n andp. 20, and no. 6, p. 46.
(These results are not definitive.)
Definitive results reported to Dublin meeting of I.A.U. 1955.
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hicolini, it appears that the observers are satisfied that the overlap in the 
programmes has been sufficient to minimize any inhomogeneity of the results 1 
because of these changes.
Table II
Stations used in International Programme
i Station Longitude (A) ' Dates of functioning
i. Mizusawa 1410 8'E. 1899 Dec. to date.
2. Tschardjui (i) 63° 29' E. 1899 Dec. to 1909 July.*
Tschardjui (ii) 63° 35' E. 1909 July to 1919 May.
Kitab (iii) 66° 53' E. 1930 Nov. to date.f
3- Carloforte 8° 19' E. 1899 Dec. to 1943.
1946 to date.
4. Gaithersburg 77° iV W. 1899 Dec. to 1914 Dec.
5. Cincinnati
1932 Apr. to 1953 Aug.f
84° 25' W. 1899 Dec. to 1915 Dec.
6. Ukiah 1230 I3'W. 1899 Dec. to date.
* The site of the observatory was moved in 1909 July.
f Kimura did not include the results of these stations when observations recommenced 
there, but Camera did so after 1935.
However, the star catalogue used from 1899 to 1935 was that of Cohn in 
which some of the declinations are in error. Since 1935) the more accurate 
Boss’s catalogue has been used but, even in this, errors large enough to affect the 
accuracy of the results are known to exist.
The reliability of the recorded results might be affected by the fact that 
equal weight cannot really be given to each station. Because of their favourable 
climates, Carloforte and Ukiah usually contribute many more observations than 
the other stations. Between 1900 and 1924 from two to three thousand pairs 
of stars were observed at Carloforte every year, but in 1925, 1926 and 1927 the 
numbers of pairs observed were respectively only 1248, 928 and 1358. At that 
particular time only three stations, Mizusawa, Carloforte and Ukiah, were in 
operation, so the results for this period might well be less reliable than those 
for other periods. There have been other intervals when there have been 
relatively few observations from particular stations.
There is, finally, the “closing error” of the observations (see Melchior, 3, 
p. 17). This has always been systematically negative and positive respectively 
at stations in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres but, following the 
modifications in the observing, procedure made by Kimura in i922,7, the error 
was reduced in magnitude.
We see, therefore, that the series of observations really cover a fairly large 
number of sub-intervals of time, each of which differs from the others in one or 
more of the number of stations in action, the star-programme used, the method 
of observing used and the method of reduction followed.
We might expect that the sub-intervals are sufficient in number for our 
statistical theory to remain approximately true despite this inhomogeneity, 
systematic irregularities arising in a sub-interval due to the organization of the 
programme persisting only for a short time and changing sufficiently frequently 
for us to neglect the resulting bias in the estimates of the harmonic components 
comprising the assumed systematic part of the variation (see 1, equation (18)). 
In (1, p. 449), however, we suggested that the adequacy of our representation
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of the systematic variation might be tested by dividing the series of observations 
into several consecutive sub-series and obtaining estimates from these which 
could be compared with estimates for the whole series. This no longer seems 
reasonable. If, on the one hand, we choose several short sub-series it seems 
probable that they would not include enough of the sub-intervals described 
above for our theory to be applicable. On the other hand, the inclusion of 
enough sub-intervals would give too few sub-series for useful comparisons to 
be made.
4. The computational procedure follows that described in our previous 
paper. There we discussed, at some length, the factors governing the choice 
of the lags which ought to be adopted in evaluating the covariances of the various 
series and argued (pp. 450-451) that it seems best in general to use the smallest 
pr ' ;ble lags. We have, however, made a number of analyses using higher lags; 
^ /these we need formulae which are slight generalizations of those given before. 
Tn (1, p. 450) equation (29) generalizes to
cot ry*h~p(r)Iq(r) (3)
where and q(r) are as given in equation (30), r being the lag, zirly the period 
and h the interval between observations. The damping factor, ;c, is estimated 
from
Wi)}2+ {<?«?e2K*/((j—l) _
The equation
{Z^F + feO'!!)}2
(4)
(4«){/'■JP+M)-!)}2
may also be used, but detailed discussion of this is given later when we examine 
the question of bias (Sections 15 to 18).*
5. We have analysed the series and sub-series which are listed in Table III. 
They include unsmoothed and smoothed series in which the /-term has been 
taken into account and unsmoothed series in which the js-term has been ignored. 
The series have been given code numbers for ease of reference. The first digit 
of the code denotes the type of series (e.g. unsmoothed series in which the #-term 
has been taken into account are type-5 series), and the second digits distinguish 
the series according to the interval they cover.
As one of the major purposes of the work is to determine the period and 
damping factor of the free motion of the pole, values of these constants are given 
in the table, but it should be noted that the values given are those which have 
been obtained by using the smallest lags.
For the sake of completeness we have added the series which we considered 
in our previous paper, together with those considered by Jeffreys (2).
6. First we considered in more detail the data which we originally examined 
in (1). In the reduction of these observations, the sr-term was ignored, and as 
it seems certain that this term is physically real we did not think it necessary 
to try to locate data for the years after 1934 (if indeed such data are to be found). 
The thirty-five year interval is covered by series 31. Series 32 cover the 
twenty-two complete years, 1900 Jan, to 1921 Dec. when the programme was 
directed at Potsdam and series 33 cover the twelve complete years 1923 Jan.
“ An asterisked quantity is the estimated value of the unasterisked one, except that l* and m* 
are estimates of l—Is(=x) and m~ms(=y). In the tables asterisks are dropped because all the 
tabular values are estimates.
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Table III
Description of. data and principal results
Code Length Description Free period (277-/y) in years
00 1890*0-1955*0 Smoothed; o*i year i*304± 0*02401 1900*0-1934*9 interval ; ar-term taken 1*287+ 0*028
02 1900*0-1920*9 into account. Data of 
Table lb.
1*249+ 0*025
IS 1892*0-1932*9 Smoothed; 0*1 year 1*223+ 0*019
16 1908*3-1921*5 interval; 2-term taken 1*202+0*016
into account. Data 
reduced by taking non­
overlapping means of 
three consecutive values. 
Jeffreys’s data.
3i 1900 Jan. -1934 Dec. Unsmoothed; monthly 1 *267+ 0*039
3^ 1900 Jan. -1921 Dec. interval; 2-term not 1*248+ 0*034
33 1923 Jan. -1934 Dec. taken into account. 1 *355 ±0*099
34 1900 Jan. -1905 Dec. 1 *241+0*054
So 1899 Dec.-i954 Dec. Unsmoothed; monthly 1*287+ 0*026
51 1900 Jan, -1934 Dec, interval; 2-term taken 1*267+ 0*041
S3 1900 Jan. —1920 Dec. into account. Data of 
Table la.
1*338+0*033
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Damping factor 
(k) in years”1
0*506+ 0*095 
0*361 + 0*107 
0*198+0*100
0*058+0*015 
0066+ 0*007
0*322+ 0*103 
0*261 + o*i 13 
o*66i + 0*340 
0*366 + 0*221
0*441 + 0*095 
o*356± 0*109 
0*239+0*111
to 1934 Dec,, during which Kimura was director. The change in the method 
of making the observations was made in 1922 July, so this year has been omitted. 
Series 33 should be homogeneous in every respect, but in 32, although the 
methods of reduction and observation remained unchanged, there were changes 
in the star-programmes and numbers of stations in operation. We have also 
examined series 34 which cover the first six years of the work of the International 
Service and should be homogeneous. The main results are given in Table IV. 
Series 33 appear to give results which are not in accord with the other three 
series of this group although it is unlikely that the difiference would be highly 
significant. The physical explanation of this apparent anomaly is possibly to 
be found in the fact that the interval covered was short and seriously affected 
by the paucity of observations to which we have referred earlier. Series 34 give 
a value of the free period in reasonable agreement with the remaining two but 
the value of #c* obtained from these series appears to be subject to considerable 
uncertainty. In this case, the fact that A* exceeds unity by more than three times 
its estimated standard error may well be attributed to the inapplicability of the 
asymptotic theory (developed in Sections 4 and 5 of *) to such short series. 
(It will be recalled that A is the parameter that measures the effect of observational 
error.)
7, Next we examined the smoothed series in which account was taken of 
the sr-term. We have analysed the longest available series, 00, covering the 
sixty-five years from 1890*0 to 1954*9 anc^ also series 01 and 02/which 
correspond to the series 31 and 32. The results for the type-o series are given 
in Table V.
In this group of results there is a striking decrease of both the estimated 
values of the free period and the damping factor as the series shorten. The 
results are not particularly consistent with each other, especially in the case of 
values of k*.
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The most serious feature of these results is that A*>i. Taking A = A* has 
little effect on the estimate of var/c*A, but makes a great deal of difference to those 
of varA* and vary*A, the latter being in fact useless since it is then negative. 
The calculation of estimated variances is particularly suspect for this group 
of smoothed series in view of the values of the ratio of A# — 1 to -\/{(var A#)a=i1}. 
These are 12*6 for series 00, 10*4 for series 01, and 10*3 for series 02, all of which 
are so highly significant as to make the results unacceptable. The discrepancy 
must of course be due to the behaviour of the auto-covariances and cross­
covariances with lags o, 1, 2 since only these are used in calculating the ratio.
Since the three series overlap, the estimates of yh, k and a are related to each 
other; because of this it is very troublesome to carry out even approximate 
large sample tests for the significance of the differences between the estimates. 
The extent of the correlation could be worked out but the calculations would 
be so tedious that we do not think they would be justified, in view of the 
behaviour of A*.
Table V
Results for series of type-o
(a) Harmonic components of systematic annual motion (unit o"’Ooi)
Series 00 Series 01 Seri:oS 02
l ffi l m l m
c 4-17*81 —28*10 4-19*00 —20*92 4-27*40 — 22*33
-36*51 4-75*25 —39*76 4-79*87 — 41 ‘12 4-66*92
hi -89*30 -28*97 -77*36 —30*69 — 64*80 . -31*24
— 0*90 — 0*36 4- 1*05 — i*33 4- 3*18 - 2*43
b2 + 1 -32 — 0*70 4- 1 *68 4- 0*25 4- 2*19 4- 0*06
Clfl + o*6i 4- 0*36 4- 2*62 — 0*96 -}- 1 *8o — 1 03
^3 — 1*93 4- 0*78 - 1*50 4- 1 *42 — 0*08 — 0*11
«4 - 1*58 — 0*49 - 1*15 — 0*04 0*00 - 1*35
*4 4- 0*06 4- 0*55 — 0*21 4- 0*53 4" 0*22 4- o*6i
"5 — 0*69 — 0*03 4- o*oi — 0*23 -K 0*45 ■ 0*59
(b) Free Motion (calculated with least possible values 
27° 58'+36'
of lag)
yh 270 37'± 3i' 28° 5o/ ±34'
period 1 *304+ 0*24 years 1*287+0 0 to 00 w 7 1 *249+ 0*025 years
K 0*506+ 0*095 year-1 0*361 + 0*107 year-1 0 • 198 + 0 • 100 year-]
A 1*037+ 0*003 1 *029+0*003 1*020 + 0*002
a
/<7
37*3 28*6 25 0
N.B. The standard errors were calculated using A=i.
8. Finally, we examined the unsmoothed series in which account was taken 
of the jr-term. The longest suitable series, 50, cover the fifty-five years 1900 Jan. 
to 1954 Dec. Series 51 and 52 correspond to series 31 and 32 respectively. 
The results derived from this group of type-5 series are given in Table VI. 
Here we see again that the estimates of the length of the free period and of 
the damping factor decrease with the length of the interval. This group of 
results shows much more consistency than do either the groups of type-o or 
type-3 series and there is no trouble over the values of A* which are all significantly 
less than unity.
Again the overlapping of the intervals makes comparisons difficult but the 
estimates of the standard errors are now acceptable and so do give a rough idea of 
the consistency of the estimates. We can use the inequality cr(X— Y) + °(Y)
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(for any random variables Y) to obtain an under-estimate of the significance 
of a difference—though admittedly this is very much of an under-estimate if 
there is a fair degree of positive correlation between the two variables. Thus 
we would probably be justified in concluding that the difference between the A#,s 
for series 50 and 51 was significant since this is o*oifi2 compared with an estimated 
standard error of at most 0*0022 +0*9038 = 0-0060.
Table VI
Results for seii'es of type-5
(«) Harmonic components of systematic annual motion (unit o^-ooi)
Series 50
est.
1 m stand. l
Series 51
m
est.
stand.
Series 52
est.
/ m stand.
error error error
c + 18-80 —31V2 + 3*17 + 12*92 — 22'02 + 3*20 + 19*00 —23*30 + 3*86
Oi
w
-64-45 +69-51 + I0.,8
—71*41 -45*59 ”
“55*33
-69’59
+74*99
-45*89 ± 11*36
-48*42 +65*67 
”59*68 ”37*05 * 5 75
az
lh
T “ 4‘91 + 2*28
+ 5*66 — 0-39
— 2*15 
+ 6*79
— 6*oo
- 3*05
± 2*51 — 2-51 — 7*95 .+ 8*37 - 5*45 - **
bz
— o'i6 + 1*38 .
2*59 + 3*79 - 1 44
+ 1*84 
— 4*15
+ 2*36 
+ 3*93
+ 1*77 + 3*91 + 3*29 + 6— 1*19 + 4*38 “ 9 10
a a
b4
- 0-78 + 1-47 + i>14 
+ 1*62 + 1*52 “
— 1 *02 
+ 1*25
+ 0*55 
+ 1*36 ± 1'53
” 0*65 + 0*89 + 6
+ .0*81 + 4*28 - 1 02
+ 0-31 + 0*77 '. ;.' + 1 *02
+ i*59 + .0*63 “
T 0*58 
+ 2*12
+ 0 *41 
+ i*77 ± I*45
— 1*85 + 1*85 , *+ I *4.0+ 2*11 + 2*94 “
fif, — 0*71 — 0*85 + 0*70 — 0*72 — 1-63 + 1 *oo + 0*19 — 2*65 + 1*03
yh
period
K
A
„ (&) Free Motion (calculated with least possible values of lag)
23°i8'+28' Z3°4i' + 46' 240 14' ±39'
1*287 +0*026 years 1*267 +0*041 years 1*238 +0*033 years
0*441 + 0*095 year-1 0*356 +0-109 year-1 0*239 +0-111 year-1
0-9975 + 0-0022 0*9793+0*0038 0-9942+0*0024
or 32-4 25*8 25*3
a 6*o" 15*6 , 9*8
9. The components of the systematic annual motion shown in Tables IV, V 
and ,VI vary according to type of series and interval, there being noticeable 
differences in both the amplitudes and phases of the several components. When 
the tests of significance used in (1) were applied, we found that on the whole 
only the annual and semi-annual components are highly significant. When 
we have actually evaluated, the estimated standard errors of the components, 
they, appear to be relatively large. The differences of corresponding harmonic 
components of type-5 series are given in Table VII, together with the estimated 
standard errors of the pairs of components. The overlapping of the three series 
has again the effect of making any precise assessment of the significance of the 
difference very troublesome, but in view of the magnitudes of the estimated 
standard errors no startling discrepancy is indicated, although “the differences 
50-51 and 50-52 for the constant terms in the m components are suggestive.
10. There may be systematic trends in the observational data caused by 
genuine secular trends in the systematic terms in Fx and Gx (cf. 1, equation (3)).
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We have examined the series of type-5 f°r such trends by fitting curves of the 
type
4 = ^o + ciP + a cos vt + b sin vt (ztt/v = 1 year)
to each interval covered by only one director or only one star-programme. The 
results give values of c0 markedly different from those of c recorded in Table VI 
and the values of Cj are so large that the removal of systematic trends of the 
kind assumed here yields series for the free motion which are visibly irregular, 
with large discontinuities at each change in star-programme. If the trends are 
real, we cannot explain them satisfactorily. However, the frequent changes in 
programme make it difficult to determine trends accurately, and the large 
discontinuities found at each change in star-programme are likely to be due 
more to accidental rather than true physical causes.
11. We have examined the residual motion {e'*, 9/*} which includes the 
effects of both observational errors and the random disturbances which maintain 
the free motion. We have restricted our attention to those of type-5 series. 
The residuals have been estimated in the way described in (1, p. 458) for each 
of the series 50, 51 and 52, those for 50 being displayed in Fig. 1 (b,d).
If the series were heterogeneous and corrections such as those given by (1) 
should be applied, then the numerical harmonic analysis would leave in ?n* 
errors which remain constant through each homogeneous sub-interval, but 
which change between such sub-intervals. As a result {e'*} and {V#} would 
also be affected by similar errors. We have therefore determined the means of 
{e'*} and {t/*} over various sub-intervals during which star-programme and
Table VIII
Series 50
Star Programme
I
II
III 
I-III
IV
V
VI 
I-VI
Series 5 r
Star Programme
I
II
III 
I-III
IV 
I-IV
Series 52 
Star Programme
I
II
III
i-m
Mean residuals : series of type-$ (unit o"'ooi)
Interval e'
1900-05 2-89+ 2*94
1906-11 — 6*00+3’22
1911-22 July 8*83 + 2’6o
1900-22 July 3-31+1-71
1922 July-34 267+ 2'6o
1935-48 373 + 2-30
1949-54 -24*15 + 5-44
1900-54 0*28+ I *28
—/€
— 0*06+2*89
— 9’ii+3’i2
5-90+2-59 
o-33+ 17°
— 1 "57+ 2*71
— 0-35+ 1*46
c'
— 0’26+2’86
- 9-57+3-07 
5'44± 2’8o
— 0-48+ 1*73
y'
6*89+ 2'90
5’39± 3'03
— 7-00+3*38
— o-02± 1'97 
9'89+ 2*67
— 5’24+2*24
— 9 *86+ 4‘42
— 0*19+ 1*28
y
3-58+2*93
2’2I+ 2*94 
iO‘43+3*35 
— 3'35+ i*95 
6*17+ 2*65 
0*03+ 1-59
1
6*35+2-93 
5*08+ 2*88 
~ 6-6o+3*4i 
q*44± 1*91
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direction remained uniform. The results are given in Table VIII. The 
uncertainties given in the table are the standard errors calculated in the normal 
way but, because of correlations introduced by the. processes by which the 
estimated annual and forced motions were removed, and possibly also correlations 
between the true residuals e'w and €'n+1 and 77^ and r)'n+1, they are not unbiased 
estimates of the true standard errors. The bias is very troublesome to calculate 
but may be expected in all cases to be positive, so that they are useful as estimates 
of upper limits to the uncertainties. The results suggest that the data do suffer 
from inhomogeneity.
12. When the results are grouped according to the intervals covered by the 
series it is immediately evident that the results for the group 02, 32 and 52 are 
very consistent, and those for the group 01, 31 and 51 are slightly less so. The 
agreement for the longer series 00 and 50 appears to be less good.
The evidence of the statistical analysis so far presented does not give any 
conclusive reasons for preferring or rejecting any particular set of results, although 
these for type-o series are suspected to be unacceptable because A#>i. When 
the results are considered in conjunction with the known facts about the initial 
data it seems reasonable to draw certain inferences.
The data might be inhomogeneous, and if the corrections given in (1) are 
applicable in full the long series might be expected to yield unreliable results. 
The results for series 00 and 50 seem to support this, and indeed, the results 
derived from series 50 appear to be less untypical compared with the main body 
of results than do those for series 00 which differ from 50 by the inclusion of 
the results of the uncoordinated observations made in the decade preceding the 
beginning of the international programme.
It might also be expected that the series covering the first twenty-one years 
of the international programme would give better results than those covering 
the first thirty-five years. We have already recorded that the differences in the 
constant terms of the harmonic analyses of the m components between the 
series 50 and 51 and between the series 50 and 52 are suggestive, and although 
these differences are not what they should be if they were due to the non­
application of corrections of the order given by (1) they still support the opinion 
that the data which we have analysed are inhomogeneous to some extent.
It also appears that the variability of the results depends more on the interval 
covered by the series than on the type of series. The fact that A#>i in the case 
of type-o series does suggest that smoothing has had an effect, but the differences 
between the results of type-3 and type-5 series suggest that the inclusion of 
exclusion of the s'-term has had little influence. On observational grounds, 
however, the 2:-term must be accounted for and we conclude that the most reliable 
results are those derived from type-5 series-
The results of the analysis of the short series 33 and 34 give periods and 
damping factors which seem unsatisfactory, but their estimated standard errors 
are large enough to account for the discrepancies. The low precision of the 
estimates and the probable inaccuracy of the asymptotic theory for short series 
are likely to be general and we have not made any other analyses of such short 
series. This has led to the disadvantage, already noted, that the intervals are 
overlapping, but that has not proved to be too serious a defect.
13. Jeffreys’s results are given in Table III as series 15 and 16. He used 
essentially the same data as those of our type-o series. The periods which he
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obtained are in fair agreement with those for our series ox and 02 but the damping 
factors are markedly different. His value of A for series 15 was less than unity. 
However his method of computing k and A was different from ours, being 
equivalent to solving (in our notation)
A2e-2K7t,_ WOF+feM}2
by least squares using three values of the lag r. He advocated the use of fairly 
large values of r, whereas we have argued that the smallest possible lags should 
give gieatest accuracy (i, p, 45°)* Jeffreys also reduced the volume of data by 
taking non-overlapping means of three consecutive observations so that his 
lags o, 1 and 2 correspond roughly to our 0, 3 and 6.
. In older to make a direct comparison with Jeffreys*s work we have examined 
two series, 05 and 06, for the intervals 1892*0 to 1932*9 and 1908*3 to 1921*5 
which were the intervals of Jeffreys*s series 15 and 16 in Table III. The data 
differ only in that we have not grouped them. We have calculated covariances 
only for every third lag and have used equation (4) in the modified form
e6K*/Kr-l) __ {j>(3)}a + {g(3)}2 , .
,{p(3?*)}2 + {2(3r)}2 w
and (4 a) with rx = ^r and r2 = 37- — 3, so that
e6K*fc = W3r-3)}8 + {g(3r-3)}2 . (5 «)
W30}a+{g(3?‘)}2
The results given in Table IX show that for small lags, the estimates of the 
period agree favourably with those given by Jeffreys so it seems that his grouping 
of the data has had no serious effect. The damping factors, except those for 
series 06 computed by formula (5), seem to be irregular, but for both period and 
damping factor it can be said that as the lag increases there is initially a marked 
decrease in the estimates followed by a more or less marked oscillation.
Table IX
Analysis of series 05 and 06 for various lags
Period in years Damping factor in year'-1
3»‘ Series 05 Series 06 Series 05 Series 06
Formula Formula Formula Formula
(5) (5«) (s) (5«)
3 1*230 1*216
6 1*193 1*206 -[-0*169 +0*169 +0 *064 +0*064
9 1*178 1*202 +0*037 —0*096 +0*028 —0*008
12 1*190 1*201 —0*005 —0*088 + 0*024 +0*017
IS 1*209 1*201 +0*036 +0*159 + 0*022 ' +0*015
18 1*189 1*203 +0*060 +0*159 + 0*022 + 0*021
21 1*184 1*202 +0*035 —0*090 + 0*022 + 0*022
24 1*187 1*200 + 0*021 —0*063 + 0*021 + 0*0X2
14. As we believe that the data of the type-5 series are superior for the purposes 
of analysis, we have carried out more calculations for the series 50, 51 and 52. 
The results are given in Table X. (Formula (4 a) was used with = r, = r — 1.)
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The estimated period is clearly seen to be a damped oscillatory function of 
the lag. For the damping, the estimates follow a similar pattern but there is an 
appreciable difference between the results according to which formula is used.
Table X
Analysis of series 50, 51 and $z for various lags.
Period in years Damping factor in year"1
Series Series Series Series 50 Series 51 Series 52
ir 50 Si 53 Form. 4 Form. 4a Form. 4 Form. 4a Form. 4 Form. 4a
1 1*288 1*268 1*237
2 1*265 1*353 1*227 o*443 +0*443 0*352 +0*352 0*231 +0*231
3 1*241 1*239 1*219 o*4S7 +0*471 0*379 +0*406 0*241 +0*251
4 1*220 1*226 I *212 0*436 +0*394 0*389 +0*409 0*234 + 0*220
S 1*205 1*215 1*207 0*400 +0*291 0*387 +0*380 0*223 + 0*190
6 1*194 1*203 1*203 0*348 -{-0*142 0*350 +0*200 0199 + 0*105
7 1*185 1 193 I 199 0*315 +0*150 o-3i5 +0*140 0*174 + OO45
8 1*178 1 *186 1*196 0*270 —0*003 0*254 —0*107 0*138 -0*074
9 1*172 1 *181 1194 0*221 —0*118 0*200 —0*184 0*105 —0127
10 1*169 1*179 1193 0*l66 —0*276 0*I5I —0*239 0*077 —0*152
11 1*169 1*178 1*192 0*117 —0*318 0*109 —0*263 0051 —0*180
12 1*171 1 *180 1193 0*083 -0*257 0*077 -0*243 0*034 —0*138
13 1 *177 1*183 1194 0*066 —0*128 0*066 —0*057 0033 +0024
14 1*182 1*185 119s 0*070 +0*118 0*069 +0*097 0*039 +0*114
IS 1*185 1*187 I-195 0*080 +0*216 0*075 +0*165 0*045 +0*126
16 1*187 1*189 1 195 0*092 +0*254 0*081 +0*158 0*050 +0*108
15. Professor Jeffreys has suggested to us that the use of higher lags may be 
advisable because of the possibility that the disturbances e and 17 are not 
uncorrelated as we assume in our model. There are good physical reasons for 
believing that correlations between the disturbances do exist; e.g. the seasonal 
climatic changes which give rise, at least in part, to the systematic terms Fs(t) 
and Gf(t) (1, equation (4)) are not entirely smooth, and irregularities in them 
tend to persist over intervals of several weeks, so that there.may well be appreciable 
positive correlation between values of c or 77 at times separated by intervals up 
to 2 or 3 months.
Such correlation may 'cause our estimates of the period and of the damping 
factor to be biased. We have investigated the bias on the assumption that 
cov(e„ €i+rh) = cov (rjt, 7jf+rh)=grt say, while cov (e„ 7fc+rA) remains equal to zero 
for all r. It is then easily shown that
b(ry*h) = tan-1 -ryh (6)
and for the estimate k* given by equation (4 a)
e**{A(r2) + iB(r2)}bfa-r^h}^ log ^{A^ + iB^)} (7)
where
A(r) + iB(r)= f
», f>=0
and we use the notation b(B*) for the bias in an estimate $* of a quantity 6.
In particular, when gr=gofJ'r (r>°)> where |/a|<i, i.e. the auto-correlation 
function of the series {ej, {17,} is that of a first-order autoregressive process,
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(6) and (7) give
h(ry*h) =
and
— zyuch sin yh 
1 + /u.2 — 2/x cos yh + sin{(r+i)y/j-^} (8)
1 fJj
where
[^’1+1 cos {(?! + I)y/?./x1*-!-1 cos {(r2 + i)y/f-0}] (9)
^ = 2 tan-1 ^ — 'XsinyM 
\ x — /x cos yh f
and it is assumed that r, rj, ?*2 are sufficiently small for e,,K/i, eriK7i, er* h to be 
taken approximately equal to unity. Thus as r increases the bias in y* tends 
to zero like i/r after an initial damped oscillation. When k* is calculated by 
formula (4) the bias is given by (9) with r1 = r and /*2= 1. This behaves in the 
same way as the bias in y*. When /c® is calculated by formula (4«), however, 
the bias is given by (9) with rx — r and ?'2 = r — 1 and oscillates with an amplitude 
that decreases like ix)\ The behaviour of the biases should in general not be 
very different from this since £0) gx, ... may be expected to be a decreasing 
sequence of positive numbers. In fact, if gr can be put equal to zero for y><i, 
it follows from (6) and (7) that for r>£, the biases of y® and re* calculated from 
equation (4) are proportional to i/r, while the bias in /c* calculated from 
equation (4 d) with = rt r2 = r — i is negligibly small. This should be the case 
for (7 = 3 or 4 since correlations between the disturbances should not extend over 
intervals exceeding a few months.
We conclude that correlation of this type would suffice to explain the 
behaviour of the estimates of T~zrrjy and re in Table X for small values of r. 
However, it cannot reasonably be considered responsible for the persistence 
of oscillations for the larger values of r (those of re* in the last three columns 
being particularly marked), since that would require the auto-correlations gr/g0 
to remain appreciable for these values of r.
16. The imperfect removal of systematic variations from the residual series 
used for the calculation of p(r) and q(r) will also produce bias in our estimates. 
Suppose that {£f, £f} represent systematic variations which have not been allowed 
for in determining the free motion. Then p(r) and q(r) are calculated from 
{X/5 Yt} instead of where
Yt=ytYit.
If this is so, it can easily be shown that the consequential biases in p{r) and q(r) 
are
Kp(r)) = 2 (&&+»•»+&&+,.*)> (10)
^(?(r)) = JSf — r ^ ~ (t !)
N being the total number of observations.
The results of Section 9 suggest that the annual term is different in different 
sub-intervals so that the process which we adopted of removing a uniform annual 
term throughout the whole interval must lead to the presence of terms ^ and £ 
which take the form
^ = ^0 T co® {yt +
£*=£0 + ^1 cos +i/d,
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where fl0, av b0, bv <j> and ip are constants and 277/^= 1 year; there may also be 
small harmonic terms. In the true situation, the constants change from one 
sub-interval to another, but for simplicity we will first consider them unchanged 
over the whole interval. We find that the biases in p(r) and q(r) lead to
b{ry*h) == ~ W + K + iW + bi) c<>s vrh) (1 *)
provided that A is nearly 6qual to unity. (Pnfo) is the expected value of \p(o) 
in the absence of bias—see (i, equation (14)). If the damping is estimated by 
using equation (4), the bias is given by
b{2{r - i)K*Zr} = {cos yh[a^ + V + J(ai2 + hi)cos v^\
— cos ryh\aQ2 + 602 + \{a2 + b^) cos vrh\}/ V^(o) (13)
and if it is obtained by using equation (4 a) with r1 = r2+i=r, it is given by
e(r—1)kA
b{2K*h} =F {(«02 + V)[cos (r-iyyh- cos ryh]
+ \{a^ + ^[cos {r — ipyh cos v(r - i)A - cos ryh cos vrh]}. (13a)
• /
In each of these formulae we have omitted “cross-product” terms involving
flj/qsin^ —*/0 which appear in the detailed working. Their inclusion would,
at worst, double the estimated bias, but should have a much smaller effect.
If the period 277/7 is denoted by T, then
b(T*) _ b(ry*h)
T ~ ryh 9
and the bias in T, regarded as a function of r, is an oscillating one with an 
amplitude which varies with erKft/r, which decreases as r increases, at least 
initially.
For the damping, formula (4) leads to a bias in k* which consists partly of 
a term decreasing with i/(r—1) and partly of an oscillation with an amplitude 
which decreases (initially) with e^-^/jV-1). Formula (40) leads to an 
oscillatory bias whose amplitude varies with e<r-1)KA.
The formulae given are not valid for very large lags, when the second order 
terms, which have been neglected, may become more important than the terms 
given.
When this analysis is extended to deal with & and whose amplitudes change 
from sub-interval to sub-interval, the results are similar but, because of the 
increasing overlap of sub-intervals as r increases, the biases tend to decrease 
more and for sufficiently long series with sufficiently many sub-intervals the 
biases could become negligible—thus giving a justification for a remark made 
to this effect in Section 3 above.
17. Values of a0, b0i and b± consistent with the corrections given by (1) 
yield values of b(p(r)) which are comparable with p(r) itself, and our results do 
not indicate such serious effects. However, the results of harmonic analysis 
given in Tables IV, V and VI show that the inhomogeneity could give values 
of the constants of order of magnitude 10 units (the unit being ©"•ooi). Putting 
^ = ^ = ^ = ^=10 units, the largest b(p(r)) is about 50 units and hence the 
largest bias in ry*h is about 0-02 in the range of values of r up to r= 16.. The 
results correspond to a bias in the period which is approximately o*o6/r years, 
which is in rough agreement with the behaviour of our estimates of T. Again,
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using formula (4), the bias in given by the above analysis is at most about 
°‘36/(r —1) which also compares with the behaviour of the estimates of k.
18. It can also be shown that other kinds of systematic inhomogeneity in 
the data, not necessarily directly connected with the amplitudes of the annual 
terms, lead to biases similar to that arising from the sinusoidal terms (f*, £*). 
For example, systematic errors in individual star-places could give rise to a 
systematic contribution to the observational error which would repeat annually 
until the particular stars were replaced at a subsequent change in the observing 
programme; such an error would contribute to the bias in much the same way 
as considered above.
We may conclude that the behaviour of our estimates is explained by biases 
introduced by inhomogeneity and auto-correlation of the disturbing function.
19, We believe that the sub-intervals during which the data can be assumed 
to be homogeneous are too short ever to give a reasonable prospect of eliminating 
the systematic motion adequately; this is really a problem which is better tackled 
in the design of the observing programme rather than in the subsequent analysis 
of the results. Despite the complexities introduced by the inhomogeneity and 
the auto-correlation of the disturbances, however, it seems practicable to make 
a reasonable estimate of the period. First we have to detect a lag beyond which 
it is unlikely that auto-correlation of the disturbances is effective. Secondly, 
considering the form of b{ry*h) in equation (12), we must judge where the 
oscillations have decreased to an extent such that a mean value is well determined. 
Inspection of the results in Table X suggests that both these requirements are 
met by taking r>6. The maximum variation in the estimated period thereafter 
is less than about 10 days for series 50 and 51 and 4 days for series 52. The means 
of the estimated values of T'= 2-77/7 for r = 1 to 16 and r = 6 to 16 are given below.
Series 50 Series 51 Series 52
r — i to 16 1*198 years 1-202 years 1*201 years
r —6 to 16 1,179 years 1-186 years *‘*93 years
On observational grounds, series 52 appear more likely to be homogeneous 
than the others. Series 50 contain an interval for which the published results 
are not yet definitive, and both series 50 and 51 cover intervals before and 
after 1922-7 when a major change in the method of reducing the observations 
was made. This view is supported by the fact that the estimates of the period 
made from series 52 show markedly less variation than the others. We therefore 
consider the best estimate of the period to be
1-193 years = 435-8 mean solar days.
Unfortunately there does not seem to be any acceptable way of estimating k. 
As far as freedom from bias is concerned, the most reliable estimate would be 
obtained from formula (4 a), choosing r2 to be sufficiently large to eliminate 
bias due to the auto-correlation between the disturbances {e, 17}, and yq —r2 
sufficiently large to eliminate the bias due to ignoring part of the systematic 
variation. On the other hand, to keep the standard error of k® small, yq and ra 
should be small, so that it becomes a question of balancing conflicting require­
ments. To make a theoretical estimate of the best combination of values of jq 
and r2 is, in our opinion, impossible in view of all the unknown factors.
The results in Table X show that an oscillation persists in the estimates of k 
which is such as to make it very difficult (even bearing in mind the probable
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form of the bias) to decide which value to adopt. For series 52, formula (4) 
gives small estimated values, but it is hardly justifiable to say more than that, 
in the absence of bias, there is some evidence that the relaxation time lies in 
the range 10 to 30 years. To attach a measure of probability to this statement 
seems to be impossible.
20. None' of the results will be acceptable if the model should be proved to 
be completely invalid, and it seems fair to point out that Melchior (5) and 
Gutenberg (6) have both expressed doubts over the question of the damping of 
the free motion. The case for the model was, however, very well stated by 
Jeffreys in (2); our model is a generalization of the one used by Jeffreys and is 
designed to take further account of observational error. As we showed in (1), 
it contains Jeffreys’s model as a special case, so that we have confidence in the 
model at least from this aspect.
Jeffreys, however, isolated what we have called series 16 for special attention 
because they covered an apparently disturbance-free interval. We do not wish 
to add to the comments we have made on this isolation (1, p. 458) so far as the 
numerical analysis is concerned, but it should be understood that, in establishing 
the validity of our model, as well as that of Jeffreys, we used the assumption 
that there is a fairly large number of disturbances in the interval between 
successive observations (apart from the limiting case of completely disturbance- 
free motion, when its validity can be seen by putting/-,^) and^r1(i) and consequently 
e and 17 all equal to zero in (i, equations (4) and (13)). The model will certainly 
not be valid if there are, as Jeffreys thought, quiescent periods and highly 
disturbed periods, except perhaps if the observations were extended over a 
very large number of years indeed. This is important in the light of current 
geophysical theories of the Earth’s core (see e.g. Revelle and Munk, 7). If the 
compensations envisaged in such theories at the interface between the crust and 
core occur only at infrequent intervals—and such seems to be believed—then 
doubt must arise over the validity of our model.
21. We conclude:
(а) The harmonic analysis of the data is unlikely to do more than reveal 
qualitatively that inhomogeneity exists in the data because changes in the 
programme have occurred too frequently to permit the statistical theory to apply 
over the short sub-intervals involved.
(б) The unsmoothed data at monthly intervals (series of type-5) appear to 
be best, and of these the short series 52 are to be preferred.
(c) Analysis of type-5 series using high lags indicates that the estimates are 
biased. Qualitatively, the bias is consistent with the hypotheses that the data 
are inhomogeneous and that auto-correlation exists in the series of disturbances.
{d) The period of the free motion may be taken to be
1 • 193 years = 43 5 • 8 mean solar days.
(e) The bias is fatal for the accurate estimation of the damping factor for 
which, however, there is some evidence suggesting chat the relaxation time is 
between about 10 and 30 years.
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